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i“The reasonable man adapts himself to the
world; the unreasonable one persists in trying
to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all
progress depends on the unreasonable.”
George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950).
ii
Abstract
SPRAYS and other industrially relevant turbid media can be quantitatively and qual-itatively characterized using modern optical diagnostics. However, current laser
based techniques generate errors in the dense region of sprays due to the multiple scat-
tering of laser radiation effected by the surrounding cloud of droplets. In most industrial
sprays, the scattering of light occurs within the so-called intermediate scattering regime
where the average number of scattering events is too great for single scattering to be
assumed, but too few for the diffusion approximation to be applied. An understanding
and adequate prediction of the radiative transfer in this scattering regime is a challenging
and non-trivial task that can significantly improve the accuracy and efficiency of optical
measurements. A novel technique has been developed for the modelling of optical radi-
ation propagation in inhomogeneous polydisperse scattering media such as sprays. The
computational model is aimed to provide both predictive and reliable information, and
to improve the interpretation of experimental results in spray diagnostics. Results from
simulations are verified against the analytical approach and validated against the exper-
iment by the means of homogeneous solutions of suspended polystyrene spheres. The
ability of the technique to simulate various detection conditions, to differentiate scatter-
ing orders and to generate real images of light intensity distributions with high spatial
resolution is demonstrated. The model is used for the real case of planar Mie imaging
through a typical hollow cone water spray. Versatile usage of this model is exemplified
with its applications to image transfer through turbid media, correction of experimental
Beer-Lambert measurements, the study of light scattering by single particles in the far-
field region, and to simulate the propagation of ultra-short laser pulses within complex
scattering media. The last application is fundamental for the development and testing
of future optical spray diagnostics; particularly for those based on time-gating detection
such as ballistic imaging.
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C H A P T E R 1
Introduction
THE scientific and industrial interest in spray technology was almost nonexistentforty years ago, with no conferences, journals or university courses devoted to the
science of atomization (Chigier 2006). Since that time, there have been many changes
and the understanding of the generation of sprays has become a subject of considerable
importance in a wide range of industrial applications. Nowadays, international confer-
ences and congresses regarding atomization and sprays are currently held in Europe,
America and Asia (e.g. ILASS - Institute of Liquid Atomization and Spray Systems).
The facilities employed for optical characterization of sprays have increased exponen-
tially during the last few years. For instance, the U.S. Argonne National laboratory has
recently investigated the near nozzle region of a diesel spray using a one billion dollar
X-ray facility (Wang 2006). This large increase in research and development activities
related to spray technology is principally promoted by modern economical interests and
new international environmental policies.
The most significant example of a spray application concerns the injection of liquid fuel
into piston and gas turbine engines via spray systems. Fuel sprays are employed to gen-
erate the necessary mechanical power in cars, planes and other combustion based ve-
hicles and devices. However, liquid fuel combustion is responsible for the emission of
pollutants such as NOx, hydrocarbons and soot. As a result of this atmospheric pollu-
tion, a global warming has been observed with scientists predicting future major climatic
changes. To face this major problem, international legislatures have enforced regulations
with significant reductions in emissions. Respecting such restrictive decisions requires
on the one hand the development of new types of clean fuels while on the other hand the
improvement of the energy efficiency of the combustion process. In parallel, the constant
increase in oil prices is an important economic motivation for improving combustion en-
ergy efficiency. Liquid fuels are more attractive than gaseous fuel because they possess
more energy per unit volume and they are easier to transport and manipulate. Due to
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these crucial advantages and to the continuous increase in energy demands, worldwide
use of liquid fuels is not likely to be reduced anytime soon. Liquid fuels must be va-
porised within combustion chambers in a manner in which the stoichiometric gas/vapour
mixture conditions are satisfied. This is performed by atomizing the injected liquid into
the combustion zone and generating fine spray droplets which subsequently vaporise and
burn. When employing the appropriate spray device, the desired size, velocity, concen-
tration and trajectory of droplets can be produced in such that the energy efficiency is
optimized with a consequent reduction in emissions. For each condition of operation and
depending on the combustion chamber characteristics, liquid fuels must be injected in a
specific way. In other words, for each individual application a specific spray system must
be adequately designed and accurately tested before utilization. This requires reliable
and complete characterization of fuel sprays.
Medical sprays, paint sprays, spray drying, agricultural sprays, and spray cooling are
other examples in which the control and the optimization of atomization are extremely
important. In medicine, inhaled droplets must satisfy a range of size comprised between
0.5 and 5 µm. Droplets above 5 µm hit and deposit on the surface of the throat; whereas,
droplet less than 5 µm are exhaled just after inhalation. Cryogenic sprays are used to
remove heat during laser surgery. For this application, optimal cryogen droplets of size
between 3 and 20 µm with ∼35 ms−1 velocity are required. In spray coating and painting
the major challenge consists in the production of droplets which will deposit, spread and
dry into uniform layers of desired thickness. In automobile painting, it has been also
reported (Chigier 2006) that up to 40% of the paint misses the target. Reducing this off-
spray amount would offer large savings to car companies while reducing the generation
of toxic pollutants. Numerous other examples (e.g. agricultural sprays, spray drying and
spray cooling) related to many industrial domains could also highlight the importance of
understanding the physic of spray generation. However, a comprehensive list would be
too extensive. It must be kept in mind that for each of these applications, a particular
generation of droplets requires an adequate control allowing the increasing performances
of spray systems.
Sprays are generated by the successive primary and secondary break up of the injected
liquid body (Lefebvre 1989). In practice, break up of liquid fuels occurs under high
pressure injection at high ambient temperature and pressure conditions. Occasionally,
high velocity air flows are used to increase the quality of atomization. Other types of
spray employ superheated liquid and/or generate bubbles into the liquid flow in order
to produce fine droplets and increase the evaporation rate. In most cases, the liquid
break up is then an unstable physical process which is difficult to control. The first
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stage in monitoring such systems is to initially characterize the spray properties (size and
concentration of droplets, the cone angle, the distance of penetration etc) under a variety
of operating conditions.
Due to their remote sensing non-intrusive nature, optical techniques have rapidly become
the methods of choice for spray diagnostics, as opposed to mechanical or electrical de-
vices. During the past three decades, the development and improvement of new laser
based techniques has been particularly extensive. As a result, a wide variety of instru-
ments are now available for spray measurement. However, each of these instruments
provides only specific and/or local information. Some laser techniques measure quanti-
ties such as the size, concentration, velocity, trajectory and temperature of the droplets.
Some provide more general information regarding the geometry and structure of the spray
like the cone angle, the distance of penetration, the length of the liquid core and the geo-
metrical dimensions of the probed spray system. Finally, other techniques are employed
to investigate specifically the break up (primary and secondary break up) and atomiza-
tion processes in order to validate modern Computational Fluid Dynamic models. The
combination of several complementary techniques is often necessary for complete spray
characterization. Furthermore, even if laser diagnostics systems have considerably im-
proved, they still continue to suffer from severe limitations especially in the dense spray
region.
The most important source of errors in all optical diagnostics of sprays is the multiple
scattering of the incident laser radiation from the surrounding droplets. In imaging tech-
niques, multiple scattering of light causes blur, loss of contrast and attenuation. In point
interferometry measurements, multiple scattering attenuates the signal creating a weak,
noisy and difficult to process detected signal. As a result, the sampling rate of validated
data generated by Phase Doppler Anemometry instruments is reduced considerably mak-
ing the measurement impossible to perform in the dense spray region. In Fraunhofer
diffraction techniques, multiple scattering introduces severe errors in the droplet sizing
measurement as soon the single scattering approximation is no longer valid. Multiple
scattering of light radiation results from the interaction of photon packets with several
scattering centres. In sprays, these scattering centres are principally spherical droplets
but can also be irregular liquid elements. The distribution and amount of multiply scat-
tered photons depends on several parameters including: the optical depth of the system,
the scattering process of individual droplets, the characteristics of the light source and the
geometrical and physical properties of the probed spray. The experimental investigation
of multiple scattering is highly complex as it is difficult to determine how many times
a detected photon has scattered. Multiple scattering has been investigated analytically
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using the electromagnetic theory, by calculating the statistical average of the electromag-
netic field quantities (Pomraning 1973). This approach preserves the wave properties of
the optical fields but does not generally lead to solvable equations especially in the case
of spray diagnostics. The radiative transport theory is the most commonly used approach
when dealing with light propagation within scattering media. For very dense scattering
media, where the average number of scattering event is superior or equal to 10 (multiple
scattering regime), the Radiative Transport Equation (RTE) is simplified to the diffusion
approximation. However, most of the spray operates under the intermediate single-to-
multiple scattering regime where the average number of scattering event is between 2
and 9. In this case, the diffusion approximation cannot be applied and the exact form of
the RTE cannot be calculated.
As an alternative to deterministic models, stochastic numerical models can be employed
for light transport in scattering media such as sprays. Nowadays, the Monte Carlo (MC)
technique is the most widely used and versatile probabilistic approach giving satisfac-
tory solutions to the RTE where analytical approaches encounter difficulties. In the MC
technique, the trajectories of individual photons are traced through the probed medium.
Each interaction is governed by random processes of scattering or absorption. When
the photons exit the simulated volume or when absorption occurs, their history is known
and the amount of scattering events experienced is recorded. This precious informa-
tion allows deduction of the importance of each scattering order for a given spray struc-
ture and source-detector configuration. By sending an infinite number of photons, the
exact solution of the RTE is reached. The principal advantage of MC models comes
from the flexibility in considering various complex 3D structures. In the last decade,
the MC method has been principally employed for photon transport in tissues (Keijzer
1993, Meglinski and Matcher 2001, Churmakov 2005). However, MC modelling has
also been performed in under-water environments (Piskozub 2004), geological struc-
tures (Abubakirov 1990), and for atmospheric (Lavigne 2001) and astronomical purposes
(Hogerheijde 2000). Most of the existent MC models assume homogeneous or layered
structures. In sprays, concentration and distribution of scattering centres (droplets) varies
strongly with position. Such characteristics require the development of a MC model able
to cope with highly inhomogeneous structures.
The aim of this thesis is to comprehensively investigate and ultimately quantify errors
introduced by multiple scattering in spray diagnostics. Since the early application of
laser techniques, back to 30 years ago, multiple scattering was already identified as a
major problem. Nowadays, efforts in developing and testing new optical techniques, in
order to make the measurement reliable within the dense spray region, are considerable.
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However these developments remain limited by the fact that multiple scattering effects
are extremely difficult to predict, especially for inhomogeneous polydisperse media.
The benefits of using a MC model of type developed here, is that it offers accurate de-
scription of the physical processes when considering practical case of study. In terms of
light scattering within turbid media, complex phenomena that could not be described in
3D in the past, can now be understood and analyzed using modern computational models.
Predictions resultant from simulations offer a fundamental help in developing, improving
and testing new optical techniques and reduce in the same time the cost of experimental
investigations.
The specific objective in the framework of this thesis is the development of a computa-
tional model designed for the propagation of light radiation through spray systems. It is
required that the model must be verified against the theory; be experimentally validated;
be flexible enough to consider both different source-detector geometry and spray struc-
tures. Finally the model must be a numerical tool to easily investigate, understand and
predict the effects of multiple scattering for various type of optical diagnostics. The main
requirements for the computational model has been identified as follow:
• The model should be able to take into account a range of scattering phase functions
representing the scattering of typical spray droplets from 1 up to 200 µm in diameter.
• The exact experimental laser source should be able to be simulated via the MC model.
• The detection of individual scattering orders should be performed separately in order to
observe the importance of their individual contribution on the detected signal or image.
• The detection acceptances angle must be easily adjustable to those employed by the
experimental collection optics considered.
• 2D mapping of light intensity distributions must be able to be generated by the model
with spatial resolution equal to that obtained in the experiment.
This dissertation is divided into 8 chapters. The characteristics and the generation process
of sprays are initially described in Chapter 2. Applications, properties, and formation of
droplets are highlighted with the classification of the different breakup regimes.
In Chapter 3, the traditional and emerging optical diagnostic systems are presented. The
chapter ends with a discussion of the limitations of each optical instrument demonstrat-
ing that multiple scattering is the major and recurrent factor introducing errors in laser
measurements within the dense spray region.
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A detailed explanation concerning the propagation of laser radiation within spray is pro-
vided in Chapter 4. After describing the adequate terminology, the physic of interaction
between light and droplets is given (first for individual droplets and then for a collection
of droplets).
Chapter 5 is focussed on the description of photon transport modelling within turbid
media. The major part of this chapter is dedicated to the description of the MC model
developed.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the verification and validation procedure. A complete set of
comparison between experimental and analytical results is provided. It is demonstrated
in this chapter that the MC code presented is reliable and generates realistic simulations.
In Chapter 7, the MC model is employed for the real case of spray diagnostics and
the simulated results are compared with the experimental results. A new cross-detector
configuration is also presented for optimizing the detection of the singly scattered light
within a collection of fuel droplets.
Finally, Chapter 8 provides various examples of applications that have been performed
using the MC model. These examples concern the scattering of light by single droplets
in the far field region, the transfer of images within turbid media, the analysis and cor-
rection of blurred images, and the propagation of femtosecond laser pulses in scattering
environments. The chapter highlights the capability and flexibility of the model to tackle
a wide number of important issues related to radiative transfer, with applications in many
research domains including combustion engineering, meteorology and biomedicine.
C H A P T E R 2
Characteristics and Generation of Sprays
DEPENDING on their characteristics, sprays are used for a wide variety of applica-tions. Performances of spray systems can be optimized and improved by achieving
desirable spray properties. For example, in Combustion Engineering liquid fuels have
to be sprayed in the combustion zone in a manner that the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio
is respected. This requires a correct atomization of the liquid fuel such that the desired
droplet size, number density, velocity and repartition in the combustion chamber is ob-
tained. Such achievement allows increasing the fuel and energy efficiency while reducing
the emission of pollutants from combusting sprays. In industry, high spray performances
improve product quality and reduce the consumption of sprayed liquids. Increasing the
efficiency and the control of industrial, biomedical, agricultural and fuel spray systems
requires a fundamental understanding of the physic of spray disintegration.
This chapter is devoted to the importance of sprays in many applications and is an intro-
duction to spray technology. The first section enumerates the applications of sprays with
two subsections which describe their general structure and properties. The second sec-
tion of the chapter is focused on the process of spray disintegration and the formation of
liquid droplets. At the end of the chapter, the droplet properties of importance are high-
lighted. These properties are the droplet number density, size distribution, and velocity.
Note that the measurement of such parameters is crucial for the complete characterization
of a spray.
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2.1 Spray properties
In this section, a summary of the applications and importance of sprays in the daily life is
provided. A description of a typical spray structure is also given with a detailed section
regarding the properties and parameters of influence in spray formation.
2.1.1 Applications of sprays
Sprays are considered as systems of droplets immersed in a gaseous continuous phase
(Lefebvre 1989). They are commonly generated by atomizers but can also be produced
naturally. In modern society, sprays are ubiquitous; nearly almost every industry and
household employs some form of spray. They are used for painting, cooling, misting,
cleaning, washing, coating, lubricating, drying, applying chemicals, and dispersing liq-
uids. They are of importance in several domains including agriculture, food processing,
medicine, combustion engineering and many industrial processes (Nars et al 2002).
In agriculture, spraying of chemicals (insecticides, herbicides and fertilizer) are exten-
sively performed using tractors or aircraft. The agrochemical solutions must be properly
applied to crops such as the wind does not carry the drops away from the desired target.
For this application, the drops generated must be of large dimension with a relatively high
velocity.
In food processing, the production of dry package foods and powders is carried out using
spray drying (Oakley 1995). This technique is also used to remove moisture from the
food and is primarily based on the atomization of non-Newtonian liquids.
In medicine, inhalation of drugs is performed using oral or nasal sprays. One of the main
objectives in the use of inhalation sprays is to reach the lung surface of the patient. If
drops are too large, depositions of the injected liquid on the walls of the mouth, throat
and bronchial tubes occur. On the contrary if droplets are too small, they may be inhaled
and immediately exhaled. Therefore, appropriate characteristics of droplet size, number
density and velocity must be strictly respected.
It exists a large variety of industrial spray applications. Spray coating and painting (Burby
2006) are extensively utilized in production factories. Spray guns are used to coat metal,
wood, ceramic, fabric, paper, and food products with paint or other coating solutions.
One of the principal uses of this technique is related to cars, trucks and others vehicles
which are spray painted using robots. The main issue in spray painting and coating pro-
cesses is the loss of paint (or coating solution) due to the dispersion of the solution outside
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of the desired target. It is important to note that the pollution generated by the off-spray
can exceed the pollution generated by engine emission during the entire life time of the
vehicle (Chigier 1993). The improvement and optimization of surface treatment pro-
cesses are then once again governed by the spray characteristics. In electronic packaging
industry layers of material are spread onto moving boards via spray systems. Ceramic
and liquid metal sprays are being used in material processing to manufacture a wide va-
riety of objects with complex shapes (such as tools and gear wheels) and for powdered
metals production. A large variety of other spray applications are also worn mention-
ing cooling nuclear cores, extinguishing fires, producing artificial snow on ski slopes,
removing oxides (oxides of sulphur and oxides of oxygen) from flue gas (of furnaces and
industrial boilers) among others. In the home, sprays are mainly utilized for watering,
cleaning and cosmetic purposes and are produced by garden hoses, shower heads, body
sprays, hair sprays etc. Sprays are also created naturally: waterfall mists, fog, drizzle,
ocean sprays and rains are typical examples of natural sprays.
Even if sprays are involved in many different applications as enumerated above, it can
be stated that most research efforts have historically focused on fuel spray generation
for combustion. Furthermore, for the last few decades the scientific interest in the fuel-
injection process has expanded due an increased desire for efficiency improvement in
combustion and of reduced pollutant emission. In gas turbines, diesel engines, rocket
engines, spark ignition engines, compression ignition engines and other combustion sys-
tems, fuels are used in their liquid form. Liquid fuels contain more energy per unit
volume than gas fuels and are easier to store and transport. However, as normal fuels
are not sufficiently volatile to produce vapour in the amounts required for ignition and
combustion, they are atomized into a large number of droplets. This atomization process
allows the conversion of the liquid phase to the vapour phase. The rate of evaporation
of the fuels is inversely related to the size of the droplets generated. Smaller droplets
yield faster rate of evaporation. The droplet size, repartition, and concentration are thus
of special importance since they directly affect the combustion efficiency, stability limits
and the emission level of smoke, unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide (Lefeb-
vre 1983). Therefore, spray quality and structure play a major role in the fuel/air mixture
preparation and in the combustion process itself.
The current increase of interest in the science of atomization is accompanied by large pro-
gresses in the area of breakup process modelling and laser diagnostics. Every year, many
numerical models are created in order to simulate the atomization process in varying
conditions. In parallel, a range of optical diagnostic techniques are developed in order to
improve the reliability of spray characterization in both the dilute and dense spray region.
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2.1.2 Spray structure
Sprays are complex fluid mechanical structures generated by the disintegration of a liquid
sheet or jet into droplets in a surrounding gas. Depending on the liquid inertia, surface
tension, and aerodynamic forces on the jet, several spray regimes are identified (Reitz
1978). The Rayleigh breakup regime (Rayleigh 1878), or drip flow regime, the first
wind-induced regime, the second wind-induced regime and the fully developed atom-
ization regime. A precise description of these regimes is given in section 2.2. As the
atomization regime is both the most typically used, the following description will be
based on atomizing sprays.
The structure of a spray is influenced by a large number of parameters including the
properties of the injected liquid (the dispersed phase), the properties of the surrounding
gas (the continuous phase), and the characteristics on the injector itself. Depending on
the operating conditions and on the design of the injector, a wide variety of sprays can be
produced. A spray is composed of a series of fluid mechanical zones:
• The liquid core corresponding to the extension of the liquid body injected.
• The multi-phase mixing layers characterized by irregular elements and large drops and
created by the atomization process.
• The dispersed flow in which small round drops are well formed.
• The vaporization zone where the small droplets are evaporated.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the spray structure in the atomization regime (adapted from Faeth et al
al 1995).
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Two main regions defined a spray. The “dense spray” and the “dilute spray” regions. The
dense spray is situated directly downstream from the nozzle whereas the dilute spray is
located in the far-field region where the flow is fully dispersed as illustrated in Fig.2.1.
Under favourable conditions, the incoming liquid flow emerging from the nozzle is sub-
jected to perturbations and oscillations and fully disintegrates into a multiplicity of droplets.
The complete process is divided into two successive steps corresponding respectively to
primary and secondary atomization. Primary atomization is known as the disintegration
of a liquid jet or sheet into ligaments and drops due to gas-liquid interfacial instabilities.
These instabilities are created by the growth of disturbances during the penetration of the
liquid body into the ambient gas (Lasheras and Hopfinger 2000). The primary atomiza-
tion (or primary breakup) only occurs in the dense region where the periodic stripping of
the liquid body breaks up into irregular large droplets. If these droplets exceed a critical
size, they further disintegrate into spherical droplets of smaller size. This second breakup
process corresponds to secondary atomization. A larger description of droplets formation
and breakup is given in section 2.2.2.
In a spray, the Liquid Volume Fraction (LVF) varies strongly with position. In the near-
injector region, the LVF starts at the maximum value of 1 (corresponding to the liquid
core zone) and reduces rapidly with axial distance, x, and the radial distance, r, (see
Fig.2.1). At high LVF, droplet-droplet interactions such as collisions and coalescence
occurs generating large droplets which are subsequently secondary atomized. However,
it has been remarked by Faeth (1995) that the high LVF of the dense region is principally
due to the presence of the liquid core. The LVF in the dispersed flow adjacent to the liquid
core is, on the contrary, surprisingly small (less than 0.1). According to the author, the
flow in this region corresponds to a “dilute spray” but with added complications due to
the presence of many irregular liquid elements, secondary breakups and with negligible
effects of collision. Nevertheless, in some particular cases, collision effects cannot be
neglected. This is the case for sprays generated by a series of injectors and for sprays
subjected to turbulent air flows. As a result Faeth defined dense sprays dispersed flow
“relatively dilute” with region with large liquid fraction caused by the presence of the
liquid core. In the case of a single injector nozzle spray in still air, droplets collisions are
then assumed improbable even in the dense spray region (Faeth 1996).
An example of measured and predicted time-average LVF along the axial distance, is
presented Fig.2.2 for an atomized water jet in the dense region (Tseng et al 1992). The
predictions are based on a Favre-averaged turbulence model under the Locally Homoge-
neous Flow (LHF) (Ruff et al 1989). In this model, the relative velocities between the
phases are assumed to be small in comparison to the mean flow velocities. It can be seen
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Figure 2.2: Time averaged liquid-volume fraction along the axis of round pressure-atomized wa-
ter spray at various pressures for fully developed turbulent liquid flow at the nozzle exit (Tseng et
al 1992).
from Fig.2.2 that the liquid core length Lc of the water jet is decreasing by increasing
the ambient pressure from 1 to 8 atmospheres implying faster mixing rates at larger am-
bient gas densities. The length of the liquid core penetrating in the still gas gives good
indications about the quality of the atomization. Small Lc is generally related to high at-
omization finesse. In some sprays, such as hollow cone sprays running at high injection
pressure, the atomization process starts just beyond the injector tip and a distinct liquid
core is not clearly noticeable. In other sprays such as diesel sprays, the amount of sur-
rounding droplets is so high that the existence or non-existence of a liquid core has not
yet been proven (Linne et al 2006). One solution for analysis of such turbid media is
called ballistic imaging. This emerging technique produces high resolution shadowgraph
images by time-gated detection (see section 3.2.4).
The structure of the dilute spray is easier to characterize than the structure in the dense
spray region. The dilute spray is situated in the far-field region where the flow is defined
by a dispersed-phase structure in which droplets are round and small. The dilute spray
begins at the end of the liquid core. This corresponds to an axial distance Lc ∼ 200− 500
jet exit diameter, do, at normal temperature and pressure (Arai et al 1985). Hiroyasu
(1991) showed that for diesel sprays injected at velocities ∼200 m/s the average breakup
length is comprised between 10 and 30 mm. Due to the decreasing of the liquid volume
fraction in the dilute region (less than 0.1), distances from droplet to droplet are largely
increased and the probability of collision and coalescence events is very low.
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Figure 2.3: Example of sprays generated at different operating conditions. (a): Typical hollow-
cone spray (Mulhem 2004) running with different injected liquids - (b): Single injection of a
diesel spray (Suzzi 2004) at various injection pressure - (c): Spray patterns of superheated liquids
(Rossmeissl 2004) at various liquid temperature and nozzle geometry - (d): Ballistic images of a
jet in cross flow (Linne 2005) for several gas velocities Ug and orifice diameters do.
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At the same time, droplets are well formed and have strong interaction with the turbulent
airflow. At the end of the dilute spray, droplets advance with time and evaporate in the
“the vaporization zone”. The rate of evaporation is related to the temperature of the
surrounding gas and depends on the droplet size and velocity. The final structure of a
spray is affected by a large number of parameters. These parameters are the properties of
the injected liquid, the surrounding gas, and the injector itself (see section 2.1.3). As a
result, a large number of sprays of various shapes and geometries are producible.
Figure 2.3 shows some examples of sprays operating at different conditions. In Fig.2.3(a)
photographs of hollow-cone sprays are generated at 1.2 bar injection pressure for several
liquids are presented. It can be seen that the shape of the cone is largely affected by the
liquid properties and in particular by the liquid viscosity (Mulhem 2004). On Fig.2.3(b)
shadowgraph images of a diesel spray running at different initial injection pressures are
illustrated at 20 ms after injection (the ambient gas is set to 20 kg/m3 density and 20◦C
temperature) (Suzzi et al 2004). Contrary to most other sprays, automotive sprays present
the particularities to run under the single injection regime so that their steady state is never
reached.
Figure 2.3(c) shows the influence of the nozzle geometry on the spray pattern of su-
perheated liquids (100-150◦C). The use of superheated liquids allows the generation
of droplets of few micrometers while maintaining moderate velocities (Rossmeissl and
Wirth 2004). Finally, the sequence of ballistic images in Fig.2.3(d) shows the effect of
the initial jet diameter and gas velocity on a jet in cross flow (Linne et al 2005).
2.1.3 Properties influencing spray formation
The characteristics of the injected liquid (and of the liquid flow), the characteristics of
the ambient gas (and of the gas flow) and the geometry of the nozzle all contribute to
the final structure of a spray. A clear summary of the properties of influence in spray
formation is given in Table.2.1. The most relevant liquid properties to spray generation
are the viscosity, surface tension and density, respectively.
The viscosity is a quantity that characterizes a fluid resistance to flow. It is the most
important liquid parameter to atomization owing to its effect on droplet size, liquid flow
rate and on the geometrical shape of the spray. As liquid viscosity increases, flow rate is
generally reduced and the development of instabilities in the liquid core is hindered. As
a result, the disintegration process is delayed and a spray with narrow spray angle and
large droplets is produced. Liquid viscosity is highly dependant on the temperature and
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Table 2.1: Most relevant properties for atomization with the related characteristics and geometri-
cal aspects of sprays.
generally decreases with increasing in temperature (Lefebvre 1989).
Due to its property to resist liquid expansion, the liquid surface tension is the second most
important parameter in atomization. Liquids of high surface tension are more difficult to
disintegrate by aerodynamic, centrifugal or pressure forces comparing to those of lower
surface tension. In general, the surface tension decreases as temperature increases for
most pure liquids in contact with air.
The effects of liquid density on atomization has been poorly investigated in the literature
as its variation from one injected liquid to another remains generally small. However,
Rizk (1976) reported that more resistance to disintegration are expected for liquid of
high density with resulting effects on the formation of ligaments.
The fundamental parameters of the liquid flow are the injection pressure, liquid velocity
and turbulence in the liquid stream. High pressure injection and high liquid velocity
increase the formation of instabilities and disturbances at the nozzle exit and increase the
atomization efficiency. Schweitzer (1937) described the three regimes of turbulent flow
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and their effects on atomization as follows: The flow is called laminar when the liquids
particles flow in streams parallel to each other and to the axis of the tube. When, however,
the paths of the liquid particles cross each other in a more or less disorderly manner
having varying transverse velocity components, the flow is turbulent. If the centre of the
flow is turbulent, and if its periphery is laminar, the flow is defined as semi-turbulent.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the laminar and fully-developed turbulent regimes with the exiting
velocity distribution.
Figure 2.4: Example of flow state at the nozzle exit of an orifice plain nozzle.
The state of flow at the orifice exit has a direct effect on the quality of atomization. The
Reynolds number gives a generally good indication regarding the state of a flow. Re is
proportional to the inertial forces divided by viscous forces:
Re =
llρlUl
µl
(2.1.1)
where ρl is the liquid density, Ul is the velocity of the fluid, ll is a characteristic length
scale of the liquid flow and µl is the liquid viscosity. If Re is greater than a critical value,
a flow originally turbulent will remain turbulent. If Re is smaller than the critical, the
flow will turn laminar in a straight tube. In an absence of a disturbance, a flow originally
laminar would remain laminar even for high Reynolds number. However, its susceptibil-
ity to turn turbulent increases with Re. According to Shiller the critical Reynolds number
equals ∼2320 (Shiller 1922).
The level of turbulence imparted onto the liquid flow influences the atomization process.
Under the fully-developed turbulent regime, a jet disintegrates due to the effects of its
own turbulence. The delineation of the different flow regions as a function of the initial
flow velocity is illustrated in Fig.2.5.
The absolute velocity and the relative gas-liquid velocity are the two gas flow variables of
importance. Even in a stagnant gas, the air velocity can reach high values due to the mo-
mentum transfer from the liquid to the surrounding gas (Rizk 1985) (specifically within
the atomization region). However, the determination of gas turbulence characteristics on
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Figure 2.5: Change of the breakup length with the initial jet velocity. Depending on the nozzle
flow and geometry different descriptions regarding the variation of the breakup length at high jet
exit velocities are reported in the literature (Hiroyasu 1991 and Lin and Reitz 1998).
the atomization process has not been undertaken yet due to the difficulties associated with
the determination of the gas velocity field in the dense spray region. A gas flow can also
be created in order to accelerate the disintegration process. Most of the time the direction
of the gas flow employed is either parallel or perpendicular to the liquid flow (see picture
(d) of Fig.2.3).
The density of the surrounding gas (generally air) is the final gas property of importance
regarding spray formation. For a given distance from the nozzle, the size of droplets is
smaller at higher air densities than lower air densities and the liquid jet disintegration is
more efficient. The jet loses velocity more quickly at higher air pressures than at lower
air pressures with less propagation along the axial axis. As a result, the spray penetration
distance, Lp, and the liquid core length, Lc, are reduced (see Fig.2.2). The spray cone
angle becomes also wider with air density, changing the geometrical shape of the spray.
Both the temperature of the liquid and of the ambient gas have a direct influence on
the droplet evaporation rate. Superheated liquids produce finer atomization due to the
creation of the vapour phase prior to injection starts.
In general, breakup processes are governed by a balance of energy between the inertial
forces and the surface tension. The non-dimensional Weber number is defined as the ratio
of the inertial forces tending to break apart the liquid core to the surface tension forces
tending to hold it intact. Its general form is given as:
We =
llρlU2l
σl
(2.1.2)
where σl is the surface tension of the liquid considered. The Weber number is a useful
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parameter in classifying the disintegration regimes (Table 2.3) and the breakup regimes
of single droplets (Table 2.4). It is also of use to determine if single droplets will or
not breakup. The critical Weber number is defined as the threshold value above which
breakup generally occurs and below which droplets remain stable.
The final dimensionless number of importance is the ratio of viscous friction and surface
tension called the Ohnesorge number:
Oh =
√
We
Re
=
µl√
lρlσl
(2.1.3)
A high Oh number (related to high liquid viscosity), an increase in inertial forces is
required for breakup to occur. For a given spray, the liquid breakup length, the cone
angle, the averaged droplet size and number density can be semi-empirically correlated
to the values of Oh and We. Note that the ratio ρl/ρg between the liquid density and the
gas density is also of use for such correlations. The physical modelling of spray breakup
is based on the use of Re, We and Oh. However, it is important to remark also that the
theoretical development has been somewhat limited by the lack of direct experimental
observation from within the dense region.
The shape, size, and flow state of the initial liquid body injected into a gaseous environ-
ment is mainly controlled by the nozzle geometry. Depending on nozzle characteristics,
either a “liquid jet” or a “liquid sheet” is generated. The dimension of the liquid core is
determined by the size of the nozzle orifice do. A finer atomization process is obtained
with smaller nozzle orifice.
Spray injectors are designed specifically depending on desired application and a large va-
riety of spray injectors can be enumerated. Injector involving atomization are categorized
as: Pressure atomizers, rotary atomizers and two-fluid atomizers. Figure 2.2 depicts each
atomizer types.
Pressure atomizers are based on the discharge of the liquid through a small aperture un-
der high pressure. Depending on the geometry of the nozzle different type of pressure
atomizers can be constructed. The simplest is the plain orifice atomizer where a simple
circular orifice is used to produce a round liquid jet. The pressure-swirl is a more com-
plex, though common, pressure atomizer characterized by a swirl chamber preceding the
outlet orifice. The liquid emerges from the nozzle as an annular sheet which spreads to
form a hollow-cone spay generally characterized by a spray angle ranging from 30◦ up
to almost 180◦. Other pressure atomizers such as the “duplex”, the “square spray”, the
“spill return” and the “fan spray” are also available.
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Table 2.2: Atomizers characteristics (Lefebvre 1989).
Rotary atomizers are based on the use of centrifugal energy. The mechanism employs
a high-speed rotating disk in which the liquid is introduced at its center. The liquid is
guided to the disk periphery and discharged at high velocity. Such a technique allows
independent variation of flow rate and disk spin providing more flexibility in operation
than pressure atomizers. However, the system is more complex and is restricted to certain
applications such as liquid painting operations and spray drying. The droplets produced
respect fairly monodisperse size distributions.
Two-fluid atomizers (also called twin-fluid atomizers) expose the spray liquid to a stream
of air flowing at high velocity; the two types are named air-assist and air-blast atomizers.
The main difference is that the air-assist nozzles employ a relatively small quantity of
air flowing at high velocities; whereas, air blast nozzles use large amounts of air flowing
at lower velocities. Note that the air blast atomizer is ideally suited for fuel atomization
in gas turbines engines. Air-assist nozzles can be used as either an external or internal
mixing atomizer. Internal mixing produces a more efficient atomization but encounters
problems due to back pressure during the gas/liquid mixing process. The principal ad-
vantage of two-fluid atomizers is the large improvement of the atomization efficiency
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especially for high-viscosity liquids.
Even if the three common type of atomizers described above are the most representative,
other types have been developed for specific applications. Some examples are electro-
static, ultrasonic, sonic and vibrating capillary atomizers. For detailed information on
atomizers, the reader should refer to the well established book Atomization and S prays
from A. Lefebvre (1989).
2.2 Disintegration process and droplets formation
The generation of droplets is a complex phenomenon governed by the opposition of con-
solidating forces (surface tension) with external disruptive forces (aerodynamic forces).
Droplets are formed by the breakup of liquid ligaments (primary breakup) or by the disin-
tegration of a large droplet into a multiplicity of small droplets (secondary breakup). This
section initially enumerates the regimes under which a spray can operate. An explanation
of the different modes of droplets disintegration is also detailed. Finally the size, velocity
and number density of droplets within the various regions of the spray are described.
2.2.1 Disintegration regimes
Based on the differences in liquid inertia, surface tension, and aerodynamic forces, the
breakup of a jet may be classified into four regimes (Ohnesorge 1936, Reitz 1978): The
Rayleigh breakup regime (Rayleigh 1878) (or drip flow regime), in a very low jet speed,
the first and second wind induced breakup regime where aerodynamic drag effects begin
to dominate, and the fully developed atomization regime at high speed where flow field
instability makes a strong contribution to the breakup. Figure 2.6 shows the categoriza-
tion of these regimes in terms of Ohnesorge number versus Reynolds number on a log
arithmetic scale.
The Rayleigh regime occurs at very low jet speed when the aerodynamic forces are as-
sumed insignificant. At the exit of the liquid jet, axisymmetric surface waves (so called
dilational waves or ”varicose”) are formed by the interaction of primary disturbances in
the liquid and surface tension forces. If the wavelength of the initial disturbance is less
than a minimum value, Λmin, (such that Λmin equals the initial jet circumference) the sur-
face forces tends to damp out these disturbances. If, on the contrary, the wavelength
of the disturbance is greater than Λmin the surface tension forces tends to increase these
disturbances. The growth of disturbances eventually leads to the breakup of the jet.
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Figure 2.6: Classification of the disintegration regimes as a function of the Ohnesorge number
versus Reynolds number (Reitz 1978).
The fastest growing disturbance is reached when Λ equals the optimal valueΛopt. Rayleigh
calculated this optimal value to be Λopt = 4.51do for non-viscous liquids. The volume
of the spherical droplets formed after jet breakup corresponds to the volume of a cylin-
der of diameter do and length Λopt. Therefore the diameter of resulting droplets is equal
to D = 1.89do. These theoretical results have been confirmed experimentally by Tyler
(1933) who found a relationship of D = 1.92do. Tyler deduced the wavelength of the
fastest growing disturbance from the frequency of droplet formation. In the Rayleigh lin-
ear stability theory, liquid viscosity is neglected and the inviscid flow is assumed. In 1931,
Weber extended the Rayleigh theory to viscous liquids. He deduced that the minimum
wavelength of disturbance remains the same for both viscous and non-viscous liquids, but
the optimum wavelength is greater for viscous liquids. His generalized equation relating
Λopt to the droplet diameter D and liquid properties is:
Λopt =
√
2pi(1 +
3µl√
ρlσlD
)1/2 (2.2.1)
Assuming a non-viscous liquid, equation 2.2.1 gives: Λopt = 4.44do which remains ap-
proximately the relation found by Rayleigh. Weber also examined the effect of air re-
sistance and deduced that an increase of relative air velocity reduces the optimum wave-
length. He further deduced that the air motion induces the formation of waves on the
liquid surface if the relative air velocity is above a certain value. This analysis is sup-
ported by the experimental results found by Haenlein in 1932.
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Table 2.3: Classification of the disintegration regimes (Source: Lin and Reitz 1998 - Pictures:
Vahedi et al 2003).
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Figure 2.7: Influence of air friction and oscillations formation on the surface of a liquid jet.
When the aerodynamic forces increase the axisymmetric surface waves (formed under the
Rayleigh regime), the disintegration regime becomes the first wind-induced breakup. In
this case, the diameter of the drops is about the same as the jet diameter and the breakup
process occurs several jet diameters downstream from the nozzle.
If, however, the aerodynamic forces are responsible for sinuous (or axisymmetric) waves
by increasing the relative air velocity, the disintegration regime is called second-wind
breakup regime. An illustration of the axisymmetric and sinuous oscillations on the sur-
face of a liquid jet is given in Fig.2.7. In the second-wind induced breakup regime, the
aerodynamic forces are responsible for the formation and growing of short wavelength
disturbances (or harmonics) producing smaller droplets. As a result, the average droplet
size is much smaller than the orifice diameter and a wide drop size distribution is gen-
erated. In this regime, breakup also occurs at several jet diameters downstream of the
nozzle.
Finally in the fourth disintegration regime known as atomization, the liquid core is broken
up directly at the nozzle exit. This process occurs at high relative liquid-gas velocities and
produces a multitude of droplets much smaller than the original jet diameter. Note that
most fuel and industrial sprays operates in the atomization regime. Each disintegration
regime is described their own characteristics in Table 2.3.
2.2.2 Breakup of droplets
Under the action of aerodynamic forces, a single large droplet can breakup into several
smaller droplets. In spray atomization this secondary breakup process controls the mixing
rate of the dense spray in a similar manner as droplet vaporization controls the mixing
rate of the dilute spray (Hsiang and Faeth 1992). Droplet breakup occurs in various ways
depending on both the dynamic and physical conditions. The most important properties
influencing breakup mechanisms are the droplet size and the relative velocity between the
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droplet and the ambient gas. Other parameters, such as the liquid viscosity and surface
tension, and the gas and liquid densities, are also of importance. Breakup of droplets
follows two successive stages as discussed by Lee and Reitz (2001).
Table 2.4: Secondary breakup regimes (Adapted from Lee and Reitz 2001 and Tanner 2004).
During the first stage, the droplet experiences a shape change from its original spherical
shape into a thin disk shape due to the action of the gas pressure around the droplet. Such
phenomenon requires exposure of the droplet to a steady gas flow. After this deformation
and flattening process, the secondary stage consists of the breakup of the initial droplet
into many small droplets. Several regimes involving different breakup mechanisms have
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been reported depending on the value of the relative velocity between the droplet and
the ambient gas. Note that such mechanisms and regimes scale with Weber numbers
and not with Reynolds numbers; they correspond respectively to the bag breakup regime,
the shear breakup or boundary layer stripping breakup regime, the stretching/thinning
breakup regime and the catastrophic breakup regime. This classification originally de-
tailed by Pilch and Erdman (1987) is succinctly described below and illustrated in Table
2.4.
The bag breakup process deforms the initially flattened droplet created during the first
stage into a thin bag which extends in the downstream direction and subsequently breaks
up into droplets. An illustration of the process is illustrated in the photographs shown in
Fig.2.8.
Figure 2.8: Pulse shadowgraphy of secondary breakup of a a water drop in the bag regime with
We = 20 and Oh = 0.0045 (Dai and Faeth 2001).
The shear regime is observed at higher relative velocities and involves deflection and
stripping on the periphery of the droplet rather than on the center. This regime is also
termed multimode breakup regime due to the different mechanisms that it contains such
as the parachute breakup, chaotic breakup, transition breakup, etc.
The stretching/thinning breakup is similar to the shear breakup but occurs at higher rel-
ative velocities. The mechanism is based on the lateral extension and distortion of the
initial droplet into thin sheets at the periphery which reduce the initial droplet mass while
the thickness of the flattened droplet decreases from its center to its edge.
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The catastrophic breakup mechanism occurs under the effect of high dynamic pressure
on the surface of the flattened drop. It consists of a cascading process in which the initial
droplet breaks up into fragments and fragments of fragments until all fragments and the
resulting droplets possess a Weber number below a critical value.
2.2.3 Size distribution, number density and velocity of droplets
Due to the heterogeneous nature of the atomization process, practical sprays are charac-
terized by a range of droplet diameters (polydispersity). In practice, atomizers produce
droplets sizes from ∼1 µm up to ∼500 µm. However, the measurement of droplets larger
than 100 µm is infrequent in most of fuel sprays where the geometrical mean diameter
is on the order of ∼20 µm. Both the generation of monodisperse sprays and the control
of droplet size are of interest for many applications and present a major challenge in
spray technology. Modern monodisperse droplet generators are able to create thin stream
of small droplets (for some droplet generators, particle size can be controlled from a
few microns up to 20 µm - Xu and Nakajima, 2004) of fairly constant size. However,
the generation of large conical monodisperse sprays containing high number densities of
droplets of equal dimension has not yet been achieved. The droplet size distribution is
generally represented via histogram plots. Each bin or ordinate represents the number of
droplets whose dimension fall between the limits D − ∆D/2 and D + ∆D/2.
Figure 2.9: Example of droplet size distribution with D = 10 µm. (a) is the Probability Density
Function (PDF) and (b) is the Cumulative Probability Density Function (CPDF).
By reducing the width of the bins, ∆D, the histogram assumes a frequency curve which
can be representative of the complete spray or of a given position within the spray. How-
ever, the total number of droplets recorded must be sufficient for valid statistics and ac-
curate spray characterizations. These frequency distribution histograms are generally
presented under their normalized form such as the Probability Density Function (PDF).
Each bin represents in this case the fraction of the total number of droplet sampled for
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a particular class of particle size. By summing the data from a given PDF, the Cumu-
lative Probability Density Function (CPDF) is deduced. Occasionally, the volume of
liquid produced by a particle size class is plotted instead of the number of droplets. This
representation highlights the presence of large droplets in the spray.
Several empirical distribution functions have been developed to match experimentally
measured droplet size distributions. These include the Normal, the Log-Normal and
the Rosin-Rammler distribution. The Normal distribution is presented by the following
equation:
P(D) =
1
σ
√
2pi
e−(D−D)
2/(2σ2) (2.2.2)
where σ is the standard deviation and D is the mean arithmetic diameter.
The Log-Normal distribution is given by:
P(D) =
1
T
√
2piD
e−(ln D−M)
2/(2T2) (2.2.3)
where T is the shape parameter and M is the scale parameter. The mean diameter and the
standard deviation are respectively given by:
D = e(M+T
2/2) (2.2.4)
σ =
√
eT2+2M(eT2 − 1) (2.2.5)
The Rosin-Rammler formula gives the probability, Q, to have a particle diameter smaller
than the diameter D and is given as:
Q(D) = 1 − e−[ DDk ]q (2.2.6)
where Dk is the particle diameter such that 63% of particles are smaller than D, and q
is a constant which provides a measure of the spread of drop diameters. Based on the
analysis of several experimental results, Rizk and Lefebvre (1985) rewrote the Rosin-
Rammler function and obtained much better fit to the droplet size data especially for
the larger droplets. Similar to the conventional function, the modified Rosin-Rammler
distribution is given by:
Q(D) = 1 − e−[ ln Dln Dk ]q (2.2.7)
The quality of atomization can be characterized by a number of representative droplet
diameters. The use of mean diameters instead of the complete droplet distribution simpli-
fies the calculations of mass transfer and flow processes. The notation of mean diameters
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has been initially developed by Mugele and Evans (1951).
Table 2.5: Table of the mean diameters with their physical meanings.
The “geometrical” or arithmetic mean diameter D (or D10), is, in terms of scattering
process, the most representative mean diameter. Several additional mean diameters pro-
viding other useful information are respectively, the “surface area” mean diameter, D20,
the “volume mean diameter”, D30 and the “Sauter Mean Diameter” (SMD), D32. The
annotation and equation defining each of these mean diameters are given in Table 2.5.
Other averaged diameters could be deduced by increasing the power to which D is raised
in the numerator and/or in the denominator. However as they do not describe any physical
quantity they are not used in practice.
The mass transfer of fuel from the liquid to the vaporized state is of major interest in com-
bustion. Therefore, the surface area of a spray is important as the vaporization of droplets
increases exponentially as droplet size decreases. D20 and D32, which are both function
of the droplet area are relevant values in spray combustion. Sowa (1992) demonstrated
that, in a statistical sense, D32 was a better representation of the surface area mean diam-
eter for evaporating sprays. This conclusion approved the convention of using the SMD
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Figure 2.10: Example of a 2D Sauter Mean Diameter distribution in a diesel spray at different
time after injection: Spray development (0.55 ms), steady state (2.05 ms) and spray dissipation
(3.45 ms). (a) is the cold case and (b) the combusting case. (Source: Labs and Parker 2006).
in reporting results. Due to the variation of the SMD with position within the spray, D32
is generally measured at different points along an axis or across a grid of data as shown
in Fig.2.10. A global average SMD can be deduced from these data sets.
Figure 2.11: Velocity and droplet diameter within a GDI spray at different time after injection
(Wigley 2002).
Similarly to the droplet size, the droplet velocity varies with position within the spray.
Distributions of droplet velocity are related to nozzle geometry, injection pressure, liquid
viscosity, and the ambient gas pressure. Large droplet in the near nozzle region have
high velocities and subsequently breakup into small droplets of slower velocities. For
each sprays and operating condition, the velocity distributions is different and their accu-
rate measurement is often required in most practical application of sprays. Figure 2.11 is
a good illustration showing strong variation of in both the velocity and droplets distribu-
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tions of a Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) spray for three different times after injection
(Wigley 2002).
C H A P T E R 3
Optical Diagnostics of Dilute and Dense Sprays
THE optical characterization of sprays serves three main purposes: In terms of “re-search”, detailed information is necessary for understanding the physics of spray
formation from an initial turbulent liquid flow. In terms of “development and testing”,
it is necessary to obtain the complete spray properties in order to evaluate the effects of
modifying the nozzle design and geometry. This is useful for the creation of new injector
types and increasing the atomization efficiency. Finally, in terms of “quality control”,
quick reliable characterization is required for checking and monitoring the desired spray
structure (Bachalo 2000). As described in Chapter 2, spray formation is based on the
disintegration of a liquid body into a multiplicity of small droplets. This complex fluid
mechanical process called atomization is still not fully understood due to the difficulties
of observation and the lack of information extracted in the near-injector region. Spray
characterization has been performed during the past years via an extremely large num-
ber of techniques. Photographic, mechanical and electrical methods were firsts applied.
However, due to their non-intrusive nature and high measurement accuracy laser diag-
nostics have become rapidly the method of choice. As a result of important innovations
in laser technology over the last 30 years, optical sensors sensitivity, computer perfor-
mances and softwares development various laser technics have been tested and applied.
The classification of laser techniques for spray analysis remains a problem. They can
be categorized on the information provided (droplet size, droplet velocity, evaporation
rates, phase transitions etc), on the “direct” or “indirect” nature of the method applied,
or on the optical principles employed. The hybrid characteristic of certain techniques
complicates classification. In this chapter, a description of the three well established
techniques is initially reported. A second section concerns the promising techniques
which have recently emerged. Finally, the limitations of each technique are highlighted
with particular attention given to multiple scattering phenomena.
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3.1 Commonly used laser techniques
A large number of laser techniques are and have been used for spray characterization.
Some of them are in the development process whereas, some are no longer used owing
to their limitations. This section is limited to the well established techniques which are
enumerated as follow:
• Fraunhofer diffraction
• Point interferometry
• Planar laser imaging
The final section summarizes the major limitations for each of these techniques.
3.1.1 Fraunhofer diffraction
One of the first particle sizer instrument based on diffraction was developed by Cornillaut
in 1972 for size measurements of powders. In 1976, Swithenbank et al. applied the
technique for droplet sizing. Owing to the low cost and the simple system of the optical
instrument, Fraunhofer diffraction technique, more correctly named Low-Angle Laser
Light Scattering (LALLS), has been attractive and widely used. In order to avoid any
confusions, it is important to note that “diffraction” such as “refraction” and “reflection”
is only one component of the complete “scattering” process (see section 4.2.3). The well
established commercial instrument based on diffracted light detection for particle sizing
is the Malvern Particle Sizer and the recent version is named Spraytec.
The technique consist of illumination of the spray with a coherent collimated monochro-
matic light source (normally a HeNe laser beam) and analysis of the Fraunhofer diffrac-
tion pattern created by the scattering of the incident light from the droplets in the near
forward direction. For spherical droplets, the resulting diffraction pattern represents a
series of large concentric laser light rings around the central geometrical image. The
spacing between the rings is related to the scattering angle, θs, which is inversely propor-
tional to the particle diameter. The intensity of light diffracted, Id, by a single spherical
droplet of diameter, D, is analytically given by (Huzarewicz 1991):
Id = Ii[
2J1(xθs)
xθs
]2 (3.1.1)
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Figure 3.1: Principle of the small angle light scattering (Fraunhofer diffraction) detection. (a)
represents the detector array with the scattering angle θs, (b) is an illustration of different intensity
profiles detected and (c) is the optical arrangement of the system.
where Ii is the incident light intensity, J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind and of
the first order and x is the particle size parameter (see Eq.4.1.7). The fraction of the total
energy L(r1) contained within a circle of radius r1 in the image plane centered on the
geometrical image is obtained by integrating the right hand side of equation 3.1.1 over
the enclosed area to give:
L(r1) = 1 − J20(xr1) − J21(xr1) (3.1.2)
where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and of order zero. The energy contained
within concentric circles of respective radius r1 and r2 (such that r1 5 r2) is:
E(r1, r2) = Cppi
D2
4
[(J20(xr1) + J
2
1(xr1)) − (J20(xr2) + J21(xr2))] (3.1.3)
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where Cp is a constant proportional to the laser power. In practice, it is not only one
droplet but a collection of droplets of various sizes that are considered along the laser
line-of-sight. In absence of multiple scattering, the resulting light energy corresponds
directly to the sum of the light energy scattered by each individual droplets as:
E(r1, r2) = Cppi
m∑
i=0
Ni
D2i
4
[(J20(xr1) + J
2
1(xr1)) − (J20(xr2) + J21(xr2))] (3.1.4)
where Ni is the number of spheres of diameter Di. The relationship between a radius of
dimension rd and its scattering angle, θs, is given by the relation θs ≈ rd/ f where f is the
focal length of the Fourier transform lens.
An illustration of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 3.1(c). The laser beam is initially
magnified by a beam expander and traverses the spray from one side to the other. The
light exiting the spray encounters a Fourier transform lens in the far field region which
displays the diffraction pattern and focus the the non-scattered light (ballistic photons) at
the Fourier transform plane. Finally, for each particle size distribution, a distribution of
light energy E(r1, r2) can be determined. This distribution is measured using a photodiode
array (or a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) chip) in the form of rings positioned on the
Fourier transform plane. Information regarding the droplet size distribution is extracted
using signal reconstruction algorithms. These algorithms are based on the assumption
that the drops size follow a Rosin-Rammler or a Log-normal distribution. Finally, the
size distribution which gives the most closely fitting diffraction pattern is chosen and the
mean diameter is extrapolated along with its standard deviation.
3.1.2 Point interferometry
The first interferometry point technique was developed by Yeh and Cummins (1964) for
the measurement of flow velocity using seeding particles. Shortly after this first publica-
tion, a large variety of systems have been proposed in order to optimize the measurement
(Durst and Whitelaw 1971). The method is based on dividing a coherent laser beam into
two beams which intersect in the spray with a given angle θb (see Fig.3.2). The recombi-
nation of the two coherent beams creates an interference pattern in the probe volume due
to superposition of the two electric fields.
When a droplet crosses the interference fringes, it scatters intensity-modulated light. This
light signal is collected by a lens and focused onto a photo-detector which converts the
light intensity fluctuations into voltage fluctuations. The rate of intensity variation, named
the Doppler frequency, indicates the time for a droplet to travel the distance between two
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Figure 3.2: Interference fringes created by two crossing laser beam (source: Dantec).
fringes. By knowing the separation distance of the fringes, d f = λ2 sin θb , the velocity of the
droplets can be deduced. The use of interference fringes to determine droplet velocity is
known as Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), or Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA), and
was largely developed in the early 70’s (Durst 1971, Farmer 1972a and 1972b).
A major extension of the LDV consists of the use of a second photo-detector in order to
measure not only the droplet velocity but also the droplet diameter. This new technique
called the Phase-Doppler Anemometry (PDA), or Phase-Doppler Interferometry (PDI),
was initially implemented by Durst and Zare (1975). The principle is as follows: When
two detectors record the Doppler signal at slightly different scattering angles, changes in
the phase of modulation occurs. This changes of phase, 4Φ, (see Fig.3.3), is found to
be linearly dependant to the diameter, D, of spherically homogeneous (constant index
of refraction) particles when the signal detected is dominated by only one scattering
mode. Generally, the mode of interest is the reflection for opaque particles and the first
order refraction for droplets with significant transparency. A detailed description of the
scattering modes for spherical droplets is given in section 4.2.3.
When only reflection is considered, the phase shift 4Φ is given as (Durst 2000):
4Φ = 2piD
λ
sin θb sinψ√
2(1 − cos θs cosψ cos θb)
(3.1.5)
where θs is the scattering angle, ψ is the elevation angle as shown on figure 3.3(a) and
D is the particle diameter. If, however, the dominant scattering mode is the first order
refraction, the difference of phase between the two detectors is calculated as (Durst 2000):
4Φ = −2piD
λ
nr sin θb sinψ√
2(1 + cos θs cosψ cos θb)(1 + n2r − nr
√
2(1 + cos θs cosψ cos θb)
(3.1.6)
where nr is the real part of the droplet refractive index.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the PDA principle. The phase shift 4Φ between the two recorded
Doppler signals is directly related to the droplet diameter D. An approximation consists of con-
sideration of the droplet as a thick lens. In this case, dmag = (R− f ). d ff and as R  f , dmag ≈ R.
d f
f .
As mentioned above, it is convenient in practice to detect the first order refracted light
as a dominant scattering order when probing droplets of significant transparency. This
is achieved by positioning the detectors at the Brewster’s angle θs = 2 tan−1(1/nr). This
angle is generally between 30◦ and 80◦. For water droplet of refractive index n = 1.33 in
air and for parallel polarized light this angle equals 70◦ (Saffman 1986, Wigley 1994).
Figure 3.4: Standard configuration of the Phase Doppler Anemometry system. Angles annota-
tions are given in (a) and the optical arrangement is illustrated in (b) (source: Dantec).
Since its first appearance, the PDA technique has been corrected from several sources
of errors. The first one, known as “Gaussian beam defect”, is explained as follows:
Depending on the droplets trajectory through the probe volume, reflected and refracted
light may have roughly equal intensities. This problem occurs also for laser beams with
approximately uniform intensity profile or for top hat intensity profiles but the problem is
much more difficult to control for Gaussian beams (Bachalo 2000). When the first order
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refracted light does not dominate, a deviation of the linearity between the measured phase
shifts and the drop size occurs causing serious errors in the droplets size measurement.
This problem is described in detail by Aizu et al. (1993). Numerical studies have been
also published and some suppression strategies have been suggested by Grehan et al.
(1991, 1992).
Figure 3.5: (a) Gaussian beam defect: depending on the position of the droplet, reflected (P=0)
and first order refracted (P=1) light can have similar intensities. (b) Slit effect: for particle trajec-
tories at one edge of the slit projection, unwanted scattering mode dominates.
The second source of errors, also related to the detection of unwanted scattering modes,
is “the slit effect”. It occurs when the droplets traverse an edge of the detection volume.
The defined detection volume is delineated in the probe volume by the projection of the
receiving slit aperture (see Fig.3.5). In some cases, the desired scattering mode is totally
suppressed. The slit effect is discussed by Xu and Tropea (1994), and Durst et al. (1994).
The third source of errors concerns the detection of phase shifts greater than 360◦. This
occurs when measuring polydisperse sprays with extreme variations in droplets size. To
avoid such problems, a third detector is always used in practice (see figure 3.4(b)) pro-
viding a second determination of the phase shift and serves to place the measurement in
its appropriate cycle. The first instrument commercially available using three detectors,
is the Phase/Doppler Particle Analyzer (P/DPA) (Bachalo and Houser 1985).
Another limitation in PDA measurements is known as “droplet shape effects”. As men-
tioned previously, conventional PDA systems assume the droplets to be perfectly spher-
ical. However, depending on the internal and external pressure forces under which
droplets are subjected, irregular-shaped particles, such as prolate and oblate ellipsoids,
are produced. When probing such non-spherical particles, errors related to the degree of
distortion are introduced in the measurement. These errors can result in overestimation
of droplet diameters up to 45%. Sizing non-spherical particles via conventional PDA
systems appears to be unachievable despite the research effort expended (Damaschke
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1998; Doicu 1998). In modern PDA instruments, the sphericity validation is performed
by comparing the phase differences measured from two pairs of detectors and rejecting
the detected sample whose deviation exceeds a certain amount. In the dense spray region,
the rejection rate can be extremely high making the measurement unreliable.
The fifth source of errors is referred to “multiple occupancy” and appears when several
droplets occupy the probe volume. This issue occurs at high number density of droplets
(in the near field region) and leads to unprocessable overlapping signals reducing the
validation rate of the optical instrument. One solution consists in reducing the probe
volume. However, reducing the measurement volume leads to a reduction of the interfer-
ence fringes. As a result, the burst signal generated by the probed droplets will be weaker,
thereby increasing the difficulty in the Doppler frequency determination. Multiple occu-
pancy is also responsible for count errors (e.g. at each detection time photo-detectors
validate only 1 droplet within the probe volume instead of 2 or 3) which affect the deter-
mination of droplet flux and concentration. A statistical correction of such a problem has
been proposed by Roisman and Tropea (2000).
Finally, the last source of errors introduced in PDA measurements is caused by multi-
ple scattering and attenuation processes. These phenomena are mentioned in subsection
3.1.4 and described accurately in section 4.2.4. To overcome attenuation issues (often
named ”obscuration” in spray diagnostics) within the dense sprays region, one solution
consists in using high power PDA systems. This has been proposed by Wigley et al.
(1999) and applied to the case of a Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) spray operating at
pressure injection of 50 bars (2002). Due to the complexity of the problem, a corrective
method for multiple scattering has not been offered yet. As mentioned by Berrocal et
al. (2005b), multiple scattering depends both on the source-detector configuration and
on the spray structure (high number density and size of droplets). Nowadays, multiple
scattering presents the most important source of errors limiting the PDA technique to the
dilute region. One solution for understanding and quantifying such errors consists in the
simulation of the propagation of the laser light within the spray (Berrocal et al. 2005a).
Detailed information about multiple scattering is provided in the two next chapters.
The historical development and improvement of PDA (Durst-1997) can be reviewved as
follows: After the first the introduction of the technique in 1975, further development and
its application to spray diagnostics did not occur until 1980 (Bachalo 1980, Bachalo and
Houser 1984). Figure 3.4 (a) and (b) is an illustration of the optical arrangement which
is referred in the literature as the “standard configuration”. The influence of the incident
polarization state on the accuracy of particle sizing has been investigated by Saffman
(1986). For the measurements of fine particles (D  10µm), another optical arrangement
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called the “Planar configuration” has been developed by Naqwi (1991, 1992). The planar
PDA positions the two laser beams, their electric vector and the two detectors all on the
same plane (XY plane on figure 3.6 (a)).
Figure 3.6: (a) Planar PDA configuration. (b) Dual PDA (source: Dantec).
Finally, the most advanced instrument, initially developed by Tropea et al. (1995), is the
so called Dual-PDA from DANTEC/invent. The technique consists in the combination
of the standard PDA (Fig.3.4 (a)) with the planar configurations (Fig.3.6 (a)). In order
to differentiate in the same setup each configuration, two laser wavelengths (λ = 514.5
nm (green) and λ = 488 nm (blue)) are generated from an argon-ion laser and the emit-
ted signal detected by two pairs of photo-detectors (one pair for each wavelength). By
means of this new arrangement, the system is able to reduce the Gaussian beam defect
and the slit effect allowing considerable improvements in the measurement accuracy of
mass flux and droplet concentration. A comparison with other PDA instruments given by
Dullenkopf et al. (1998) demonstrates the high performances and accuracy of the tech-
nique. The Dual-PDA is actually the most reliable instrument for spray characterization
and offers simultaneous measurements of droplet size, velocity, flux, number density and
time-of-arrival statistics. The refractive index can also be deduced from such modern
interferometric point measurement as demonstrated by Onofri et al. (1994). However,
in phase-Doppler measurements, only local information are extracted and the complete
characterizations of sprays is time consuming.
3.1.3 Planar laser imaging
There also exists an ensemble of techniques based on planar laser imaging. The basic
concept consists in the creation of a thin laser sheet which traverses the spray and this
illuminated plane imaged via a camera (Fig.3.7). The laser sheet is formed from the
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incident cylindrical beam by the association of positive and negative cylindrical lenses
or in the case of diverging sheet by only one positive cylindrical lens. Photons scattered
from the droplets are generally collected at θs=90◦ by a CCD camera. This geometry
results in a spatially resolved measurement across a plane in the spray. From the recorded
images, a description of the spray structure on a macroscopic scale such as the cone
angle, the length of penetration and the length of the liquid core can be obtained. Further
information, like droplets characteristics (geometrical size, SMD, number density) and
the spray dynamic (droplet and gas velocity vectors, evaporation rate, vortices), can also
be extracted depending on the scattering process and on the detection technique involved.
The most relevant methods based on spray planar imaging are enumerated within each
paragraph below.
Figure 3.7: Illustration of planar laser imaging for Mie scattering and Laser Induce Fluorescence
emission.
• Planar Mie imaging:
Planar Mie imaging corresponds to the detection of the elastic light scattered by the
droplets and the irregular liquid elements of size comparable to the incident wavelength.
By definition, “elastic scattering” is the term given when the light scattered from the
illuminated particles (or molecules) has a wavelength identical to the incident radiation.
When, on the contrary, the scattered light is characterized by a different wavelength than
the incident radiation (longer or smaller) the process is called “inelastic scattering”. In
laser diagnostics of non-combusting sprays Mie scattering is the “natural” and dominant
scattering process from the interaction of the incident laser light with the various liquids
elements resulting from atomization. For spherical and homogeneous droplets of size
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much bigger than the wavelength, the total amount of light elastically scattered in all
direction (quantified by the scattering cross-section) is found to be linearly dependant to
the square of the droplet diameter D2 (see Fig.4.2 in section4.2.3). However, considering
a given collection angle (e.g. for θs equal 90◦ or 60◦ degrees) and/or for small particles (D
less than 10 µm), this dependence is not valid any longer and correction procedures are
required (Domann 2002, Domann and Hardalupas 2003 and Charalampous 2004). Planar
Mie images are generally used to provide information related to geometrical aspects of
the spray structure.
• Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence:
Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) is based on the initial absorption of the in-
cident laser radiation followed by the emission of a new electromagnetic radiation at a
longer wavelength. This inelastic scattering process is caused by the addition of a dye
or tracer within the injected liquid or by the natural fluorescence of the probed species.
Some liquids of interest such as water, alcohol and pure aliphatic hydrocarbons do not
fluoresce and require a doping agent. On the contrary, commercial fuels contain a variety
of fluorescing compounds that can be excited in the ultra-violet spectral region. How-
ever, in this last case, the signal emitted is often difficult to quantify and for practical
applications tracers are mostly added in a manner that the fluorescing signal can be se-
lectively detected. PLIF techniques are used for the visualization of the liquid phase in
non-evaporating sprays and for the identification of both the liquid and vapor phase in
evaporating sprays. The measurement of species concentration and temperature is also
performed via PLIF especially in combusting sprays. The principle of the technique is as
follows:
When the appropriate doped droplets or species cross the laser sheet, the incident optical
excitation induced produces the emission of an incoherent fluorescence signal which is
optically filtered and detected. The signal intensity generated is a function of the absorber
concentration, the temperature and the ambient pressure. In the past, a variety of fluo-
rescent tracers have been used including acetone (Thurber 2001), p-Terphenyl (PTP) (Le
Gal 1999), and strongly fluorescing large organic molecules like chinine, sodium salicy-
late (Jermy 2000), azulene as well as laser dyes. Mixtures of tracer (e.g. 1% Pentanone -
1% Hexagone in 98% of Iso-octane solution) have been also tested in the case of an evap-
orating GDI spray at temperature and pressure conditions by Re´veille´ (2005). For small
droplets containing the appropriate doping agent at correct concentrations, the emission
of the fluorescence signal is isotropic and proportional to the incident light intensity. In
such conditions, and for constant incident radiation, the fluorescence signal is volume de-
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pendant and linear to D3 for spherical droplets. Increasing the size of the droplets and/or
the concentration of the tracer leads to an increase in light attenuation within the droplets.
In this case, the light emitted becomes anisotropic with a dominant back scattering.
Figure 3.8: Averages of 200 LIF and Mie images for an evaporating diesel sprays at different
time after injection. The ambiant gas is set to 1 bar and 25◦C in (a) and (b) and to 3 bars and 135
◦C in (c) and (d). All images correspond to 1.7 ms after injection (Re´veille´ 2005).
At high dye concentrations, the linearity between the emitted signal and the incident in-
tensity is no longer respected due to saturation. Such phenomena have been investigated
by Domann 2002 and Charalampous 2004. To guarantee the proportionality of the Laser
Induce Fluorescence (LIF) signal with the droplet volume, concentrations of tracer and
laser light intensities must be then carefully chosen. A main strategy of LIF is to dif-
ferentiate one phase from the other. This is performed by choosing the adequate doping
agent which reduces the fluorescence signal in one phase while emitting a strong signal
in the other. The ionic dye Rhodamine 6G is commonly used for the detection of the
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liquid phase in sprays. At low concentration Rhodamine 6G has poor quantum efficiency
in the vapor phase; whereas, its liquid phase is characterized by high quantum efficiency.
This liquid fluorescence predominance presents the main advantage to highlight the for-
mation of liquid ligaments and droplet during the breakup processes. For combusting
and evaporating sprays subjected to high temperature and pressure conditions, one key
point is to find a tracer which evaporates in the same manner than the injected fuel and
that is characterized by an identical boiling point. If the tracer evaporates faster than the
fuel (indicating that the boiling point of the tracer is below that of the fuel), the tracer
concentration inside the droplet will decrease and the LIF signal will under predict the
droplet volume. If, on the contrary, the fuel evaporate faster than the tracer (indicat-
ing that the boiling point of the tracer is below that of the fuel), the tracer accumulates
in the droplets and the detected LIF signal will over predict the actual droplet volume.
The temperature dependent fluorescence cross-section must also be carefully considered
when investigating evaporation rates at high temperature conditions. The main advantage
of the LIF signals over other inelastic processes, such as Raman scattering, is due to the
good resultant Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) obtained in the planar configuration.
• Laser S heet Dropsizing:
Laser Sheet Dropsizing (LSD) called also Planar Drop Sizing (PDS) is based on the com-
bination of planar Mie imaging and PLIF. The method was originally developed and de-
scribed by Yeh et al. 1993. Le Gal presented some experimental results in 1999 whereas
Domann 2002 and Charlalampous and Hardalupas 2004 calculated theoretically the er-
rors in the measurement of single droplets and for different Rosin-Rammler droplet dis-
tributions. The technique is based on the simple concept that, for a doped droplet which
is excited, the fluorescence signal will give a measure of the droplet volume; whereas, the
Mie elastically scattered light will represent the surface area. By dividing the LIF signal
S LIF by the Mie signal S Mie, the Sauter Mean Diameter can be deduced, as:
S MD =
S LIF
S Mie
=
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CMie
·
∑m
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(3.1.7)
Here CLIF and CMie include experimental factors such as scattering efficiency, detector
response, signal collection solid angle, laser power, etc. The ratio CLIF/CMie is assumed
constant in LSD and is deduced after system calibration (e.g. using PDA measurements).
However, Domann (2002) showed the variations of this ratio as a function of the droplet
diameter and proposed a correction procedure to determine the appropriate value of K
for different droplet distributions. In practice, both signals are recorded simultaneously
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by two separated CCD cameras or by one camera using two separated optical channels.
If a sufficiently large amount, Ns, of sample are recorded, a statistically good average
is obtained. Although LSD presents clear advantages for fast 2D SMD measurements,
the technique suffers from serious limitations especially in the measurement of small
droplets, where the dependance of the Mie signal in D2 is no longer respected. Re´veille´
(2005) showed experimentally that the technique gives results with ∼25% errors when
compared with PDA whereas Domann and Hardalupas (2003) calculated theoretically an
error on SMD measurements ranging from 4% for a distribution of droplets with D∼150
µm to 31% with D∼10 µm assuming the perfect case of single scattering. These results
are presented Fig.3.9.
Figure 3.9: Estimation of the error on the SMD estimation via LSD measurement. Different
droplet distributions are presented in (a) with the error on the measurement of the SMD when
assuming a constant value of K. (b) shows the variation of the calibration constants K as a function
of the SMD: K f it is obtained from experimental results with ∼200 µm monodiperse droplets, Kreal
is the real K deduced from calculation, and Kpolynomial is the best polynomial fit of the calculated
data (Domann and Hardalupas 2003).
Other limitations are described in section 3.1.4 demonstrating that the technique still
requires some improvements before being reliable and must be manipulated with care.
• Lasing imaging:
Lasing imaging is a less common planar laser technique originally developed and applied
to spray diagnostics by Serpenguzel (1992 - 2002). The principle is to consider spherical
droplets as perfect microcavities which act as optical resonators for light rays of specific
wavelengths when the Morphology Dependent Resonances (MDR’s) is satisfied. These
rays are internally reflected within the droplet and return to their starting position in
phase after one round trip. If the roundtrip gain is bigger than the roundtrip loss, lasing
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occurs. The gain is increased by adding an appropriate dye which produces a more
effective optical feedback for the fluorescence radiation. In the case of droplets doped
with Rhodamine 6G and illuminated at 532 nm, the lasing emission is red shifted from
the yellow fluorescence emission (the red side of the fluorescence maximum).
As described by Serpenguzel (1992), lasing requires the gain to be larger than the ab-
sorption and leakage losses of the fluorescence radiation, and is more effective for the
large droplets. The big droplets are then seen as red on the recorded images; whereas,
ligaments and small droplets that do not achieve the lasing threshold are seen as yellow
from the fluorescence only (as illustrated in Fig.3.10 (c) and (d)). This technique allows
an original visualization of the spray structure. An example of lasing image is given pic-
ture 3.10. The determination of the droplet size can also be performed by determining
the separation distance between the two high intensity glare points.
Figure 3.10: Image of the lasing and fluorescing Rhodamine-6G doped water spray. Droplets are
identified and measured by their pair of two reciprocal lasing spots (Serpenguzel 2002).
• Particle Image Velocimetry:
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a planar laser based technique for the determination
of instantaneous flow motion within fluids. In the early stage of the PIV elaboration,
several researchers used double exposure photographs to measure the parabolic shape
of laminar flows (Grousson and Mallick 1977). The technique, named Laser Speckles
Velocimetry (LSV), was based on the measurement of laser speckles displacement and
was largely improved by Meynard until 1983 (Meynard 1980, 1983). In 1984, the term
“Particle Image Velocimetry” appeared in the literature with the respective articles of
Pickering and Halliwell (1984) and Adrian (1984). The new approach images directly
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the individual particles instead of the speckles. After 1984, the use of PIV increased con-
siderably due to the potential of the technique to understand and visualize complex fluid
dynamics processes within semi-turbulent and turbulent flow regimes. The evolution of
PIV during the 20 years succeeding its introduction has been reviewed by Adrian (2005).
Other review papers have been published by Westerweel (1997) and Prasad (2000).
Figure 3.11: Principle of PIV measurement in (a) with the stereoscopic arrangement in (b)
(Source: Dantec).
The PIV technique makes visible the fluid motion by adding adequate particles, called
tracers, which scatter light when illuminated by the incident laser sheet. The laser sheet is
generally imaged at 90◦ via a CCD camera and two successive images are captured using
a pulsed laser as illustrated in Fig.3.11. The displacement of the particles between the two
images and their respective velocity vectors are deduced from the time delay between the
two images and auto-correlation procedures. In PIV, these procedures are based on the
averaged motion of small groups of particles within small interrogation spots, and each
vector deduced is the statistical average for many particles offering a high SNR. When
the motion of individual particles is tracked instead of a group of particles, the technique
is called Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV). The first advantages of PTV over the stan-
dard cross-correlation PIV, is that the velocity vectors deduced are not averaged (as they
are related to individual particle displacement) and the method is capable of higher res-
olution. The second advantage is the possibility of full three dimensional measurements
by the use of volumetric lighting and stereoscopic analysis. PTV is, however, restricted to
a low density of distributed particles due to the difficulty of detection and tracking of in-
dividual particles at high concentrations of seeding particles and offers a lower SNR than
PIV. New algorithms have been developed in order to increase the capabilities of PTV
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(Ohmi 2000), and a recent variational approach is presented by Ruhnau et al (2005).
In standard PIV and PTV, only two velocity components are measured due to the 2D
geometry of the imaging system. By using 2 cameras with separate viewing angles, the
third velocity component can be derived allowing instantaneous 3D velocity vectors for
the whole area. This optical arrangement is called stereoscopic (Stereoscopic Particle
Image Velocimetry - SPIV - or Stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry - SPTV) and is
illustrated in Fig.3.11(b). Similarly, Holographic Particle Image Velocimetry (HPIV) can
be used in a stereoscopic arrangement (Royer 1997). However, HPIV increases drasti-
cally the cost and the complexity of the system and is not commonly used.
PIV and PTV have been applied to spray diagnostics for independent or simultaneous
analysis of liquid and gas motion. The 2D simultaneous measurements of both phases
(fuel and air) have been produced within a dense fuel spray by Driscoll et al (2003). 2D-
PIV velocity maps of a GDI spray is presented by Lee et al (2003) for different times
after injection. Since few years, the use of SPIV and SPTV has considerably increased.
Some examples concerns the 3D structure of evaporating and combusting fuel sprays
(Palero and Ikeda 2002b and 2002a). Two main conditions must be respected when
choosing the appropriate tracer particles: First they must not cause distortion within the
flow, and second they must scatter efficiently the incident laser radiation. A discussion of
the adequate tracers is given by Melling (1997). Fluorecence tracers are generally used
in non-combusting and evaporating sprays analysis.
3.1.4 Limitation of current techniques
Fraunhofer diffraction, interferometry point and laser sheet imaging are the three well es-
tablished laser techniques for spray diagnostic. They offer accurate measurements in
the dilute spray region where the number density of droplets remains relatively low.
However, a number of complications arise in the near-injector region where the spray
is optically dense making the measurement difficult to perform. The limitations of each
technique are reviewed in Table 3.2 and enumerated in the following paragraphs.
Fraunhofer diffraction is a scattering-ensemble (or scattering-average) technique which
assumes that each droplet scatters the light only once before reaching the detector. This
single scattering approximation is satisfied in the single scattering regime where the op-
tical depth is low such as OD 0 1 (a low optical depths is characterized by both a low
droplet number density and a small scattering volume - see section 4.1.2). When prob-
ing within the dense region, photons experience a succession of scattering events due
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to high concentration of droplets. As a result, an amount of multiply scattered light
which dominates the single scattering signal is detected and introduces errors in the mea-
surement. The number of publications related to multiple scattering errors in diffraction
measurements is very large (Hirlemann et al 1988 and Kokhanovsky and Weichert 2001).
Correction procedures have been developed and tested in order to improve modern opti-
cal instruments (e.g. the Malvern Spraytec). However, these corrections are not efficient
enough and multiple scattering is still the major problem for dropsizing with LALLS.
Table 3.1: Comparison of the techniques commonly used in spray characterization technology.
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The second major limitation in Fraunhofer diffraction, is the use of a pre-defined dis-
tribution function (generally Log-Normal or Rosin-Rammler). Coefficients related to
the mean-diameter and to the standard deviation are calculated as a function of the de-
tected scattered light pattern assuming a pre-defined distribution function. The droplet
size distribution is thus reconstructed from an empirical equation able to produce only
monomodal distributions. The last limitation concerns the fact that the optical device is
optimized for spherical and opaque particles. The scattering of light by irregular ele-
ments, and ligaments is not considered by the system.
Since the first optical instrument based on interferometric point measurements, many re-
strictive problems have been corrected thereby successively improving the quality and
the performance of modern instruments (e.g. the Dual-PDA - see end of section 3.1.2).
However, the technique is still limited by a number of factors: Firstly the method con-
cerns the measurement of spherical droplets only. Secondly, at high optical depth the
Doppler signal is altered by multiple scattering processes between the probed volume
and the detector making the signal difficult to analyze and process. Thirdly, at high
droplet concentration, the probed volume may contain more that one droplet. In this case
of multiple-occupancy, the signal emitted from the probe volume is the result of light
scattering by several droplets and cannot be processed. Finally, the last major limitation
is related to the single point measurement nature of the technique providing only local
information at a given time.
In laser sheet imaging, the amount of multiple light scattering detected is particularly
significant due to the wide detection acceptance angles and the large intensity profiles of
the light source employed. Important efforts in laser sheet imaging have been recently
performed for deducing the droplet SMD distribution by dividing an averaged LIF signal
by an averaged Mie signal. The main point of the method is to eventually suppress the
multiple scattering errors from this ratio. However, it must be pointed out that multiple
scattering generated from a Mie scattering process is fundamentally different from the
multiple scattering generated from a LIF process. Spray dropsizing via such a method
does not provide yet sufficiently reliable measurements and further work is required to
develop adequate corrective procedures. At present, laser sheet imaging remains, then,
mainly restricted to the measurement of velocity components (PIV-PTV) and for qualita-
tive purposes.
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3.2 Emerging laser technics
Even if current optical measurements are reliable in the dilute spray, the characterization
of the dense region where atomization occurs remains an unsolved problem due to the
optical thickness within this region and to the occurrence of multiple scattering (see sec-
tion 3.1.4). In order to overcome such issues, several new laser-based diagnostics have
been recently developed and proposed. The four most promising ones are described in
this section and are:
• Interferometric laser imaging
• X-ray absorption
• Double extinction
• Ballistic imaging
In the last subsection, the limitations of these novel techniques are discussed and im-
provement strategies are suggested.
3.2.1 Interferometric laser imaging
The Interferometric Laser Imaging for Droplet Sizing (ILIDS) - or Interferometric Par-
ticle Imaging IPI - was originally proposed by Raguccy et al. (1990) and applied to the
study of sprays by Glover et al. in 1995. The increasing numbers of papers published
on ILIDS, along with the consequent improvements during the last 5 years, demonstrates
the growth of interest for this technique. Before entering in the description of the method
itself, some considerations must be discussed. As explained in the description of the PDA
technique (section 3.1.2), the reflected and first-order refracted light are both dominant in
the wide angle forward scatter region ∼30◦-80◦. The light scattered in this region consist
on regular fringes of light intensity. These fringes arise from the interference between
the reflected (P=0) and first order refracted (P=1) rays as explained by Glantschnig and
Chen (1981). One fundamental point extracted from this observation is that the angular
frequency of the fringes is directly proportional to droplet diameter. By observing ex-
perimentally a set of these fringes, an accurate measure of the droplet diameter can be
made for an individual droplet. Such studies have been performed by Ko¨nig et al. (1986)
and Hesselbacher et al. (1991). When detected within this observation angle (θs between
30◦ up to 80◦ ), the in-focus image of a spherical droplet illuminated by a laser source
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consists of two spots of light named glare points (Van de Hulst 1991). One of these glare
points is produced by reflection P=0; whereas, the other one is due to refraction P=1.
The distance of separation between the two glare points is related to the detection scat-
tering angle, the relative refractive index, and the particle size. By knowing the first two
quantities, the particle size can be deduced. However, such measurements requires a high
spatial resolution with the necessity of magnification by the receiving optics.
Figure 3.12: Standard configuration for ILIDS (Damaschke 2005).
When the droplet is imaged, out-of-focus interference fringes appears on the image due
to the interference between the two rays. By choosing the adequate defocusing length
(Girasole et al. 2000), the droplet shape is reconstructed via interference patterns and
the diameter of the droplet is deduced from the calculation of the number of fringes. As
illustrated in Fig.3.12, the size of the defocused image of each glare point depends on
the degree of defocusing. ILIDS is the name given to the technique of imaging such
interference patterns and determining the size of a number of droplets traversing the area
of the spray illuminated by the laser sheet. A description of the optical arrangement is
given in Fig.3.12. The relationship between the particle diameter, D, and the number of
fringes, N, is given by (Hesselbacher et al. 1991, Maeda 2000):
D =
2λN
αc
[cos(θs/2) +
n sin(θs/2)√
n2 − 2n cos(θs/2) + 1
]−1 (3.2.1)
where αc is the collecting angle as defined in Fig.3.12 and n is the droplet refractive index.
A major improvement to the technique has been performed by Maeda et al. in 2000 and
consists of compressing optically the image via a pair of cylindrical lenses between the
imaging plane and the collective lens (see Fig.3.13(b)). The degree of horizontal defo-
cusing is adjusted by moving the cylindrical lenses along the optical axis of the receiving
optics. By means of this compression process, overlapping of the droplet interferograms
observed on the recorded images (using the conventional ILIDS system) is largely re-
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duced allowing the measurement within the dense region of sprays. A comparison of the
captured images between the improved technique and the conventional ILIDS technique
is presented in Fig.3.13.
Figure 3.13: Comparison between the conventional ILIDS (a) and the ILIDS system using the
optical compression technique. For an interferometric image of 4x4 mm2, 15 droplets becomes
difficult to identify using the conventional system, whereas more than 100 droplets can be mea-
sured on an equal image area by the improved technique (Maeda 2000 and Kawagushi 2002).
The advanced ILIDS system improves the optical Signal to Noise Ratio, simplifies the
image processing procedure and increase the accuracy of the measurement of fringe spac-
ing (Kawagushi 2002). In the original article in 2000, Maedea also calculates the 2D
component vectors by combining the advanced ILIDS system with PIV or PTV.
Other improvements and investigations of ILIDS have also been performed recently. For
instance Kurosawa et al. 2002 used ILIDS in combination with LIF in order to extract
simultaneously the droplet size, the 2D velocity vectors and the vapor concentration. In
2005, Zama extended the combined technique ILIDS-PTV using a stereoscopic arrange-
ment of two cameras and deduced the three components of the velocities vectors from one
focused and one defocused image. Stereoscopic ILIDS has also been tested by recently
by Matsuura et al (2006) for an airblast fuel spray. Finally, the last paper of importance
published by Damaschke et al. in 2005 describes the standard ILIDS combined with a
new technique called Global Phase Doppler (GPD). Similarly to PDA, GPD is based on
the formation of interference fringes but employs two intersecting laser light sheet in-
stead of two laser beams creating a larger probe volume. The first motivation to the GPD
configuration is to obtain similar detection of the glare points (necessary for the ILIDS
method) on both cameras when performing 3D-PTV. Other advantages of the technique,
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with a comparison between ILIDS and GPD are reported by Damaschke 2005. Due to
the increasing of interest in the recent years, ILIDS is a technique that might become a
method of choice for future spray diagnostics.
3.2.2 X-ray absorption
X-ray absorption is a technique recently applied to high pressure fuel sprays in order
to locate the phase transitions of 2D images. The first x-ray radiography of fuel spray
has been investigated by Char et al and dates from 1990. The technique was based on
polychromatic x-ray beams, and was principally applied to observe breakup mechanisms.
The use of monochromatic x-ray for quantitative measurement of fuel mass has been
introduced in spray diagnostics in 2000 by Powell et al.
Figure 3.14: Illustration of an x-ray experimental set up (Powell 2004).
The technique can be described as follows: The fuel spray is illuminated with an x-ray
beam generated from a monochromatic synchrotron in a line-of-sight configuration. Fuel
mass locations are determined by the level of x-ray beam attenuation measured by a
fast framing Pixel Array Detector (PAD). An illustration of a X-ray set up is presented
Fig.3.14. In the same manner as visible radiation, monochromatic x-rays are attenuated
when transmitted through an attenuating material such as a fuel spray in respect to the
Beer-Lambert law (see also equation 4.1.3):
I f
Ii
= e−µM M (3.2.2)
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where I f and Ii are respectively the transmitted and incident x-ray intensities, µM is the
mass absorption coefficient of the fuel and M is the mass of fuel in the beam. µM is
initially calibrated at the single wavelength via a sample solution of the fuel probed. The
time evolution of fuel mass along a line-of-sight is then easily deduced from the transmis-
sion measurement (I f /Ii) at each point in the radiograph. X-ray measurement has reveled
that the fuel of a high pressure diesel spray can travel at supersonic speeds under certain
experimental conditions. The shock-waves generated have been quantitatively measured
by MacPhee et al (2002). The main advantage of x-rays over visible wavelengths is that
the extinction of the incident laser beam is due to absorption only and without the con-
tribution of scattering. X-rays are then not affected by multiple scattering phenomena
and are highly penetrative in material with low atomic numbers. It has been recently
demonstrated that the technique allows determining the presence of the liquid core and
deducing accurately the breakup length (see fig.3.14(b)). Such information is crucial for
the development of modern breakup modelling. However, several important limitations
can also be noticed. These limitations described in section 3.2.5 concern mainly the cost
of the technique, the low SNR obtained, the use of additive to increase absorption, and
the necessity of averaging the data over several injection cycles.
Figure 3.15: (a) X-ray images from two different nozzles at 118 µs after the start of injection
(Powell 2004). (b) Deduction of the LVF in 3D for a water spray using X-ray measurement. The
inset shows the deduction of the breakup length (Wang 2006).
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3.2.3 Double extinction
The double extinction (called 2λ or two-color technique) was originally developed by
Ariessohn et al (1980) for the measurement of the SMD of ash droplets in high-temperature
high-velocity coal-fired combustion flows using visible (λ1 = 325 nm) and near-infrared
(λ2 = 3.39 µm) wavelengths. In 1987, Gougeon et al applied the technique (with λ1 =
633 nm visible from a He-Ne laser and λ2 = 337 µm far infrared light from a HCN laser)
for the measurement of size and concentration of coal particles in densely laden media.
In this study, the measurement of the particle diameters showed good agreement with
the results from the Malvern instrument. In 1998, Parker et al applied this method to a
combusting diesel spray and gave a detailed explanation of the technique using infrared
light.
Figure 3.16: 2λ technique (Labs and Parker 2005).
The use of infrared instead of visible wavelengths presents the principal advantage of
reducing the scattering efficiency of the probed droplets. The optical thickness is thus
reduced making the measurement more effective and less affected by multiple scattering
phenomena in the infrared domain. In 2005, Labs and Parker employed two infrared
wavelengths λ1 = 1.06 µm and λ2 = 9.27 µm for measuring the SMD and the LVF within
combusting and evaporating diesel sprays. In the same investigation, the authors calcu-
lated also the amount of error introduced in the measurement due to multiple scattering
by measuring the state of polarization of the scattered light. As mentioned in the paper,
the light that is multiply scattered from spherical particles becomes randomly polarized;
whereas, the singly scattered light contains no cross-polarization scattering component.
By quantifying the cross polarized light intensity, a measurement of the multiply scat-
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tered light is then obtained. Finally, the intensity ratio of the parallel to perpendicular
polarized scattered light allows estimating the amount of multiple scattering in the spray.
Note that this measurement requires the use of a single wavelength associated with a
polarized beam splitter. In 2006, the same authors (Labs and Parker) gave a detailed
two dimensional distribution of SMD (see Fig.2.10 section 2.2.3) and LVF (see Fig.3.18)
from the near injector region of a high-pressure diesel sprays in combusting and “cold”
conditions. The double extinction technique offers a measurement of the droplet size
distribution along a line-of-sight based on the Beer-Lambert law (see section 6.2.3). As
illustrated in Fig.4.16, two laser beams of different wavelength traverse the spray along
an identical axis and with the same direction (collinear beams). The two wavelengths are
chosen to span a large wavelength range and to coincide with readily available lasers. The
laser extinctions of the two beams are independently deduced from the measurement of
the light intensity with and without the spray. The ratio of the two extinctions is described
as:
(ln Ii/ ln I f )λ2
(ln Ii/ ln I f )λ1
=
∫ ∞
D=0
n(D)σeλ2(D)dD∫ ∞
D=0
n(D)σeλ1(D)dD
(3.2.3)
where n(D) and σe(D) are respectively the number and the extinction cross-section of
each droplet of diameter D. The subscripts λ1 and λ2 indicate the probe wavelength.
Assuming monodisperse droplets, or an analytical distribution of droplets distribution
(Log-normal or Rosin Rammler - see section 2.2.3) with a pre-defined standard deviation,
the extinction ratio presented in Eq.3.2.3 gives a unique solution of the droplet diameter
in the range 0-15 µm as presented Fig.3.17. Similarly, the extinction ratio gives a unique
solution to the SMD value of predefined distributions (Parker 1998).
By positioning the beams at various positions within the spray, two-dimensional infor-
mation can be obtained. The 2D distribution of the SMD for a diesel spray at different
time after injection has been previously presented in Fig.2.10. Once the droplet size
distribution is known with the associate attenuation along the line-of-sight, the number
density and the LVF can be deduced. Figure 3.18 shows the 2D LVF distribution of the
same diesel spray presented Fig.2.10. As the technique is based on an attenuation ratio,
the effects introduced by multiple scattering in both measurements are partially canceled.
However corrections procedure are still required. Furthermore, in the same manner than
for the diffraction method, the droplet size distribution is deduced from empirical distri-
bution functions that do not allow bimodal distributions. The technique suffers also from
other limitations which are detailed section 3.2.5.
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Figure 3.17: Extinction ratio for different log-normal droplet distributions as a function of the
geometrical mean diameter (Parker 1998).
Figure 3.18: 2D LVF as of a diesel spray at different time after injection: Spray development
(0.55 ms), steady state (2.05 ms) and spray dissipation (3.45 ms). (a) is the cold case and (b) the
combusting case. (Labs and Parker 2006).
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3.2.4 Ballistic imaging
Even if the application of ballistic imaging to spray research is new, the technique was
originally applied for imaging through tissues and was developed in bio-medical appli-
cations for over a decade (Hebden et al 1991). The first ballistic image of spray was
obtained in 1995 by Galland et al with a spatial resolution of 0.5 mm. In 2004, Paciaroni
and Linne adapted an optical configuration originally developed for medical imaging (il-
lustrated in Fig.3.19) and obtained a single shot ballistic image of a water jet spray with
high spatial resolution (20-30 µm for a dilute spray and 40-50 µm for a dense spray). A
complete review of the technique will be presented by Linne et al (2006) where tran-
sient ballistic imaging diagnostics have been used in a Lox injector, a turbulent water jet,
a water jet in cross-flow, and a transient diesel fuel spray. Detailed information of the
technique is also provided by Paciaroni (2004).
Figure 3.19: Optical configuration for ballistic imaging (Paciaroni 2004).
Ballistic imaging is a two-dimensional time-gated shadowgraphy technique. The method
relies upon the fact that when light traverses a highly turbid medium, some of the photons
pass straight through without scattering, exiting the medium with the same solid angle
that they entered. These photons are termed “ballistic” because they travel the shortest
path and exit first. A second group of photons is the “snake” photons group. Snake
photons are photons scattered several times (from once up to 9 times) within the forward
direction. Because they travel a bit further, they exit just after the ballistic photons with
a larger solid angle. Ballistic and early snake photons (scattered from 1 up to 3 times
within the forward direction) construct a quasi-undistorted image of the spray structure.
Photons scattered more than 3 times seriously lose memory of the structure within the
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material. Finally, photons scattered 10 times and beyond retain no memory of the spray
structure and are called “diffuse” photons. An illustration of ballistic, snake and diffuse
photons is depicted next section (Fig.4.6) with the related terminology.
Figure 3.20: Example of a ballistic image for a jet in cross-flow (Sedarsky et al -2007).
The key point of ballistic imaging consists in extracting the coherent component (ballis-
tic and early snake photons) of the laser light exiting the spray which provide faithful
information of the medium structure and removing the diffuse component that introduce
complication on the detected signal using an ultra fast detection system and femtosecond
incident laser pulses (∼100 fs). When exiting the spray, ballistic and early snake photons
possess the following properties:
• Directionality: same axis as the input light, narrow solid angle.
• Preservation of the input polarization.
• Coherence with the input beam.
• Early exit time.
The Optical Kerr Effect (OKE) gate is an optical device which acts as a high speed shut-
ter, gating the early light and rejecting the later light. The system uses the polarization
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properties of light and the gate time is governed by the molecular relaxation time of
the Kerr medium. For the case of a CS2 as a Kerr active liquid, a gate time of 2 ps is
achieved. Detailed information about the operation of the OKE gate can be found in Pa-
ciaroni (2004). By positioning a CCD camera at the exit of the OKE gate, a time-gated
shadowgraph image of the spray is produced. This images possess a much higher spatial
resolution than common shadowgrams owing to the suppression of the diffuse light.
The major advantage of ballistic imaging over other optical diagnostics techniques is its
capability to produce instantaneous images of the liquid core in atomizing sprays; this
region has been heretofore inaccessible. Using ballistic images, primary and secondary
breakup can be visualized within the dense spray region where traditional techniques are
limited. Furthermore, the determination of vector velocities can also be deduced from
two successive ballistic images as presented by Sedarsky et al (2005). Finally droplet
size and extinction measurement can also be performed (Sedarsky 2006). An example of
ballistic image is presented in Fig.3.20. The drawbacks of the technique are explained in
the next section.
3.2.5 Limitation of the new techniques
The common point between the new techniques described above is that they all are de-
signed for probing within the dense spray region where the well established techniques
(see section 3.1) are limited. Even if each of them possesses particular characteristics,
and offers specific information they all suffer from a number of limiting factors:
Interferometric laser imaging has largely improved since its initial appearance in 1995 es-
pecially with the application of the optical compression by Maedea in 2000. Using such
a system, the overlapping droplets on the image are suppressed allowing probing within
media containing higher droplet number density. However, the optical compression com-
pression is responsible to a lost of contrast between black and white fringes making the
determination of the droplet size more difficult to perform. Three other limitations can
also be noticed: Firstly spherical particle are required in order to create interference pat-
tern from the two glare points imaged. Secondly, due to the out-of-focus nature, only
relatively small areas are imaged (for instance: 4 X 4 mm2) eliminating one major advan-
tage of the laser sheet configuration. Finally, the detector must be positioned at specific
angles where interference pattern can be produced.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of the emerging laser techniques used for spray characterization.
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Even if X-ray absorption is the only technique that does not suffer from multiple scatter-
ing, the method is not without limitations: First, a costly synchrotron source is required
limiting the number of researchers who have access to the diagnostic. Second, due to
the insufficient absorption of fuel, some additives are required. Third, the low SNR re-
quires averaging over several injection cycles. The image of one spray produced is thus
developed over a fairly large number of injection events. Fourth the liquid-vapour phase
separation is difficult to observed. Furthermore, the PAD detector is sensitive and easily
damaged by the high-energy source.
Due to its line-of-sight geometry, the double extinction possesses the same limitations
than any ensemble-averaging techniques. In other words, the data extracted are not local
but correspond to an estimation averaged along the cylindrical volume of the incident
laser beam crossing the spray. As the method is based on the ratio of two light extinc-
tion measurements, the errors introduced by multiple scattering are minimized (they are,
for instance, less important than for the Fraunhofer diffraction technique). Nevertheless,
corrections from multiple scattering are still required. Other limitations concern the as-
sumption of spherical droplets and the 2D spray mapping requires moving the nozzle
at different positions (which is time consuming). Furthermore, it is seen in Fig.3.17 that
when D > 20 µm an identical value of the extinction ratio can be related to several droplet
diameter. Such issue limits then the sizing procedure to small droplets only (D < 20 µm).
Finally, the technique is based on empirical functions that do not allow bimodal distribu-
tions and requires a standard deviation to be originally determined.
The major advantage of ballistic imaging is the high spatial resolution obtained and the
clear visualization of the boundary between the two-phases on the edge of the spray. Re-
gions with low droplet density and presence of voids are also clearly identified as seen
in Fig.3.20. The main drawback concerns the lack of contrast within the spray itself due
to the shadowgraph nature of the resultant images. Another issue of the technique is the
correct adjustment of the time gate. Such problem requires the calculation of photons
time of flight within the spray. This can be accomplished via Monte Carlo modelling as
presented in section 8.3. Finally, the optical system employed is more complex than the
majority of the other techniques and requires accurate alignment. It is important to note
that ballistic imaging has recently demonstrated the capabilities of modern optical instru-
ments to employ ultra-fast time gating detection in order to remove the diffuse light from
the detected signal and to produce high resolution images. Such an approach seems to be
very promising especially if it can be applied to other methods such as those employing
laser sheet imaging.
C H A P T E R 4
Propagation of Laser Radiation in Sprays
MODERN techniques for advance characterization and study of sprays are mostlybased on the direct measurement of scattered radiations from an incident laser
beam. When the mean free path of photons is much larger than the scale of the experi-
ment (in the single scattering regime), the relationship between the scattered light and the
properties of the system is straightforward providing unambiguous information. When
however, the mean free path of photons is smaller than the scale of the experiment (in
the intermediate scattering regime) the incident light is multiply scattered generating am-
biguous information. Most practical sprays, operate in such conditions where the total
amount of multiply scattered photons is much more important than the amount of singly
scattered photons. This issue has been mentioned in the last chapter as the major recurrent
factor limiting both traditional and new optical diagnostics.
The current chapter provides a detailed description of laser radiation propagation and
scattering within sprays. The first section is devoted to the appropriate terminology em-
ployed to describe such processes. In the second section, the physical basis of scattering
and absorption phenomena are successively described with a particular attention given to
light scattering by a single droplets and by a collection of droplets. Finally, the chapter
details multiple scattering and attenuation of light within a spray.
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4.1 Terminology and definition
The appropriate terms and definitions related to the scattering of light within turbid media
are given in this section.
4.1.1 Extinction, scattering and absorption
When a beam of light enters a medium containing a collection of scattering particles such
as droplets, the incident light intensity is attenuated. This attenuation is due to the loss of
energy caused by the interactions between light and particles. Scattering and absorption
represent the two types of interactions. The sum of scattering and absorption processes
is called extinction:
Extinction = Scattering + Absorption
By definition, the change of intensity dI(−→r ,−→s ) of a laser beam of initial intensity Ii(−→r ,−→s )
(also called radiance or specific intensity and of units W/sr/cm2) crossing an elementary
volume of length dx depends on the extinction coefficient µe as:
dI(−→r ,−→s ) = −Ii(−→r ,−→s ).µe(−→r ).dx (4.1.1)
and
dI(−→r ,−→s )
Ii(−→r ,−→s )
= −µe(−→r ).dx (4.1.2)
where dx is the elementary length, −→r is the vector position and −→s is the direction of
propagation.
Figure 4.1: Change of radiation energy through an elementary volume.
The Beer-Lambert law is given by integrating Eq.4.1.2 over a distance l. Assuming a
homogeneous medium with constant extinction coefficient, it is deduced that the initial
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light intensity is exponentially reduced along a line-of-sight of length l such as:
I f = Ii.e−µel (4.1.3)
where Ii and I f are, respectively, the initial and final light intensity along the same di-
rection of propagation −→s . As shown in Eq.4.1.2, the attenuation equals the ratio of the
light intensity extinction with the initial light intensity. The attenuation can also be writ-
ten (from Eq.4.1.3) under the form 1 − (I f /Ii) where the term (I f /Ii) is the transmission.
In optical characterization of sprays, “extinction” is often referred to as “obscuration”.
However, for ease and clarity, the term “obscuration” will not be used in this report. The
extinction coefficient is equal to the sum of the scattering coefficient and the absorption
coefficient:
µe = µs + µa (4.1.4)
Each of these coefficients (in cm−1) is proportional to the number density, N, (number of
droplets per cm3) and to the respective extinction, scattering and absorption cross-section
σe, σs and σa (in cm2) as:
µe = N.σe µs = N.σs µa = N.σa (4.1.5)
The scattering cross-section, σs, corresponds to a surface-area where the energy of the
incident wave falling on this area equals the total energy scattered in all direction. In a
similar manner, the energy absorbed may be set equal to the energy of the incident wave
falling on the area σa. Finally, as the total energy removed from the original beam is
the sum of the scattering energy and the absorbed energy, the extinction cross-section,
σe, is deduced from the sum of σs and σa. Detailed derivation of each cross-section is
given in Van de Hulst (1981) and Bohren and Huffman (1983). In the case of spherical
particles, it is found that the the scattering cross-section is linearly dependent on D2 as
seen in Fig.4.2.
By dividing the extinction cross-section by the geometrical cross-sectional area projected
onto a plane perpendicular to the incident beam, the extinction efficiency Qe is deduced.
In the same way, the respective scattering and absorption efficiency Qa, Qs are deduced:
Qe =
σe
G
Qa =
σa
G
Qs =
σs
G
(4.1.6)
For spherical particles, G = pi.(D/2)2, where D is the diameter. Note that the extinction
efficiency factor, Qe, can be smaller or bigger than 1.
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Figure 4.2: Scattering cross-section of spherical fuel droplet (n = 1.4 + 0.0i) as a function of the
particle size parameter. The droplet size scale is also added for λ = 266 nm and λ = 800 nm on
the top of each graph. (a) is the standard scale and (b) is the logarithmic scale.
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In other words, if we consider only one particle illuminated by a light beam, the particle
casts a shadow of area which can be bigger or smaller than the geometrical shadow G
(Van de Hulst - 1981). Many particles, of a rather common sort, scatter and absorb more
light than is geometrically incident upon them (G < σe). This is partially due to the fact
that the scattered wave removes some of the energy of the initial wave by interference.
Figure 4.3: Scattering efficiency of spherical fuel droplet (n = 1.4 + 0.0i) as a function of the
particle size parameter. The droplet size scale is also added for λ = 266 nm and λ = 800 nm.
The curve in Fig.4.3 shows the evolution of the extinction efficiency for non-absorbing
spherical fuel droplet (n = 1.4 + 0.0i) as a function of the particle size parameter x. By
definition, x is given as:
x =
piD
λ
(4.1.7)
In the theory of light scattering by particles, the particle size parameter is an important
dimensionless number; for an identical value of x the same scattering process will occur.
Note that in Fig.4.3 the scale of the droplet diameter has been added for two different
wavelengths λ = 266 nm and λ = 800 nm showing identical extinction efficiency for
different drop diameters.
It is important to mention that all parameters related to extinction, scattering and absorp-
tion can either correspond to a single particle or to a collection of particles. Figure 4.4
illustrates the extinction of light by a collection of particles (a) and by a single particle
(b) only. Experimentally, it is difficult to isolate a single particle and the extinction mea-
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surements are generally deduced from samples of many particles. The deduction of σe,
σs, and σa for individual droplets can, however, be performed using a droplet generator.
Figure 4.4: Extinction of light by a collection of particles (a) and by a single particle (b).
Depending on the characteristics of the medium, the light and the particles, one inter-
action process (absorption or scattering) dominates the other. For example, visible light
traversing a cloud or fog is almost entirely attenuated by scattering. However, in media
such as black smoke, scattering is nearly absent and the extinction of the light is mainly
due to absorption (Bohren and Huffman 1983). The importance of scattering over the
extinction is quantified by the albedo. A:
A =
µs
µs + µa
=
σs
σe
(4.1.8)
For a non-absorbing medium, the albedo equals 1 and the extinction of the light is gov-
erned by scattering only (the absorption level of a particle is related to the value of the
imaginary part of its refractive index). In fuel sprays, natural absorption occurs generally
at very low levels and the light-droplets interaction is dominated by the elastic scattering
of the incident laser radiation. When fluorescence occurs (by adding a given tracer in
the injected liquid - see the PLIF technique section 3.1.3), the incident wavelength is ab-
sorbed and reemitted into a wavelength of lower energy. During this inelastic-scattering
process, the albedo is largely reduced and absorption must be considered.
4.1.2 Scattering orders, optical depth and scattering regime
Scattering orders, optical depth and scattering regimes are parameters related to media
containing a collection of scattering particles. The scattering order corresponds to the
number of times that an individual photon interacts with the droplets (or other scattering
particles) prior to spray (or other turbid medium) exit. The total intensity of optical radi-
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ation propagating in a turbid medium can be represented as an infinite series of scattering
orders usually represented by ladder diagrams (Fig.4.5).
Figure 4.5: Schematic presentation of the scattering intensity as a series of ladder diagrams rep-
resenting each scattering orders.
At scattering order 0, no interaction occurs, and photons cross the spray keeping their
initial direction. This group of photons is called ballistic (see subsection 3.2.4). The
scattering order 1 (or single scattering) is, in optical measurement of spray, the order
of interest as the information extracted from it is straightforward and directly related
to the droplet characteristics (e.g. droplets size, concentration). The average photon
path length through a spray is increased when assuming larger scattering orders. As
mentioned in section 3.2.4, the range of scattering order from 2 up to 9 is associated
to the “snake” photons group (when assuming a forward scattering detection). These
photons travel a longer path through the spray than the ballistic photons and exit the
spray along approximately the same axis as the input light with a somewhat larger solid
angle. Photons scattered more than 10 times are the diffuse photons and exit the medium
with a large solid angle after traveling long path in the spray. In terms of time gating
detection, the ballistic, snake and diffuse photons group, are defined as a function of
the photon time of flight and time of arrival to the detector. An illustration of the three
categories is given in Fig.4.6.
Figure 4.6: Trajectories of ballistic, snake and diffuse photons through a scattering medium con-
taining spherical particles.
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The distance of propagation between two scattering or absorbing events is called the free
path length l f p. The mean free path length is deduce from the value of the extinction
coefficient such as:
l f p =
1
µe
(4.1.9)
This relationship shows that the average distance traveled by a photon between two
droplets is inversely proportional to the extinction coefficient. By dividing the length,
l, traversed by a light beam, by the mean free path length, l f p, the number of average path
lengths along l is deduced. The resultant term is the optical depth, OD:
OD = l/l f p = l.µe (4.1.10)
The optical depth is an approximation of the mean number of scattering events occurring
through a scattering medium of length l. It provides a crucial indication of the optical
thickness of a probed spray. Depending on the value of the optical depth and/or of the
average scattering order, the scattering of light within a spray can be classified into 3
regimes.
Table 4.1: Classification of the scattering regimes as a function of the optical depth. Most of
industrial and fuel sprays fall in the intermediate single-to-multiple scattering regime.
The single scattering regime is defined when the average scattering order is inferior than
2. In this regime, ballistic photons are clearly dominant. For a “side” (out-of-plane)
detection, the series of scattering order (see Fig.4.5) is reduced to the term describing
the single scattering and all other terms of the series are neglected or considered as a
perturbation to the single scattering. This is the single scattering approximation.
The intermediate single-to-multiple scattering regime operates when the average of scat-
tering events is comprised from 2 up to 9. In this case and assuming anisotropic forward
scattering phase functions, the mean scattering order dominates all other orders. As both
single and high order terms of the series must be considered, no approximation can be
performed in this regime.
The last regime is the multiple scattering regime where the average number of scattering
events is greater or equal to 10. In this regime, the relative amount of each scattering
order tends to be equal and no dominant scattering order is clear. In other words, it can
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of scattering orders for a collection of spherical fuel droplets at various
optical depth. Results are obtained from Monte Carlo simulations for a Log-Normal distribution
characterized by D=5 µm and σ=0.5 µm (see subsection 6.3.1).
be assumed that all terms of the series have the same order of magnitude and the diffusion
approximation is applied. It is important to differentiate the “multiple scattering regime”
from the “process o f multiple scattering” which also occurs in the intermediate regime.
The shape of the scattering orders PDF is characteristics of the optical depth value and
of the scattering regime. Figure 4.7 illustrates the relative amount of each scattering
orders for OD = 1, OD = 3, OD = 6 and OD = 12. These results show the transition
from the single scattering to the multiple scattering regime in the case of anisotropic
scattering phase function with A close to 1. Note that for isotropic scattering (A=0), the
single scattering remains the dominant scattering order even in the intermediate scattering
regime. This characteristic is described in the subsection 7.2.4.
Current laser diagnostics of sprays fall into the intermediate scattering regime where the
average number of light scattering events is too great for the single scattering assumption,
but too few for the diffusion approximation. Measurements in this regime are affected by
errors due to both multiple scattering and attenuation (see section 4.2) and present the
most difficult case of study.
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4.1.3 Scattering phase function
When a packet of photon encounters a single scattering particle, photons are scattered
in all directions with preferential scattering angles. The change in direction caused by
scattering shows a distinct distribution which can be expressed in terms of the differential
scattering cross-section (Ishimaru 1978):
dσ(−→s ,−→s ′)
dΩ
= r2
Is(−→s )
Ii(−→s ′)
(4.1.11)
where dΩ is a solid angle spanning around the scattered direction −→s as illustrated Fig.4.8(b)
and r is the distance from the point of observation to the scattering centre.
Figure 4.8: Directions and angles of incident and scattered photons.(a) shows the scattering an-
gles θs and ϕs and (b) defines the respective solid angles dΩ and dΩ′.
By integrating the differential scattering cross-section over 4pi, the total scattering cross-
section, σs, is found:
σs =
"
4pi
dσ(−→s ,−→s ′)
dΩ
.ds (4.1.12)
In the last equation, the differential cross-section dσ(
−→s ,−→s ′)
dΩ can be replaced by σs. f (
−→s ,−→s ′)
where f (−→s ,−→s ′) is the normalized single scattering phase function. By definition, the scat-
tering phase function gives the probability of a photon to be scattered from the direction
−→s ′ into the direction −→s . Note that this is a misleading term as f (−→s ,−→s ′) has nothing to do
with the phase of a light wave. The parameters governing the scattering phase function
are the incident light characteristics (wavelength, polarization state, intensity profile), the
optical properties of the surrounding medium (external refractive index) and the droplet
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characteristics (size, shape, refractive index, orientation). The scattering phase function
is dimensionless and is given under its normalized form such as:
∫
4pi
f (−→s ,−→s ′dΩ) = 1.
From f (−→s ,−→s ′), the intensity of light Is(−→r ,−→s ) scattered into −→s from the direction −→s ′ is
described as:
Is(−→r ,−→s ) = µe(−→r ).dx
"
4pi
f (−→s ,−→s ′).Ii(−→r ,−→s ′).dΩ (4.1.13)
where −→r is the vector position. For non-spherical particles, the shape of the scattering
phase function can be extremely complex and is characterized by asymmetric structures.
An example of the scattering phase functions of oblate particles on the scattering plane
is shown next section in Fig.4.14.
When the scattering phase function is only given on the scattering plane, f (−→s ,−→s ′) =
f (θs), where θs is the polar scattering angle described Fig.4.8(a). For spherical symmetry,
the phase function becomes homogeneous relative to the mutual orientation of −→s and −→s ′
and f (−→s ,−→s ′) = f (cos θs). Therefore, there is no dependence on the azimuthal scattering
angle, ϕs. In other words the scattering probability of spherical particles is homogenous
over the angle ϕs (defined between 0 and 2pi), and the scattering phase function depends
only on its scattering angle, θs (defined between 0 and pi).
When a homogeneous distribution of spherical particles is considered, the average scat-
tering phase function f (θs) is calculated as:
f (θs) =
∫ ∞
D=0
n(D) · σe(D) f (D, θs) · dD∫ ∞
D=0
n(D) · σe(D) · dD
(4.1.14)
where n(D) is the number of particle of diameter D. The determination of f (θs) is em-
ployed when investigating homogeneous polydisperse scattering media (see section 5.2.3
and 6.3).
The ratio between the dimension of a scattering particle and the incident wavelength is of
importance in the resultant scattering phase function. The particle size parameter, x, (de-
scribed in Eq. 4.1.7), is representative of this ratio. For a constant value of x, an identical
scattering phase function is obtained when considering spherical particles. Moreover, de-
pending on the particle size parameter, the scattering phase function of spherical droplets
can be either highly anisotropic with a dominant forward scattering and with a high num-
ber of fine lobes for x > 10 or more isotropic with a “homogeneous” distribution of the
scattered radiation characterized by few large lobes when x < 1.
A convenient mathematical expression to describe the forward nature of the droplet phase
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Figure 4.9: Anisotropy factor of homogeneous spherical fuel droplets (n = 1.4 + 0.0i) as a func-
tion of the particle size parameter. The droplet size scale is also added for λ = 266 nm and λ =
800 nm on the top of the graph.
function is the anisotropy factor g.
g =
"
4pi
cos(θs). f (θs)).dΩ (4.1.15)
For isotropic scattering, g equals 0 and for highly forward scattering phase functions g
tends to 1 (for strong back scattering, g tends to -1). In sprays, the factor of anisotropy
ranges from 0.70 to 0.95. For a 20 µm water droplet in air illuminated at 532 nm incident
light, g = 0.86. Figure 4.9 shows the anisotropy factor as a function of the particle size
parameter for non-absorbing fuel droplet of refractive n = 1.4 + 0.0i.
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4.2 Light-droplets interaction
Scattering is the light-particle interaction which acts to transform an incident electromag-
netic radiation into a new electromagnetic radiation of identical or different properties.
During this light-particle interaction, the incident electromagnetic energy can also be
transformed into another sort of energy. This second interaction process is called absorp-
tion. In this chapter, both of the terms “scattering” and “absorption” are detailed and the
description of light-droplet interaction is given.
4.2.1 Principles of scattering
The first consideration with regard to the scattering of light is to affirm that scattering
is caused by the heterogeneity of a system. Assuming for example that a beam of light
traverses a perfectly homogeneous medium, no scattering events would occur. As only a
vacuum can be defined as a perfect homogeneous medium, all other media scatter light
when illuminated by electromagnetic radiation. Depending on the arrangement of atoms
(or molecules) in a medium, scattering will be more or less effective. For example, a
crystal which has a perfect molecule arrangement will scatter less light than a layer of the
human skin which is less ordered at the molecular level. The term scattering is very gen-
eral and many different kind of scattering processes can be considered at different scale.
In this section, scattering caused by the fluctuation of molecules (density fluctuation)
or by the fluctuation of particle orientation (orientation fluctuation) are not considered.
Only scattering by particles is described on a macroscopic scale with a particular atten-
tion given to spray droplets in the section 4.2.3.
When a particle (such as an atom, a molecule, a liquid or a solid particle) is illuminated
by an electromagnetic wave, the discrete electric charges (the electrons and protons) are
set into an oscillatory motion by the electric field of the incident wave. This oscillation
causes the acceleration of the electric charges, which produces radiation of electromag-
netic energy in all directions. This new radiation is called scattered radiation (Bohren
and Huffman 1983). If a particle is divided into small regions such as each region is
characterized by a dipole moment, then the oscillating field will cause the oscillation of
the dipoles and a secondary radiation of scattered wavelets will be emitted by each re-
gion of the particle in all directions. Scattering is thus the result of the sum of all these
wavelets as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. During the emission of the new electromagnetic
waves, the scattered wavelets interfere one to each other, resulting in several preferen-
tial final scattering directions. Typically, back scattering and forward scattering are the
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Figure 4.10: Scattering of light by a single particle: The total scattered field is the field resul-
tant from all wavelets scattered by the regions into which the particle is subdivided (Bohren and
Huffman 1983).
dominant scattering directions.
Both the size and the shape of a particle are responsible for the interference processes
occurring. Depending also on the polarization state of the light an incident beam is scat-
tered within preferential directions. In Fig.4.11, the polar Mie scattering phase function
is illustrated for parallel and perpendicular polarization respectively.
The value of the particle size parameter determines the scattering processes. The Rayleigh
scattering approximation is assumed when x  1, corresponding to particles much
smaller than the wavelength such as small aerosols and molecules. In Rayleigh scatter-
ing, it is assumed that any point of the particle is subjected to an identical electromagnetic
field. The resultant scattering phase function is isotropic for the perpendicular polariza-
tion and anisotropic for the parallel polarization (in this case f (θs) = 0 at 90◦). Such
results are illustrated in Fig.4.11, for x = 0.0314 and x = 0.314. The Rayleigh scattering
intensity is proportional to [2pi/λ]4. Small particles scatter then much more shorter wave-
lengths than the longer wavelengths (note that this dependance into 1/λ4 is responsible
to the blue color of the sky). The Rayleigh scattered intensity is also proportional to the
square of the volume and then to D6 when assuming spherical particles. Therefore, the
scattering efficiency increase considerably with the particle size in the Rayleigh regime.
When x ≥ 1 and when the particles shape is related to a sphere, the Lorenz-Mie The-
ory (LMT) and the Debye series apply. The LMT is mainly used for light scattering by
spherical liquid droplets (the theory has been extended since for cylindrical and inho-
mogeneous particles). The resultant scattering phase function is characterized by many
lobes due to diffraction with forward scattering dominating. The number of lobes and the
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Figure 4.11: Polar scattering phase function (logarithmic scale) for a water droplet (n=1.33+0.0i)
for different particle size parameter. The transition from Rayleigh (x << 1) to Mie scattering
(x ≥ 1) is illustrated (Onofri 2005).
distribution of light intensity within the forward and the backward direction increase with
D. The light intensity scattered is, in the LMT, dependent on D2 for x 1 (see Fig.4.2)
when the scattering efficiency becomes fairly constant (Fig.4.3). Advanced explanation
of the LMT are provided section 4.2.3.
Finally for x  1 and n real, the Geometrical Optics (GO) theory can be used. In GO, the
reflected and refracted rays are separated at each refractive index changes. The intensity
and directions of the new refracted and reflected rays are then calculated from the Snell-
Descartes law and an order of refraction P is attributed for each new refracted ray. The
method is termed “ray tracing”. Note that GO applies for particles much bigger than the
incident wavelength and that diffraction phenomena are not considered in the method.
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Figure 4.12 illustrates the GO approach with the first three orders of refraction. A typical
example of the GO application is given in subsection 4.2.3 (Fig.4.18) for the case of a
non-absorbing spherical droplet lighted with a gaussian beam.
Figure 4.12: Schematic of Geometrical Optics approach for elastic light scattering within a spher-
ical particle. The refractive indices of the surrounding medium and of the droplet are respectively
given by nG and nD.
There exists a variety of scattering particles. Some are homogeneous, other are inhomo-
geneous; some are non-symmetrical, other are rotationally symmetrical. A classification
of scattering particles is proposed in Fig.4.13 by Damaschke et al (1998). Scattering by
non-spherical particles can be extremely complex to deduce especially when the GO ap-
proximation is not applicable. Table 2.5 gives examples of light scattering by different
types of scattering particles whereas Fig.4.14 shows the scattering by oblate particles.
In the last explanations, the scattering of light has been described for single particles only
and the effects of the neighbouring particles have been neglected. Indeed, in highly dense
medium the total scattered field is not just the sum of the fields scattered by individual
particles. Interference processes occur between scattering waves emitted from different
neighbouring particles and must be considered in the determination of the total scattered
field. In other words, if the scattering particles are very close to each other, there is a
cooperative effect which is responsible for the total light scattering in the medium. This
process is called “dependent scattering”. If spherical particles are considered in the
given medium, and if a minimum distance of three times the radius is respected between
each particle then “independent scattering” can be assumed (Van de Hulst 1981).
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Figure 4.13: Top picture: Classification of scattering particles commonly probed (Damaschke
et al 1998). Bottom picture: Table showing the scattering of light by particles of various shape
(Kaye 1998).
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Figure 4.14: Scattering by oblate particles (Latimer 1978).
In natural environments containing a collection of particles and in most of industrial two
phase flow media, the condition of independent scattering is respected. In many dense
turbid media even in independent scattering, each particle also scatters the scattered field
of other particles and not only the incident field. In this case, an effect of “multiple
scattering” occurs and “single scattering” can no longer be assumed.
Single scattering is considered when the total energy removed removed by a collection
of particles is proportional to the energy removed by a single particle. One solution for
deducing the presence of multiple scattering in a medium is to double the concentration of
particles and to measure the scattered intensity. If scattered intensity doubles, then single
scattering was dominant in the initial medium. If not, then the multiple scattering must
be considered. This situation may be illustrated in a large number of natural (clouds, fog,
smoke) and industrial (sprays, two phase flows) scattering media. A detailed explanations
about multiple scattering is given in the subsection 4.20.
A final consideration is whether a given scattering process is “elastic” or “inelastic”.
When the frequency of the scattered field is the same as that of the incident light, then
elastic scattering is respected. When, however, the frequency of the scattered field is
larger or smaller than the incident light, inelastic scattering is considered. Inelastic scat-
tering is often associated with a process of absorption and reemission. Finally, it is im-
portant to note that most optical phenomena such as the reflection and the refraction at
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optically smooth interfaces, or the diffraction of light by gratings, edges and slits are, in
fact, the results of scattering processes (Bohren and Huffman 1983).
Figure 4.15: Effect of neighbouring particles and classification of scattering processes.
4.2.2 Principles of absorption
A proper understanding of absorption requires a description of light-matter interaction
on a molecular scale. Without any excitation, the energy of a given molecule (or atom)
is fixed to an initial quantum state. When the molecule is subjected to electromagnetic
radiation, the incident radiation is absorbed and the increased energy level of the molecule
leads to an excited state. By emitting a new electromagnetic radiation (the scattered
radiation), the molecule can returns to its initial state. Depending on the mechanisms
through which this relaxation process occurs, different type of scattering are defined (see
previous section).
The term “absorption” refers to the transformation of the incident electromagnetic en-
ergy into energy of another form. For instance, absorbed radiation can be transformed
into thermal energy. This energy is produced by inter-molecular (molecular vibration
and rotation) and extra-molecular (molecular collision and translation) de-excitation pro-
cesses. The dissipation of the energy by heat is not the only sort of energy conversion
which exists.
Scattering and absorption are two different results of the same cause and thus are de-
pendant one to each other. However, they diverge based on the fact that absorption is a
more selective process. In other words, scattering has a smoothly varying efficiency with
wavelength contrary to absorption. In practice, paints and liquids doped by fluorescing
tracers have high absorption. However, most other sprayed liquids have generally low
levels of absorption.
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4.2.3 Scattering of laser light by a single spray droplet
Depending on their location within the spray, droplets produced by atomization have var-
ious geometrical forms and size distributions. In the near injector region, the spray is
characterized by ligaments along the liquid core (which are subject to primary atomiza-
tion), large droplets of high velocity (which are subsequently deformed and subject to
secondary atomization), and other irregular liquid elements.
Figure 4.16: Geometrical characteristics and shapes of droplets within a typical atomizing spray.
The scattering of light from such arbitrarily shaped drops is extremely complex and de-
pendent on the particle’s orientation to the incident light. After secondary atomization,
the velocity of the droplets is considerably reduced. In this case, the aerodynamic pres-
sure applied to the droplet is small in comparison to the internal pressure due to surface
tension forces. The droplets formed on the periphery of the dense spray and in the di-
lute spray region have finally a quasi-perfect specificity. Figure 4.16 depicts the different
geometrical forms of droplets and liquid elements within an atomizing spray.
As previously mentioned (see subsection 4.2.1) the physical phenomenon of light scat-
tering by spherical particles is described in the classical LMT often called the Mie theory
(Mie 1908). The LMT is restricted to homogeneous, isotropic and non-magnetic parti-
cles in a non-absorbing medium. The size of the particles, D, must also be of dimension
bigger or comparable to the wavelength λ and the incident light is assumed to be plane
waves. Such considerations apply for most laser diagnostics of spray, where practical
droplets is from 1 up to ∼500 µm in diameter; whereas the light wavelength used, ranges
from the ultraviolet ∼266 nm (for PLIF measurements) to the near-infrared ∼800 nm.
Note, however, that X-ray or infrared light are also employed in some techniques (see
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section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). The LMT has been generalized by Gouesbet and Grehan (1982)
in order to consider the Gaussian intensity profile of the incident laser beam. The gen-
eralized LMT is used when the dimension of the probed particles are on the order of the
size of the beam diameter. An example of polar Mie scattering phase functions is given
Fig.4.17 for a 20 µm fuel droplet, assuming different state of light polarization.
Figure 4.17: Polar Mie scattering phase function of a 20 µm spherical fuel droplet (n = 1.4+0.0i)
at 266 and 800 nm for the perpendicular polarization, parallel polarization and unpolarized light
(logarithmic scale). The representation of the scattering modes are also given in terms of Debye
series for the case of unpolarized light (calculated from MiePlot - Laven 2006).
The Debye theory provides an alternative method for summing the Mie terms, and like
the LMT theory, it represents an exact solution to the scattering problem. Debye theory
splits up the calculations into terms that are easily tied to physical scattering processes
such as diffraction, reflection, transmission and surface wave phenomena. The scattering
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modes of the Debye series are illustrated from P=0 to P=3 in subsection 4.2.1 (Fig.4.12)
and their individual contribution to the total scattering is highlighted in Fig.4.17 for a 20
µm fuel droplet. Finally, Fig.4.18 shows the scattered intensity in the near field region of
a 20 µm water droplet crossing a thin light beam.
The LMT is fully applicable in the dilute spray region, where the liquid droplets are
homogeneous and where their small size respects a quasi-perfect sphericity. However,
the presence of non-spherical droplets and of irregular liquid elements makes the use
of the LMT questionable in the dense spray region. Calculations of light scattering by
non-spherical particles might be required to understand the general scattering process
occurring in the near injector region. However, most of investigated sprays are, in prac-
tice, highly atomized sprays in which small spherical droplets are formed rapidly down-
stream from the nozzle exit. The presence of many ligaments and large irregular droplets
concerns principally “poorly” atomized sprays which contain low number densities of
droplets and which do not suffer from multiple scattering issues.
Figure 4.18: Scattered intensity in the near field of a 20 µm water droplet (n = 1.33 + 0.0i). The
respective distances between the droplet centre and the centre of the light beam along the axis U
are 0 µm in (a), 3 µm in (b), 6 µm in (c) and 9 µm in (d) (Albrecht 1999).
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4.2.4 Scattering of laser light with a collection of droplets
The propagation of laser beams through a collection of droplets such as sprays is subject
to attenuation and multiple scattering phenomena (see illustration in Fig.4.19). Atten-
uation and multiple scattering introduce errors in the measurement of droplet size and
concentration (as seen in sections 3.1.4 and 3.2.5) particularly in the intermediate scat-
tering regime (as explained in section 4.1.2). In spray diagnostics, three processes can be
noticed.
Figure 4.19: Illustration of attenuation (a) and multiple scattering (b) processes when probing a
spray with a laser beam.
• Attenuation along the incident direction:
The probe beam is attenuated as it traverses the spray due to both scattering and absorp-
tion. Depending on position along the laser line-of-sight, not all droplets are illuminated
with the same intensity which is reduced exponentially (see the equation of the Beer-
Lambert law Eq.4.1.3).
• O f f -axis attenuation:
This attenuation occurs between the incident laser line-of-sight (or sheet) and the detec-
tor (called also out-of-plane attenuation). It corresponds to “secondary scattering” from
droplets lying between the probe beam and the detector
• Multiple scattering:
Extraneous light is detected after being multiply scattered by a number of the surrounding
droplets. Multiple scattering occurs both along the light sheet and between the light sheet
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and the detector. Both cause undesirable errors in the detected signal if it is processed
with the single scattering assumption.
Multiple scattering is responsible of the changes in photon trajectories from the desired
single scattering as depicted in Fig.4.20. Errors introduced by multiple scattering depends
on the average deviation of the trajectory of the detected photons per scatter, and hence
on the particle size distribution and the detector acceptance angle. Quantifying multiple
scattering can be approximated via the measure of the optical depth.
Figure 4.20: Schematic of the light propagation in spray diagnostic with the significant effects
produced by multiple scattering.
The magnitude of error introduced by each process varies with position, in a manner de-
pendent on the spray geometry. Corrective solutions are unique for each source-detector
configuration and for each spray structure. The most flexible way to understand and quan-
tify multiple scattering and attenuation issues in a given optical diagnostic of a spray, is
to simulate the problem as detailed in the next Chapter.
C H A P T E R 5
Modelling of Photon Transport
SEVERAL distinct approaches to model light transport within scattering and absorb-ing media have been developed in the past. These approaches can be separated into
two general groups respectively named deterministic and stochastic. The deterministic
models include the electromagnetic theory (employed in the Lorenz-Mie theory and in
the Rayleigh-Gans approximation) and the radiative transfer theory (applied to a wide
range of radiative transfer problems). Stochastic models are based on the calculation
of probabilities and include random walk (Weiss and Rubin 1983, Gandjbakhche and
Weiss 1995) and Monte Carlo approaches (Sobol 1974, Lux and Koblinger 1991). Many
other types of models have also been tested and used. However, they wont be mentioned
in this chapter as they do not illustrate the modern tendencies in the modelling of light
propagation.
The investigation of photons migration within turbid media is not new and has been nu-
merously applied to a variety of applications. Examples span across disciplines as Astro-
physics, Astronomy, Meteorology, Biomedical Optics and Oceanography. In opposition
to other commonly investigated scattering media such as skin tissues, atmospheric layers,
fogs, and clouds, sprays present particularly strong inhomogeneities in the concentration
and distribution of scattering centres with location. Approximations based on homoge-
neous or layered structures cannot be assumed for spray. This issue makes the problem
highly complex and difficult to solve.
In this chapter, a brief overview of the theories and models used for the description of
light transport in turbid media is initially given. A particular attention is given to the
Monte Carlo technique which is nowadays the most versatile and flexible solution for
solving radiative transfer problems. After highlighting the requirements related to the
modelling of photon transport within sprays, a complete description of the Monte Carlo
codes developed in-house is provided.
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5.1 Deterministic and stochastic models
Deterministic and stochastic models are the two main groups for photon transport mod-
elling. In deterministic models light propagation is considered as a whole and the specific
light intensity is described by partial differential equations. These equations are derived
from the electromagnetic and radiative transport theories. In stochastic model, the light
propagation is described locally and the interaction of individual photon with scattering
particles are modeled. Even if many stochastic based models can be noticed, only the
model of interest, called the Monte Carlo, is described at the end of this section.
5.1.1 Electromagnetic theory
The propagation of electromagnetic waves through a spatially varying medium such as
turbid scattering media is classically described by the Maxwell equations (Born and Wolf
1986, Bohren and Huffman 1983). Maxwell’s equations treat rigorously the energy trans-
fer of continuous electromagnetic waves and express mathematically the light propaga-
tion by wave vectors which are being scattered and absorbed. The most widespread ap-
plication based on electromagnetic theory is the computations of the LMT. As mentioned
in subsection 4.2.3, the LMT is used to describe the scattering of light by single spherical
particles suspended into a homogeneous medium of different refractive index. Such com-
putations generally concern the study of light scattering by single liquid droplets in air
(see subsection 8.1.1) or by suspended polystyrene microspheres in water (see subsection
8.1.3) which are commonly used for calibration purposes.
For a collection of scattering particles several cases must be considered. If large dis-
tance of separation between particles are assumed, the scattering processes of each single
particle is independent (see section 4.2.1). In this case and under the single scattering
regime the LMT can be used to describe the global scattering of a collection of parti-
cles by adding the individual scattering fields together. At high concentration of particles
where multiple scattering or independent scattering occurs the final electromagnetic field
cannot be approximated by summing each independent field. For dependent scattering,
the problem corresponds to light scattering by aggregates and is particularly difficult to
solve. Multiple scattering problems can be tackle by employing the idea of perturbed
field as a first approximation to the unperturbed scattering theory (Ishimaru 1978). How-
ever this approach does not lead to solvable equations to most practical cases of optical
diagnostics of spray.
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5.1.2 Radiative transfer theory
The radiative transfer theory is derived from the balance of energy between the incom-
ing, outgoing, absorbed, scattered and emitted photons within an infinitesimal volume
element (see Fig.5.1).
Figure 5.1: Construction of the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE).
The optical properties of the volume element are assumed homogeneous; the scattering
and absorbing events of the confined substructures are then statistically averaged within
the medium. The central equation representing the macroscopic balance of energy and
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describing the average transport of photons through a turbid medium is the Radiative
Transfer Equation (RTE) (or equation of radiative transfer). An illustration describing
the RTE is given Fig.5.1. In the RTE only quantities as power or intensity are considered
(Ishimaru 1978). Light propagation is envisioned as photons stream and correlations be-
tween the radiation fields such as interferences are neglected. Such assumptions can only
be assumed if the wavelength of the incident radiation is small when compared to the
dimensions of the scattering medium and for well separated scattering centres (indepen-
dent scattering). For most of turbid media and for the case of laser light propagation in
sprays these conditions are respected.
The RTE can be described as follows: The change of radiance along a line of sight
corresponds to the loss of radiance due to the extinction of the incident light plus the
amount of radiance that is scattered from all other directions into the incident direction.
Note that the total extinction equals the loss of radiance due to scattering of the incident
light in all other directions, plus the loss of the radiance due to absorption at each light-
particle interaction. The RTE is mathematically given as:
1
c
∂I(−→r ,−→s ′, t)
∂t
= −µsI(−→r ,−→s ′, t) − µaI(−→r ,−→s ′, t) + µs
∫
4pi
f (−→s ′,−→s )I(−→r ,−→s , t)dΩ′ (5.1.1)
where t is time and c is the speed of the light in the surrounding medium, µe, µs and µa
are the respective extinction, scattering and absorbing scattering coefficients and f is the
scattering phase function derived from the appropriate scattering theory (e.g. Lorenz-Mie
or Rayleigh-Gans scattering). For stationary radiance distribution from continuous wave
lasers (or from long laser pulses) the RTE can be derived to:
µsI(−→r ,−→s ′) + µaI(−→r ,−→s ′) = µs
∫
4pi
f (−→s ′,−→s )I(−→r ,−→s )dΩ′ (5.1.2)
Note that only one wavelength is most of the time considered in order to make the reso-
lution of the RTE more accessible.
5.1.3 The Monte Carlo (MC) technique
The transport of light in turbid media can be predicted by the solution of the RTE cou-
pled with an appropriate scattering theory. However, due to the complex geometries and
range of particle sizes encountered in practical applications it is rarely possible to find an
analytical solution to the RTE. Instead, numerical solution schemes are used via stochas-
tic models. It exists many stochastic models based on random walks (Weiss and Rubin
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1983), photon path-integral formalism ( Jacques and Wang 1997, Wilson and Wang 2001)
or Monte Carlo (Sobol 1974, Kandidov 1996) approaches. In random walk models pho-
ton motion is strongly restricted by a finite number of directions. For realistic simulation,
all possible photon paths must be considered making this restriction impossible to as-
sume. The path-integral method is based on the calculation of most probable photon
paths. The main advantage of the technique is the save of computational time by mak-
ing systematic search of photon path rather than random. However, even if the averaged
description of photon trajectory is extracted from this method, an accurate description of
the light intensity distribution cannot be obtained. Finally, the Monte Carlo (MC) tech-
nique presents the most popular and versatile approach for photon transport within 3D
complex structures. The MC simulation allows quantifying the differences between the
ideal theoretical approach and the experiment with its imperfections (e.g. imperfectly
monodisperse or spherical particles, divergence of a laser beam, finite apertures, etc).
Examples of MC models are extensive and it can be noticed that the development and
improvement of novel realistic MC codes is still a domain of intense activity (Bilenca et
al 2005, Ramella-Roman et al 2005a, 2005b, Boas et al 2002 and Berrocal et al 2005b).
MC photon transport simulation is well established in biomedical (Prahl 1988, Keijzer
1993 and Churmakov 2005) astronomical (Hogerheijde 2000), maritime (Piskozub 2004)
and meteorological applications (Bucher 1973, Lavigne 2001). More recently the tech-
nique has been applied to the propagation of a laser sheet within a hollow cone spray
(Berrocal et al 2005a - see section 7.1).
As for he radiative transfer theory the MC technique requires initial optical parameters
such as the scattering and absorption coefficients and the scattering phase function. These
parameters are used to determine the probability for the photons to interact with the scat-
tering centres (like droplets), the probability to be either absorbed or scattered at each
photon-particle interaction and the probability to propagate along a new direction if scat-
tering occurs. The principle any of MC models is based on the sampling of random vari-
ables using random numbers with adequate Probability Density Functions. Uniformly
distributed (between 0 and 1) random numbers are employed to exact each variables
from PDF which have been cumulated (CPDF - Cumulative Probability Density Func-
tion). This process is depicted Fig.5.2.
The advantages of MC models over analytical approaches are numerous. First, they al-
low simulations within 3D complex scattering structures. Second, they are flexible and
can handle various geometries. Third, MC simulations gives exacts solutions as long
as random numbers are correctly generated and that the physics of photon propagation
and scattering employed is exact. Fourth different optical phenomena as inelastic scat-
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Figure 5.2: Sampling of random variables x from random numbers ξ which are uniformly dis-
tributed between 0 and 1. The total area under the curve P(x) and P(ξ) each equal unity and the
probability for ξ1 to be in [0,ξ1] equals the probability that x is in [a,x1].
tering, absorption, and polarization effects can be incorporated in MC models. Finally,
many quantities like the spatial intensity distributions and the photon time-of-flights can
be measured for different detection acceptance angles and source-detector configuration.
MC simulations usually describe only the trajectory of the scattered radiation, but polar-
ization changes inside/outside the medium can be also taken into account based on the
Stokes-Muller formalism (Bartel et al 2000, Wang et al 2003) or the Jones formalism
(Gangnus et al 2004).
5.1.4 Modelling requirements
The appropriate modellings of photon transport in sprays must match with a number of
requirements. These requirements are oriented especially to the application of modern
optical spray diagnostics and are listed below:
• The model must be flexible and able to consider any spray geometry, structure and
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dimension.
• Due to the highly scattering nature of the dense spray region the model has to cope with
multiple scattering.
• The model must also be adaptable to any type of source-detector configuration and any
specific experimental arrangement.
• Strong variations of both droplet size distribution and droplet concentration must be
taken into account within a 3D based structure.
• Several distinct anisotropic scattering phase functions representing the scattering pro-
cess of different droplet size have to be introduced within the model.
• Several optical quantities of importance must be be measured by the model. These
quantities are the spatial distribution of light intensity, the number of scattering events
occurring, the photon time-of-flight and the measurement of the single light scattering
intensity.
• Finally, reliable and accurate predictions have to be generated by the model.
5.2 Development of the MC model
In MC methods, light propagation within scattering media is described locally and not
considered as a whole. This chapter discusses initially the validity of MC approximations
and assumptions. In a second subsection, the implementation and principle steps of MC
simulations are given. Finally, different types of turbid media are identified and for each
of them an appropriate MC code has been developed and is described at the end of this
section.
5.2.1 Assumptions
• Droplets sphericity:
In the MC model described next, droplets are assumed perfectly spherical and respect the
Lorenz-Mie scattering conditions. Droplet sphericity allows important simplifications as
the scattering process occurring does not depends on the orientation of the droplet with
the incident light wave. As seen section 4.2.4 this corresponds to secondary atomized
droplets situated downstream from the liquid core. Due to the surface tension forces,
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small droplets tend to be more spherical than large droplets. Light scattering by liquid
cores, ligaments and other irregular individual liquid elements are not considered within
the MC models developed. Sprays generated from fast and fine atomization generate
small round droplets at high speed rates. Diesel sprays and air-blast atomizers are two
examples of such sprays and are suitable for realistic MC simulations.
• Independent scattering:
The second assumption concerns the independent scattering of the light (see section
4.2.1). In a spray environment, the droplets are well separated after the successive
breakups. The complete scattering generated is then the result of the scattering by sev-
eral individual droplets. For independent scattering with randomly positioned scattering
centre, interference effects between the scattered waves can be neglected. This is an im-
portant feature as in MC codes light is described by photon packets (not electromagnetic
waves) and interferences cannot be considered.
• Incoherence:
Incoherence occurs when the phase information is lost after several scattering events.
This is generally the case for independent scattering where no regular periodic structures
in the position of the scattering centres can be observed. In spray, droplets are generated
from instable and chaotic processes. Droplets are finally randomly distributed within a
3D environment without any periodic structures making assumption of incoherence valid.
• Homogeneity o f elementary volumes:
In the most advanced MC code developed (MC code 3), the entire scattering medium is
segregated into a multiplicity of elementary cubic volume when dealing with inhomoge-
neous media (see section 5.2.3). One restriction consists to assume that these elementary
cells have homogeneous optical properties.
• Unpolarized and monochromatic light source:
In all presented MC results, the incident and scattered light beams have been assumed
unpolarized and monochromatic. The source of light employed in spray diagnostics are
generated from lasers. As laser radiation is characterized by high degree of monochro-
maticity and narrow wavelength spectrums, this assumption is then valid. After a scatter-
ing event, the state of polarization state varies and the assumption of unpolarized in which
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multiple scattering undergoes remains acceptable. Note however that many MC models
deduce the polarization state of photons exiting a scattering medium (Ramella-Roman
2005a, 2005b and Cote 2004).
• Random position o f scattering centres:
The position of the droplets within the simulated medium is not initially fixed within
the input data but calculated randomly during each photon journey. The random number
generator used must not then repeat the same series of numbers, in order to avoid identical
photon paths.
5.2.2 Implementation of the MC simulations
Before describing the implementation of MC simulations, important remarks regarding
the generation of random number should be mentioned. As MC models are based on
probabilistic approaches, a true random number is ideally required. However, for com-
puter efficiency, a pseudo random number is used in all MC programs. The major problem
with pseudo-random number generator is the periodicity of the number series generated
from a seed. However, the problem becomes insignificant by making this period as large
as possible. In our model, the random number generator employed has been developed
by L’Ecuyer (1998) (ran2) and has a period of ≈2.3 1018 (Press et al 2002).
The general implementation of the MC simulations for light transport can be summarized
as follows: Photons start their journey from a light source. The angular and spatial distri-
bution of the light source is modelled according to the purpose of the simulation. Photon
history is traced until it gets scattered or absorbed in the medium. Random samples are
taken from probability distribution which governs the various transitions, interactions
that they undergo. The parameters of interest are extracted from the photon history when
photons are absorbed or exit the simulated volume. All these steps are repeated a large
number of time until sufficient statistics are cumulated.
• Photons source:
Light sources are constructed within MC simulations by defining the initial photon posi-
tions and directions of propagation in a manner that the angular and spatial distributions
of the desired source is respected. Assuming that a large amount of photons is sent, al-
most any type of light source can be modelled via MC simulation. Three examples of
sources have been employed.
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The first example, the simplest, is the point source. In this case all photons start their
journey from a unique position. If the initial direction of propagation is constant for all
photons, one ray of light only is simulated. This is of use for the study of light scattering
with single particles (section 8.1).
The second example concerns flat light beams. For such sources, the photon starting point
is uniformly distributed within a predefined surface. If the source is a flat cylindrical
beam, this surface is a disk (section 6.3.2) and if the source is a flat laser sheet, this
surface is a thin rectangle (section 7.1.2).
For non-uniform distribution profiles of light intensity the distribution of the initial pho-
ton position can be deduced from mathematical functions such as Gaussian functions.
However, the modelling of complex and non-symmetrical light sources (generally en-
countered experimentally) must be performed from a matrix array. Each element of the
matrix defines the number of photons sent per position from an initial plane. Such tech-
nique is used in section 6.2.1 (see Fig.6.10) and allows the exact reconstruction of an
experimental laser beam. The transfer of images of objects through scattering media can
also be investigated using such techniques (section 8.2).
• Free path length determination:
The free path length l f p is the distance of photon propagation between two scattering
and/or absorbing particles. The probability density function of a photon to be scattered
and/or absorbed after traveling the distance l f p is given as:
P(l f p) = µe · e−µe·l f p (5.2.1)
Following the process of random sampling illustrated in Fig.5.2, and assuming that P(l f p) =
P(x) and l1 = x1 it is deduced that:∫ l1
a
P(l f p) · d(l f p) = ξ1 (5.2.2)
for ξ1 ∈ (0, 1) ∫ l1
a
µe · e−µe·l f p · d(l f p) = ξ1 (5.2.3)
with a = 0
1 − e−µe·l1 = ξ1 (5.2.4)
Finally,
l1 = − ln(1 − ξ1)
µe
(5.2.5)
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However, as (1−ξ1) = ξ1 for random numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, it is
deduced from Eq.5.2.5 that the free path length l f p between two light-particle interactions
is calculated from a sampled random number as:
l f p = − ln ξ
µe
(5.2.6)
By knowing the distance l f p and the initial direction of propagation, the next centre where
the photon will interact with a particle can be calculated within the absolute coordinate
system.
• Determination o f a scattering or absorption event at each light−particle interaction:
At each interaction light-particle the photon is either absorbed or scattered. A random
number is drawn to decide for this event, by comparison with the albedo. As previously
described in Eq.4.1.8, the albedo A corresponds to the ratio between the scattering coeffi-
cient and the extinction coefficient and is thus, comprised between 0 and 1. If the random
number generated, ξ, is inferior than A, scattering occurs. If on the contrary ξ is superior
than A, absorption occurs and the photon stop its journey and a new photon is generated
from the light source.
• Determination o f the new direction o f propagation a f ter a S cattering event:
When a scattering event is assumed to occur a new direction of photon propagation must
be specified. The direction of photon propagation before a scattering is define by the
vector
−→
S ’ and with the angles Θi and Φi within the absolute coordinate system (XYZ).
The direction of propagation after a scattering event is define by the vector
−→
S and with the
angles Θ f and Φ f within the absolute coordinate system (XYZ). The transformation from−→
S ’ to
−→
S is performed using the polar and azimuthal scattering angles θs and ϕs defined
within a local coordinate system (UVW). such transformation is illustrated in Fig.5.3 and
mathematically expressed as:

S x
S y
S z
 =

S ′xS ′z
(1−S ′2z )1/2 −
S ′y
(1−S ′z)1/2 S
′
x
S ′yS ′z
(1−S ′2z )1/2 −
S ′x
(1−S ′z)1/2 S
′
y
−(1 − S ′2z )1/2 0 S ′z


sin θs cosϕs
sin θs sinϕs
cosϕs
 (5.2.7)
The scattering angles θs and ϕs are calculated from the scattering phase function. For
the simple case of isotropic scattering, the scattering angles are calculated from random
numbers ξ such as θs = cos−1(2ξ − 1) and ϕs = 2piξ.
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Figure 5.3: Trajectory of a photon scattered by a droplet.
For spherical spray droplets, the scattering process is derived from the LMT (see section
4.2.1).The change in polar angle θs is then determined from its inverse cumulative proba-
bility density function such as θs = CPDF−1ξ. The CPDF(θs) is calculated by integrating
the scattering phase function f (θs) over the solid angle dΩ′ between 0 and 4pi.
Figure 5.4: Scattering phase function (a) with the corresponding scattering CPDF (b) for a spher-
ical 20 µm fuel droplet (n = 1.4 + 0.0i) lighted at 532 nm.
As the analytical form of the inverse CPDF is not available, the CPDF is stored in a
look-up table and the inverse transformation is performed at each scattering event using
a random number. An example of scattering CPDF is illustrated in Fig.5.4(b) with the
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corresponding scattering phase function in Fig.5.4(a). The polar scattering angle is de-
termined with 0.1◦ resolution. Due to the axis-symmetry of the Mie phase function, the
azimuthal angle ϕs is deduced from ϕs = 2piξ as for isotropic scattering.
• Termination o f photons journey:
When photons exit the simulated volume, their direction of propagation and position
are known. If they match with the conditions of detection applied (photons must reach
the desired area with an incidence angle less than the detection acceptance angle) they
are recorded to disk with their own characteristics. Parameters as number of scattering
event occurred, distance traveled, and photon time-of-flight are calculated for the selected
photons. Note that photons can also be selected as a function of their scattering order
and/or depending on the distance traveled within the scattering medium.
5.2.3 Classification of the MC codes
The complexity of the structure of a turbid medium has a direct bearing on the complexity
of the MC model required for the simulation. Turbid media are characterized by the
concentration of droplets (or other scattering particles), their distribution in space and by
the number of different particle sizes or types present.
Five cases of turbid media are identified Table 5.1 depending on the homogeneity of
droplet size (or particle type) and on their spatial distribution within the 3D. By defini-
tion, homogeneous media are described by a constant number density N of particles in
every single point of the sample. Homogeneous media can be either monodisperse or
polydisperse.
• Homogeneous monodisperse scattering medium:
This is the simplest case for MC simulation. As only one type of particle is considered,
only a single scattering CPDF and a single extinction coefficient (defined by a single
scattering and absorption cross-section) are required.
• Homogeneous polydisperse scattering medium:
If a homogeneous medium is polydisperse, the scattering CPDF used must be deduced
from the phase function averaged over the total distribution of droplet sizes (see Eq.4.1.14).
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Table 5.1: Scattering turbid media types and required optical properties.
The extinction coefficient is in this second case calculated from the average extinction
cross-section.Homogeneous monodisperse and polydisperse media can be both simulated
by an identical MC code (MC code 1).
When the number density of particles varies from place to place the medium becomes
inhomogeneous. In this case, both the extinction coefficient and the scattering CPDF
change with location. Working with an inhomogeneous structure requires the scattering
medium to be decomposed into elementary volumes in which the optical properties are
homogenous. In the presented model these elementary volumes are cubic cells of con-
stant size (Fig.5.5). The size and the number of the cells are chosen based on the accuracy
required and on the geometry of the medium. The path length between scattering events
of a photon transferring from one cell to another is corrected proportionally to the ratio
between the extinction coefficients of the “last cell” crossed and the extinction coefficient
of the “new cell” encountered. If µe(new cell) < µe(last cell), the free path-length l is in-
creased, and if on the contrary µe(new cell) > µe(last cell), l is decreased. Inhomogeneous
media can be monodisperse, uniformly polydisperse or polydisperse.
• Inhomogeneous monodisperse scattering medium:
In inhomogeneous monodisperse media (only one size of droplet/particle present) the
scattering process and hence the related CPDF is assumed identical in every cell. The
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Figure 5.5: Simulation illustration of light propagation within an inhomogeneous polydisperse
turbid medium.
variation of the extinction coefficient µe is simply related to the variation of the number
density of scattering particles (the extinction cross-section is constant) and is introduced
in each single cell.
• Inhomogeneous uni f ormly polydisperse scattering medium:
In uniformly polydisperse media the distribution of particle size is constant with location.
The averaged scattering phase function and averaged extinction cross-section are both
initially calculated in a same manner than for homogeneous polydisperse media. Once
again only one scattering CPDF is used by the model and the variation of the scattering
coefficient is taken into account using many elementary cubic cells. The same MC code
can tackle both monodispersity and uniform polydispersity within inhomogeneous media
(MC code 2).
• Inhomogeneous polydisperse scattering medium:
For inhomogeneous polydisperse media, both number density of droplets and droplet size
distribution vary with location. The extinction cross-section and the scattering CPDF
must therefore be defined in each cell (Fig.5.5). This constitutes the most complex scat-
tering case. In the developed model 25 different scattering phase functions can be con-
sidered within a medium segregated into 100 X 100 X 100 cubic cells (MC code 3 - see
Appendix D).
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When a photon enters a cubic cell, the temporary length l traveled for crossing the cell, is
calculated assuming that no scattering/absorbing event occurs. This length depends upon
the initial direction of the photon, the coordinates of the entry point, and the dimension
of the cell. Then, the probability of the photon to be scattered/absorbed along l is per-
formed. If the distance of light-particle interaction is smaller than the temporary length,
then, scattering (or absorbtion) occurs within the cell. If on the contrary, the distance of
light-particle interaction is bigger than l, the tracked photon cross the cell without being
scattered. Finally, the photon enters a new cell and the calculation process is repeated.
Figure 5.6: Determination of the temporary length l, for a photon crossing a single cubic cell,
without being scattered. In the presented example, the photon exit the cell through a (xz) plan and
l equals lx (which is the smallest distance when compared to ly and lz).
The major problem in the determination of the temporary distance l, is to know on which
face of the cubic cell the photon is supposed to exit. The technique employed in the
presented model, consists in calculating the three distances lx, ly, and lz corresponding to
the respective distances traveled by the photon between its entry point to the local closest
(xz), (yz) and (xy) plans encountered. Finally, the smallest l is found to be the correct
length and the exit point is deduced. The scheme of the process is illustrated in Fig.5.6.
C H A P T E R 6
Verification and Validation of the Monte Carlo
Model
THE comparison procedures against the analytical and experimental results presenta crucial stage in the development of any computational models. Depending on the
resultant divergences, a MC code can either be fully or partially validated.
In the first section, analytical calculations of scalar intensity for the double light scat-
tering is compared to the MC results for a crossed source-detector geometry. In order
to reach solvable analytical equations, isotropic scattering has been assumed within a
homogeneous scattering volume.
In the second section, the scattering and multiple scattering of a 800 nm laser beam is
investigated within diverse samples of known optical properties. Light intensity distri-
butions are detected on the forward and side face of the sample cells using an Electron
Multiplying CCD camera. Experimental and simulated images are compared for a range
of different scattering phase functions, optical depths, and detection acceptance angles.
In the last section, polydispersity within inhomogeneous media is investigated. A method
to estimate various scattering phase functions is suggested and verified. The capabilities
of the technique to approximate the scattering process of any droplets from 2 up to 200
µm (when illuminated at 512 nm) is demonstrated by employing a series of 25 specific
averaged scattering phase functions.
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6.1 Comparison against analytical results
A theoretical study of laser radiation propagation within a turbid medium is presented
and compared with the simulated MC results. A crossed source-detector geometry is
used in this analysis in order to separate the the intensity of single scattering from higher
scattering orders. The detection of the light intensity for low scattering orders (1st and
2nd orders) is described analytically considering the simplest case of isotropic scattering.
The results demonstrate good agreement between analytical and MC techniques. Details
of theses results can be found in Meglinski et al. (2004) and Berrocal et al. (2004).
6.1.1 Analytical description of low scattering orders
As described in section 4.1.2 (see Fig.4.5), the intensity of optical radiation propagation
in a randomly inhomogeneous scattering volume may be presented as a finite series of
scattering orders. The convergence of this series depends on the mean square of the
permittivity fluctuations and the characteristic size of the scattering medium. To separate
these scattering terms from each other, we apply an idea originally suggested by Kuzmin
et al (1994) in the study of critical phenomena and second order phase transition.
Figure 6.1: Crossed source-detector geometry used to account for low scattering orders.
Schematically, this idea is represented in Fig.6.1. The laser source, S, illuminates the
medium with a thin cylindrical laser beam. Detector D is confined by series of small
aperture diaphragms so that the detected radiation is localized in a cylindrical volume,
V2, which is equal to the volume filled by incident the laser beam V1. In Fig.6.1, single
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scattering occurs at the points r1 and r2 and the volumes are separated by a distance h.
The vectors
−→
K i,
−→
K ′ and
−→
K s are the wave-vectors of the incident, intermediate and detected
double-scattered light, respectively.
−→
K ′′ and
−→
K ′′′ are the intermediate wave vectors for
the triple scattered light. If V1 and V2 do not intersect, photons must experience at least
two scattering events in order to be detected. Similarly, for singly scattered photons to
reach the detector, the volumes must intersect (i.e. h must be smaller than the cylinders
diameter). When the characteristic diameter of the scattering volume, is much less than
the distance to the observation point, the intensity of single scattering light, I1, takes the
form (Kuzmin and Romanov 1996):
I(1) =
I0V
r2
k40
(4pi)2
(
δαβ − ksαksβk2
)2
G(−→q ) · e−µe(l1+l2) (6.1.1)
I0 is the intensity of the incident light, r is the distance to the observation point, k0 = ω/c
where ω is the cycle frequency and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. The exponential
multiplier describes attenuation along a path l1 before and a path l2 after the scattering
event; −→q = −→k s - −→k i is the scattering wave vector and −→k i and −→k s are the wave vectors
of the incident and scattered light, respectively. A factor
(
δαβ − ksαksβk2
)2
accounts for the
transverse nature of the scattered electromagnetic wave where α and β are the indices of
polarization and G(−→q ) is the correlation function of the permittivity fluctuations.
The intensity of double scattering, I2, is described as:
I(2) =
I0k80
r2(4pi)4
∫
V1
dr1
∫
V2
dr2Fαβ(
−→
k s
−→
k i
−→
k ′)
1
|−→r 2 − −→r 1|2
·G(−→k ′−−→k i)·G(−→k s−−→k ′)·e−µe(l1+l2+|−→r 2−−→r 1 |)
(6.1.2)
where
Fαβ(
−→
k s
−→
k i
−→
k ′) =
(
δαη −
k′αk
′
η
k2
) (
δαν − k
′
αk
′
ν
k2
) (
δβη −
k′βk
′
η
k2
) (
δβν −
k′βk
′
ν
k2
)
(6.1.3)
is the polarization factor, and V1 is the illuminated volume while the scattered light is
collected by the detector from the volume V2. Summation occurs over the indices (except
α and β) when a quantity has more than one index. Equation 6.1.2 describes the intensity
of doubly scattered light reaching the detector (i.e. singly scattered light entering volume
V2 and being scattered into the direction
−→
k s with a wave vector
−→
k s-
−→
k ′. Note, all first
order scattering events occur in the volume V1 with a wave-vector
−→
k s-
−→
k ′ where
−→
k ′ is the
intermediate wave-vector.
If
−→
k i and
−→
k s lie in the (xz) plane of the electromagnetic field (collinear vectors - kiy=ksy=0)
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and if polarization vectors −→e α=−→e i=−→e β=−→e s=−→e s, then in single scattering:(
δαβ − ksαksβk2
)2
= 1 (6.1.4)
and the double scattering polarization factor becomes:
Fαβ(
−→
k s
−→
k i
−→
k ′) =
1 − k2yk2
2 (6.1.5)
The comparison of the single and the double light scattering permits us to extract in-
formation about the scattering media. To illustrate this, let consider a weakly scatter-
ing medium of spherical particles with the correlation function, G(−→q ), described by the
Rayleigh-Gans approximation formula:
G(−→q ) = N
(
4pi∆ε
q3
[sin(qD) − qD cos(qD)]2
)2
(6.1.6)
where N is the number density, ∆ε is the difference of permittivities between the particles
and the the host medium and D is the particle diameter. If the diameter of the particle is
less than the wavelength of incident radiation, G(−→q ) are described as:
G(−→q ) ≈
(
2pi4ε
3
)
D6N (6.1.7)
Hence, using the relations presented in Eq.6.1.4, Eq.6.1.5 and Eq.6.1.7, the intensities of
single and double light scattering can be respectively approximated to:
I(1) =
I0V
r2
k40
(
∆ε
6
)2
D6N · e−µe(l1+l2) (6.1.8)
and
I(2) =
I0k80
r2
(
∆ε
6
)4 ∫
V1
dr1
∫
V2
dr2
1
|−→r 2 − −→r 1|2
·k
′2
y
k2
1 − k′2yk2 − (
−→
k s
−→
k ′)2
k4
·D12N2·e−µe(l1+l2+|−→r 2−−→r 1 |)
(6.1.9)
From the two last equations, it can be easily seen that the ratio I(2)/I(1) depends on the fac-
tor (∆ε)2D6N. This factor provides a description of the optical properties of the medium.
Thus, the ratio of measured I(2) and I(1) gives the values of the optical parameters of the
medium. However, to ensure reliable results, higher orders of scattering should be taken
into account. The evaluation of analytical expressions for the scattering orders I(3), I(4),
I(5), etc is an extraordinary complex mathematical problem requiring the calculation of
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multi-fold integrals. A simplified form of I(2) is given below:
I(2) = C
∫ L1/2
−L1/2
dl1
∫ L2/2
−L2/2
dl2
∫ R1
0
r1dr1
∫ R2
0
r2dr2
∫ 2pi
0
dΦ1
∫ 2pi
0
dΦ2· 1|−→r 2 − −→r 1|2
·e−µe(l1+l2+|−→r 2−−→r 1 |)
(6.1.10)
where C is a constant, L1, L2 are the lengths and R1, R2 the radius of the respective cylin-
ders V1 and V2. The cylinder V1 is directed along the Z axis and and the V2 along the X
axis. It is seen that the double scattering intensity calculation requires cumbersome com-
putation of the six-fold integral (Eq.6.1.10) whereas I(3) requires calculation of a nine-fold
integral, I(4) a twelve-fold integral and so on. To avoid these complex calculations, the
numerical MC technique is employed to calculate the higher-order scattering terms.
6.1.2 Description of the MC simulation
The MC scheme presented here is suitable for the geometry described in Fig.6.1 and
possesses the following characteristics. The scattering volume is defined by a cube of L =
L1 = L2 = 50 mm in a 3D coordinate system. The medium is assumed non-absorbing,
and homogeneous. The source S is defined by a cylindrical laser beam of 1 mm diameter
(i.e. R1 = R2 = 0.5 mm) which enters through a face of the sampling cube with an angle,
β, corresponding to the source-detector angle. This angle, β, ranges between 0◦ (forward
scattering detection) and 180◦ (back scattering detection) so that the laser beam always
passes through the central point, O, of the cube, illuminating a cylindrical volume, V1,
through the scattering medium (Fig.6.2). The detector, D, is represented by a square
aperture of 1 mm located on the top face of the cube and positioned at different distances
h from the central vertical axis of the cube. For simplicity, the cylindrical, volume V2,
described in section 6.1.1 is assumed in the simulation as a long rectangular cuboid (see
Fig.6.2). The scattering coefficient, µs, ranges between 0.04 and 0.18 mm−1. In the
presented geometry, this range allows the transition from single to multiple scattering to
be investigated in the given geometry with an optical depth between 2 ≤ OD ≤ 9.
Isotropic scattering is considered in the MC simulation. In this case, the number of
considered parameters is reduced and θs is obtained from cos(θs) = (2ξ − 1) and ϕs is
obtained from ϕs = 2piξ where ξ is a random number uniformly distributed between 0
and 1.
Photon packets are assumed to have been detected if they reach the detector, D, with
an incident angle θi less than detector acceptance angle θa (θi < θa). We will note this
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Figure 6.2: Computational geometry: The scattering volume is a cube of L = 50 mm defined in
a 3D coordinate system. One of the corners of the cube corresponds to the (XYZ) frame.
approach as the “standard MC” scheme. If the detector acceptance angle is very small
(θa < 2◦), the number of photon packets detected is low and the data shows strong statis-
tical fluctuations. To obtain less noisy results for the small acceptance angle (θa ∼ 2), a
“semi-analytical MC” scheme is used. This scheme employs the probability, W, that the
scattered photon packet strikes the detector at normal incidence:
W = f (
−→
kd − −→k′)Ωdeµed (6.1.11)
Here,
−→
kd is the normal vector towards the detector, Ωd is the elementary solid angle span-
ning a line normal to the detector and d is the distance between the photon scattering
event and detector. f (
−→
kd −−→k′) is the scattering phase function, constant for isotropic scat-
tering: f (
−→
kd − −→k′) = 1/4pi. Thus the total intensity of the scattering orders is obtained
by calculation of the probability for all scattering events occurring within the volume V3
(see Fig.6.2). This approach significantly reduces the computational time required for a
given noise level (by a factor of ∼100) and allows accurate comparisons between the MC
and the analytical approach.
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6.1.3 Comparison and discussion
MC results and analytical calculations of I2 are presented as a function of the distance h
in Fig.6.3. The black circles represent the results of the standard MC when considering
an acceptance angle of 2◦. The white circles represent the results of the semi-analytical
MC simulation assuming θa = 0◦. The solid line corresponds to the exact analytical cal-
culation described in Eq.6.1.10. The scattering coefficient is fixed to µs = 0.04 mm−1
(OD = 2). It is seen from Fig.6.3, that the analytical results agree well with the MC re-
sults, especially those described by the semi-analytical MC scheme. As the standard MC
simulation assumes a detection acceptance angle bigger than 0◦, the amount of intensity
detected is globally found to be higher than when calculated from the other two methods.
It is also seen that the semi-analytical MC method offers better statistics than the standard
one. The distance h ranges, here, from 0 to 25 mm.
Figure 6.3: Double light scattering intensity I(2) with respect to the distance h between V1 and
V2. Isotropic scattering is assumed with OD = 2.
As decreasing I(2)(h) is important for small h, accurate calculations have been performed
in the range 0< h <5 mm using the semi-analytical MC scheme and the analytical ap-
proach. Results of I(2)(h) are presented in Fig.6.4 for µs = 0.04 mm−1 in (a) and µs = 0.16
mm−1 in (b). To calculate the intensity of double scattering by Eq.6.1.10, the cylindrical
coordinate frames (l1, r1, Φ1) and (l2, r2, Φ2) is introduced:
−→r1 = (r1 cos Φ1, r1 sin Φ1, l1) (6.1.12)
−→r2 = (l2, h + r2cosΦ2, r2 sin Φ1) (6.1.13)
If h  R1 and R2, and the source-detector angle β = 90◦, Eq.6.1.10 is significantly
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simplified and can be written as:
I(2)(h) = Api2R21R
2
2
∫ L1/2
−L1/2
dx
∫ L2/2
−L2/2
dz
1
x2 + z2 + h2
· e[−µe(L+z−x+(x2+z2+h2))1/2] (6.1.14)
Figure 6.4: Double light scattering intensity I(2) with respect to the distance h between V1 and
V2. Isotropic scattering is assumed with OD = 2 in (a) whereas OD = 8 in (b). The solid
curve represents the results of calculation using the exact Eq.6.1.10, the dotted cure using the
approximation Eq.6.1.14 and (◦) are the results of the semi-analytical MC scheme.
For low scattering in the medium (OD = 2), the MC results and analytical calculation
agree reasonably well (see Fig.6.4(a)). Similar agreement is obtained for higher scatter-
ing in the medium (OD = 8) especially at h > 2 mm (see Fig.6.4(b)).
The agreement is not complete as the analytical results neglect scattering orders higher
than 2; whereas, the MC calculations consider these higher orders. The dashed lines
show the analytical calculation results with the approximate form of I(2) as described
Eq.6.1.14. This equation reduces to I(2)(h) ∼ | ln(h)| for h → 0 and predicts that the
intensity of scattering tends to infinity. The discrepancy between the exact Eq.6.1.10
(solid line in Fig.6.4) and approximate Eq.6.1.14 formulas begins at h = 1.2 mm; this is
close to the diameter of the cylinders.
Analytical expressions for higher scattering orders (i.e. I(3), I(4), etc.) differ from the
expressions for I(1), I(2) (see Eqs. 6.1.1 and 6.1.2) and involve multi-order integrals.
This is due to the presence of intermediate integration over the total scattering volume.
However, using the MC technique, it is possible to evaluate these higher scattering orders.
The 3rd, 4th, 5th and 10th scattering orders calculated by the MC technique are presented in
Fig.6.5 for the low scattering medium (OD = 2). The intensity of second order , I(2)(h), is
also included for comparison. All the calculated intensities are normalized to the value of
the single light scattering intensity I(1) at h = 0 (where I(1) dominates all other scattering
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orders). It is worth mentioning that the high-order integrals (for n> 3) do not possess a
logarithmic singularity as predicted by Eq.6.1.14, and return smooth functions of h (see
Fig.6.5).
Figure 6.5: Intensity of various scattering orders I(n) as a function of h. The intensity of each
scattering order is normalized to the intensity of single scattering at h = 0. Isotropic scattering is
assumed with OD = 2.
The intensity of the higher scattering orders falls with increasing the distance h. When
varying h from 0 to 25 mm, I(3) decreases by 2.5, I(4) decreases by 1.4, I(5) decreases
by 1.1, and I(10) remains equal to zero due to the low optical depth of the medium. For
comparison, I(2) is reduced by a factor of 9 in the same interval.
A good agreement between the analytical and MC technique is demonstrated for the study
of the double light scattering. Both analytical and MC calculations show a strong loga-
rithmic dependence of I(2) with the distance h between the illuminating and the collecting
volumes. This logarithmic dependence is weaker on higher scattering orders and can be
considered constant when compared with the single scattering order.
To conclude, the MC model is verified for the simple case of isotropic scattering within
a homogeneous volume. Such results validate the use of the MC code for the study of
more complex cases where the analytical method does not provide solvable equations. An
investigation involving anisotropic scattering processes and larger detection acceptance
angles is given in section 7.2.3 for the same crossed source-detector geometry presented
in Fig.6.2.
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6.2 Comparison against experimental results
In this section, the results of the MC simulations are experimentally validated by using
several homogeneous sample cells containing a solution of monodisperse polystyrene
spheres in distilled water. Various particle sizes and concentrations are considered such
that the complete scattering process resulting from each sample remains comparable with
that occurring either in the dilute or dense spray region. The two-dimensional distribu-
tions of light intensity is recorded experimentally and calculated from the simulation for
both the side and forward scattering. The influence of the size and the concentration of
spheres on the entirety of the resultant scattering process is shown. Furthermore, the
effects of the detection acceptance angle on the detected images are demonstrated.
6.2.1 Experimental setup and MC simulation description
• Experimental setup :
The experiment is based on the transmission of a laser beam through a homogeneous
monodisperse scattering medium of known optical properties and the detection of the
intensity profiles of the scattered light. The incident laser light is produced by a Spectra-
Physics Tsunami Ti:Sapphire mode-locked laser. Light pulses with ∼80 fs duration
(FWHM ∼11 nm centered at ∼800 nm) and 10 nJ energy were transmitted through a 10
mm X 10 mm X 45 mm optical glass cell containing a suspension of polystyrene spheres
immersed in distilled water. Several solutions are prepared by varying the concentration
and the size of the polystyrene spheres.
Figure 6.6: Experimental configuration. Two optical paths are independently considered for both
forward and side detection.
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Figure 6.7: Picture of the experimental setup.
The number density of spheres in each cell was adjusted to provide optical depths of 2,
5 and 10 for two cases of sphere diameter, D, equal to 1 µm, 2 µm, 5 µm and 20 µm.
The initial concentrations of polystyrene spheres were diluted with distilled water. The
calculations of these dilutions are summarized for 5 ml of final solution in Table 6.1.
The value of the optical depth was verified from the Beer-Lambert law by measuring
the transmission of the incident light for each sample with a photodiode and a lock-in
amplifier. A smaller cell (5 mm wide instead of 10 mm) was employed in order to check
the concentration of polystyrene spheres at the highest optical depth, corresponding to
OD = 10 (the concentration of particles for OD = 10 in a 10 mm cell equals that of OD =
5 in a 5 mm cell). The attenuation measurements confirmed the correct concentration of
polystyrene spheres for each sample with a maximum error of +/- 5%.
Figure 6.8: (a) Quantum efficiency for the iXon DV887 camera at −20◦ thermoelectric cooling.
For λ = 800 nm, 70% of quantum efficiency is reached. (b) Association of the neutral density
filters at each optical depth for forward detection.
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Table 6.1: Characteristics of the initial solution of polystyrene spheres, and dilution with distilled
water.
The light intensity scattered from the cell was detected using an Andor iXon DV887
Electron Multiplying CCD camera. This camera has single photon detection capability
without an image intensifier due to its multiplication gain feature which can be varied
from unity up a thousand. At 800 nm, the quantum efficiency reaches 70% when using
thermoelectric cooling set to −20◦C as seen in Fig.6.8 (a).
The intensity profiles of the scattered light were detected on both the front and side face
of the cell. A 10 X 10 mm surface is imaged onto 200 X 200 CCD pixels, resulting in an
image resolution of 50 µm. Two F/#’s, equal to 1.8 and 5.6 were successively employed.
The focal distance, f , of the camera lens equals 10 cm. The distance, Ld, between the
surface of the sample and the camera lens was equal to 15.2 cm. From these parameters,
the detection acceptance angle of the collection optics is equal to θa = 8.5◦ for F/# =
1.8 and θa = 1.5◦ for F/# = 5.6 (as shown in Fig.6.9). Due to the high pulse repetition
rate (82 MHz) and the long detection aperture time (0.015s), the laser source is perceived
by the camera as a continuous laser source. For each measurement, 10 images were
recorded and averaged. Both illustration and photograph of the experiment are shown in
Fig.6.6 and Fig.7.2. For each measurement, an appropriate selection of several Neutral
Density Filters (NDF) was used in order to detect the maximum number of photons on the
CCD chip while avoiding saturation. Four NDF have been initially characterized. The
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Figure 6.9: Determination of the detection acceptance angle θa of the collection optics for the
two F# considered.
measurement of the transmission for each NDF is approximated in the table presented
in Fig.6.8 (b) with the selection for each sample. The Full Width at Half Maximum
(FWHM) of the initial laser beam intensity profile was measured along the vertical axis
Z, at X = 5 mm and is found to be equal to da = 2.55 mm when θa = 8.5◦ and db = 2.61
mm when θa = 1.5◦.
• MC S imulation:
In the simulation, the laser wavelength is assumed to be monochromatic and equal to
800 nm. The dimensions of the experimental cell are assumed by considering a cubic
volume of 10 mm length. The intensity profile of the source, S , is modeled from the
experimental matrix of the incident laser beam as illustrated in Fig.6.10. This matrix is
obtained from the EM-CCD camera by imaging the surface of a cell containing only dis-
tilled water (without polystyrene spheres). Using this technique, the exact experimental
source is considered and any irregularity in the laser beam profile is accounted for within
the modelling, allowing a more realistic MC simulation. Computed photons are recorded
at the exit position, provided detection conditions are met. This implies that the angle
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between the vector normal to the detection face (front face or side face) and the vector
direction of the photons must be within the acceptance angle, θa (see Fig. 3).
Figure 6.10: Simulation configuration: The laser source S is modeled from the experimental
image matrix (200 X 200 pixels). Photons are sent from S into a scattering single cubic cell of
L = 10 mm.
According to Ma et al. (2003), polystyrene spheres illuminated at 800 nm have a refrac-
tive index of n = 1.578 − 0.0007i (see Fig.B.1 in Appendix A). The wavelength depen-
dance of the real part of the refractive index nr is expressed by the Cauchy dispersion
relation (Matheson and Saunderson 1952 and Nikolov and Ivanov 2000):
nr(λ) = A +
B
λ2
+
C
λ4
(6.2.1)
Based on a least-squares fit of experimental results (see fig. B.1), Ma et al. found each
coefficient equal to: A=1.5725, B=0.0031080 and C=0.00034779. Due to the negligible
part of the absorbing component when comparing to the scattering component (the albedo
Λ tends to 1), the spheres have been assumed non-absorbing in the model, with n =
1.578 + 0.0i. The refractive index of the surrounding medium is for distilled water:
n = 1.33 + 0.0i.
The resulting Lorenz-Mie phase functions used in the model for D = 1 µm, D = 2 µm,
D = 5 µm and D = 20 µm are illustrated in section 8.1.3 Fig.8.12. For each simulation,
3 billions of photons are sent through the scattering medium and the resultant computa-
tional time is ∼7.5 hours at optical depth OD = 2 and ∼25 hours at OD = 10, when using
a Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 CPU 6600 at 2.40 GHz processor. The relative speed of computa-
tion is then on the order of 9 µs/photon (at OD = 2) and 30 µs/photon (at OD = 10).
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Figure 6.11: 2D initial intensity profiles of the laser beam imaged experimentally and imple-
mented within the MC simulations for the two cases of detection acceptance angle 1.5◦ and 8.5◦.
The 1D profiles along the Z axis at X = 5 mm are also illustrated above the respective images.
The corresponding FWHM are da = 2.55 mm for θa = 8.5◦ and db = 2.61 mm for θa = 1.5◦.
6.2.2 Forward scattering detection
The first set of comparisons shows the forward scattering detection with polystyrene
spheres of 1 µm diameter. The 2D intensity distribution is shown on the front face for
the large detection acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦ in Fig.6.13. By increasing the optical
depth from OD = 2 to OD = 10, the light intensity transmitted through the scattering
sample is reduced and the laser beam profile diffuses. At OD = 2, the amount of light
crossing the sample reaches a maximum value of 19% of the initial intensity. This result
is found both experimentally and in the simulation. The Beer-Lambert law predicts a
lower transmission of 13.5% in the same conditions. A such optical depth, the laser
beam does not diffuse and its FWHM remains fairly constant. At OD = 5, the simulated
results diverge smoothly from the experimental results (the maximum light transmission
equals 2.2% experimentally against 2.8% for the simulation) and the differences with the
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Beer-Lambert prediction (I f /Ii = 0.67%) becomes significant. It is also seen that the
laser beam starts to diffuse and its FWHM is 1.28 times wider from its original value.
Figure 6.12: Experimental configuration for the forward scattering detection.
At OD = 10, the laser beam is now highly diffused with a FWHM equals to 1.85 da. The
maximum transmission corresponds to 0.18% experimentally, 0.52% with the simulation
and the Beer-Lambert law predicts only 0.0045%. These results show the considerable
divergences between the Beer-Lambert calculations, which neglect the effects of multiple
scattering, and the results from both the experiment and from the MC simulation where
a large detection acceptance angle is assumed.
By reducing the detection acceptance angle to θa = 1.5◦, it is observed from Fig.6.14
that the detected light intensity reduces while the incident laser beam profile tends to
diffuse less. At OD = 2, the maximum amount I f /Ii of light intensity recorded is equal
now to only 14% both experimentally and via simulation (the Beer-Lambert law predicts
13.5%). At OD = 5 this value is 1% experimentally and 0.75% with the simulation
(the Beer-Lambert law predicts 0.67%). Finally, at OD = 10 the light transmission
value is 0.027% experimentally and 0.025% with the simulation (the Beer-Lambert law
predicts 0.67%). It is deduced that, for the small detection acceptance angle θa = 1.5◦,
the transmitted light intensity recorded becomes closer to the one from the Beer-Lambert
law.
At θa = 1.5◦ the laser beam tends, then, to keep its initial profile when increasing OD.
The increase of the FWHM is observed only at OD = 10 and equals 1.61 db. It is also
apparent that at smaller detection acceptance angles, the number of photons detected
is significantly reduced, resulting to a deterioration of the spatial resolution in the MC
image.
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Figure 6.13: Comparison between the front face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦. Solutions of 1 µm polystyrene spheres are considered at optical
depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds to the final
light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity
Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also shown on the
right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and the circles are
the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the MC simulations.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison between the front face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 1.5◦. Solutions of 1 µm polystyrene spheres are considered at optical
depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds to the final
light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity
Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also shown on the
right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and the circles are
the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the MC simulations.
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Figure 6.15: Distribution of the scattering orders at the various optical depths, for the polystyrene
spheres of 1 µm diameter. All simulated photons exiting the scattering medium through the front
face and within the indicated acceptance angle θa are recorded.
The amount of light intensity detected for each scattering order from n = 0 to n = 10 is
plotted in Fig.6.15. At scattering order n = 0, photons cross the scattering sample with-
out being scattered. This non-scattered light, generally termed ballistic light, corresponds
to the ballistic photons which traverse the scattering medium without encountering any
scattering or absorption events. The influence of the optical depth and of the detection
acceptance angle on the contribution P(0) of the ballistic photons can be observed by
comparing Fig.6.15(a) and 6.15(b). At the acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦ P(0) equals 65%,
18% and 0,6% for the respective optical depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. By
reducing the detection acceptance angle to θa = 1.5◦, the amount of multiply scattered
light detected is reduced and P(0) increases significantly, reaching 98%, 87% and 16%
(for OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10 respectively). At the same time, the contribution of
the high scattering orders (n>4) increases smoothly with increasing OD while the contri-
bution of the low scattering orders (n<3) is reduced abruptly. These results demonstrate
the divergence between the experimental/simulated results and the Beer-Lambert predic-
tions at the large detection acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦, and their agreement at the small
angle θa = 1.5◦ where the amount of ballistic light detected, P(0)), is closer to 100%.
The second set of comparisons is based on forward scattering detection with polystyrene
spheres of 2 µm diameter. The intensity distribution profile is shown on the front face
for the large detection acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦ in Fig.6.16. At OD = 2 the light
transmission reaches a maximum value of ∼30%. This is observed both experimentally
and via simulation. At OD = 5, this maximum equals 6% experimentally and 7.5% via
simulation. At OD = 10, I f /Ii equals 0.7% experimentally and 1.7% via simulation.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison between the front face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦. Solutions of 2 µm polystyrene spheres are considered at optical
depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds to the final
light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity
Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also shown on the
right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and the circles are
the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the MC simulations.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison between the front face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 1.5◦. Solutions of 2 µm polystyrene spheres are considered at optical
depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds to the final
light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity
Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also shown on the
right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and the circles are
the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the MC simulations.
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Figure 6.18: Distribution of the scattering orders at the various optical depths, for the polystyrene
spheres of 2 µm diameter. All simulated photons exiting the scattering medium through the front
face and within the indicated acceptance angle θa are recorded.
For the 2 µm particles, the laser beam does not diffuse as much as for the spheres of 1 µm
diameter. The FWHM of the laser beam intensity profile is equal, here, to 1.17 da and
1.42 da at the respective optical depths OD = 5 and OD = 10.
For the small detection acceptance angle θa = 1.5◦ (as seen in Fig.6.17), the FWHM
equals 1.17 da and 1.42 da for the respective OD = 5 and OD = 10. Furthermore, the
light intensity detected is reduced while the shape of the incident laser beam remains
well conserved. Experimental and simulated images agrees well qualitatively but di-
verges quantitatively. At OD = 2 the maximum amount of light transmitted equals 20%
experimentally and 14% with the simulation. At OD = 5, 2.5% is obtained experimen-
tally against 0.9% via simulation. Finally, at OD = 10 the light transmission value is
0.09% experimentally and 0.07% with the simulation.
The amount of light intensity detected for each scattering order from n = 0 to n = 10 is
plotted in Fig.6.18. For θa = 8.5◦, the contribution of higher scattering orders is important
even for the low optical depth OD = 2. By decreasing θa from 8.5◦ to 1.5◦, the detection
of ballistic photons is largely improved: From 38.6% to 93.3% at OD = 2, from 6.9% to
65.4% at OD = 5 and from 0.19% to 5.35% at OD = 10.
The third set of comparison is based on forward scattering detection with polystyrene
spheres of 5µm diameter. The intensity distribution profile is shown on the front face
for the large detection acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦ in Fig.6.19. At OD = 2 the light
transmission reaches a maximum value of ∼30%. This is observed both experimentally
and via simulation.
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Figure 6.19: Comparison between the front face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦. Solutions of 5 µm polystyrene spheres are considered at optical
depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds to the final
light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity
Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also shown on the
right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and the circles are
the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the MC simulations.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison between the front face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 1.5◦. Solutions of 5 µm polystyrene spheres are considered at optical
depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds to the final
light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity
Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also shown on the
right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and the circles are
the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the MC simulations.
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At OD = 5, the maximum I f /Ii equals 7% experimentally and 9% via simulation. Finally,
at OD = 10, I f /Ii equals 0.9% experimentally and 1.4% via simulation.
For the 5 µm particles, the laser beam does not diffuse as much as for spheres of 1 and
2 µm diameter. The FWHM of the laser beam intensity profile is, here, equal to 1.10 da
and 1.25 da at respective OD = 5 and OD = 10.
For the small detection acceptance angle θa = 1.5◦ (as seen in Fig.6.20), the FWHM
equals 1.05 da at OD = 5 and 1.13 da at OD = 10. Furthermore, the light intensity
detected is reduced while the shape of the incident laser beam remains well conserved.
Experimental and simulated images agrees well qualitatively but diverges quantitatively.
At OD = 2 the maximum amount of light transmitted equals 20% experimentally and
16% with the simulation. At OD = 5, 2.5% is obtained experimentally against 1.4%
via simulation. Finally, at OD = 10 I f /Ii equals 0.14% experimentally and 0.075% via
simulation.
The fourth set of comparison is based on forward scattering detection with polystyrene
spheres of 20 µm diameter. The intensity distribution profile is shown on the front face
for the large detection acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦ in Fig.6.21. At OD = 2 the light
transmission reaches a maximum value of 60% and 40% for the experiment and for the
simulation respectively. At OD = 5, this maximum equals 12% both experimentally and
via simulation. Finally, at OD = 10, I f /Ii equals 0.8% experimentally and 2.5% via
simulation. The qualitative and quantitative divergences are found to be more important
here, than for any other investigated size of polystyrene spheres. At 20 µm the dimension
of the scattering particles reaches the resolution of the EM-CCD camera and leads to
the detection of laser speckles. Closer results could be found with the simulation, by
averaging a larger number of experimental images (which is only equal to 10 here). The
FWHM of the laser beam intensity profile is 1.05 da and 1.26 da at respective OD = 5
and OD = 10 and remains close to the values find for the 5 µm spheres.
For the small detection acceptance angle θa = 1.5◦ (as seen in Fig.6.22), the FWHM
equals 1.06 da at OD = 5 and 1.13 da at OD = 10. Furthermore, the light intensity
detected is reduced while the shape of the incident laser beam remains well conserved.
Experimental and simulated images agrees well qualitatively but diverges quantitatively.
At OD = 2 the maximum amount of light transmitted equals 42% experimentally and
30% with the simulation. At OD = 5, 6% is obtained experimentally against 4.5%
via simulation. Finally, at OD = 10 I f /Ii equals 0.16% experimentally and 0.27% via
simulation.
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Figure 6.21: Comparison between the front face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦. Solutions of 20 µm polystyrene spheres are considered at optical
depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds to the final
light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity
Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also shown on the
right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and the circles are
the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the MC simulations.
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Figure 6.22: Comparison between the front face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 1.5◦. Solutions of 20 µm polystyrene spheres are considered at optical
depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds to the final
light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity
Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also shown on the
right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and the circles are
the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the MC simulations.
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Figure 6.23: Distribution of the scattering orders at the various optical depths, for the polystyrene
spheres of 5 and 20 µm diameter. All simulated photons exiting the scattering medium through
the front face and within the indicated acceptance angle θa are recorded.
The amount of light intensity detected for each scattering order from n = 0 to n = 10 is
plotted in Fig.6.23 for both cases of 5 and 20 µm polystyrene spheres. The influence of
the optical depth and of the detection acceptance angle on the contribution P(0) of the
ballistic photons can be observed.
For the 5 µm particle and for the acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦, P(0) equals 31.6%, 5.6%
and 0,23% at respective optical depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. By reducing the
detection acceptance angle to θa = 1.5◦, the amount of multiply scattered light detected is
reduced and P(0) increases significantly, reaching now 80.1%, 43.2% and 4.8% (for OD
= 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10 respectively).
For the 20 µm particles and for the acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦, P(0) equals 29.2%, 4.3%
and 0.13% at respective optical depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. By reducing the
detection acceptance angle to θa = 1.5◦, the amount of multiply scattered light detected is
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reduced and P(0) increases significantly, reaching now 44.4%, 13.4% and 1.4% (for OD
= 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10 respectively).
For the larger particles, the resultant statistics on the forward face becomes sufficient
for good spatial resolution in the MC image, even at the low detection acceptance angle
θa = 1.5◦. The scattering phase function of larger particles is characterized by a more
significant forward scattering lobe (as seen in subsection 8.1.3) . This scattering feature
is responsible for the increase of the light intensity scattered and multiply scattered in
the forward direction. As a result, the divergences with the Beer-Lambert predictions are
increased, whereas the broadening effect of the incident laser beam is reduced.
• Conclusions f or the f orward scattering detection :
• Results from the MC simulations agree very well with the experimental images both
qualitatively and quantitatively for OD ≤ 5. The simulated images are generated, here,
with an identical spatial resolution as in the experiment.
• These agreements are found for various scattering particle size (polystyrene micro-
spheres of 1 µm, 2 µm, 5 µm and 20 µm) at both large (θa = 8.5◦) and small (θa = 1.5◦)
detection acceptance angle.
• Discrepancies appears qualitatively at high optical depth when OD = 10 with more
photons detected in the simulation than experimentally. Despite these quantitative di-
vergences, the spatial distribution of the simulated light intensity is comparable to the
experimental one.
• At high OD, errors due to low statistics are introduced in the simulated results for the
forward scattering detection.
• When the detection acceptance angle is reduced, the amount of light intensity trans-
mitted is reduced until it matches with the Beer-Lambert predictions. This occurs when
100% of the detected signal corresponds to non-scattered light (ballistic photons).
•When the optical depth is increased, the amount of scattered and multiply scattered pho-
tons detected increases consequently and must be added to the Beer-Lambert prediction.
This amount depends directly on the value of the detection acceptance angle.
• For a constant OD and θa, the divergences between the Beer-Lambert prediction and the
experimental/simulated results are also related to the forward scattering nature of the par-
ticles. These divergences are more important for highly forward scattering phase function
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(big particles) than for phase function characterized by a smaller factor of anisotropy g
(small particles).
• The amount of light intensity detected (experimentally and via simulation) differs con-
siderably from that predicted by the Beer-Lambert law. These divergences increase when
increasing OD and for large θa due to the important contribution of the multiply scattered
light detected. An effective corrective procedure to the Beer-Lambert law is proposed in
subsection 8.4 based on MC calculation of the ballistic photons contribution to the total
detected signal.
6.2.3 Side scattering detection
Figure 6.24: Experimental configuration for the side scattering detection.
The first set of comparisons is based on the side face detection with polystyrene spheres
of 1 µm diameter. Fig.6.25 shows the intensity distribution profile on the side face for a
large detection acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦ at the optical depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and
OD = 10. By increasing the OD, it can be seen that the cylindrical shape of the incident
beam is wider. This broadening of the incident light source operate in an identical man-
ner for the experimental and simulated results. The detected light intensity is increased
and the photon penetration distance in the scattering medium is reduced at high OD. The
increasing of light intensity detected leads to better statistics in the MC simulation, due
to the higher number of photons recorded. Thus, contrary to the forward scattering detec-
tion, MC simulation shows better agreement with experimental results at OD = 10 than
at OD = 2.
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The second set of comparisons concerns the detection of the side scattered light through
polystyrene spheres of 2 µm diameter. Fig.6.26 shows the intensity distribution profile
on the side face for the large detection acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦ at the optical depths
OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. Similarly than the previous presented results (see
Fig.6.25), the amount of light transmitted through the sample is reduced and the laser
beam diffuses more with increasing OD. However, these phenomena are not as significant
as it was found with D = 1 µm. By the same token, both experimental and simulated
results demonstrate, that for a more forward scattering phase function (here for D = 2
µm), the light tends to penetrate further into the scattering medium and to conserve the
initial shape. The relative light intensity is also reduced and equal 8.10−4 here against
12.10−4 for D = 1 µm at OD = 10.
The third set of comparisons concerns the detection of the side scattered light through
polystyrene spheres of 5 µm diameter. Fig.6.27 shows the intensity distribution profile
on the side face for the large detection acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦ at the optical depths
OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. Once again, a very good agreement is found between the
experimental and simulated results for the three cases of optical depth investigated. It is
also seen that the amount of light intensity recorded on the side face is mainly dependant
on the value of OD but does not change significantly with the features of the scattering
phase functions.
The last set of comparisons concerns the detection of the side scattered light through
polystyrene spheres of 20 µm diameter. Fig.6.28 shows the intensity distribution profile
on the side face for the large detection acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦ at the optical depths
OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. At this particle size, the forward scattering lobe
is very significant and increases the amount of light scattered in the forward direction,
while reducing the amount of light scattered in the off-axis. The amount of detected
light at low optical depth is inferior than for the other considered diameter. For OD = 2
the maximum amount of detected light is twice less than for D = 1µm. However, when
considering OD = 10 the amount of detected light on the side face remains fairly constant
for all particle size assumed (contrary to the forward scattering detection).
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Figure 6.25: Comparison between the side face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦. Solutions of polystyrene spheres of 1 µm diameter are considered at
optical depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds
to the final light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident
light intensity Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also
shown on the right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and
the circles are the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the
MC simulations.
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Figure 6.26: Comparison between the side face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦. Solutions of polystyrene spheres of 2 µm diameter are considered at
optical depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds
to the final light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident
light intensity Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also
shown on the right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and
the circles are the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the
MC simulations.
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Figure 6.27: Comparison between the side face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦. Solutions of polystyrene spheres of 5 µm diameter are considered at
optical depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds
to the final light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident
light intensity Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also
shown on the right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and
the circles are the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the
MC simulations.
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Figure 6.28: Comparison between the side face experimental and simulated images at detection
acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦. Solutions of polystyrene spheres of 20 µm diameter are considered
at optical depths OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The intensity scale of the images corresponds
to the final light intensity, I f , detected per pixel divided by the maximum value of the incident
light intensity Ii. A comparison of the intensity profile along the vertical axis at X = 5 mm is also
shown on the right side of the figure. The solid line corresponds to the experimental results and
the circles are the results from simulation. Three billion of photons have been launched for the
MC simulations.
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Figure 6.29: Distribution of scattering orders for the side face detection.
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The amount of light intensity detected for each scattering order from n = 0 to n = 10 is
plotted in Fig.6.29 for each size of polystyrene sphere. Contrary to the forward scattering
detection, it is seen here, that the detection acceptance angle and the scattering phase
function have both a minor influence on the contribution of each scattering order. At equal
OD, Fig.6.29(a) to (h), show a similar contributions. For all cases of study, it can also
be noticed that the value of OD remains always close or equal to the dominant scattering
order. It is deduced from these results that the optical depth is the only parameter affecting
consequently the contribution of the scattering orders when detecting on the side.
• Conclusions f or the side scattering detection :
• Results from the MC simulations agree very well with the experimental images both
qualitatively and quantitatively for OD ≥ 5. The simulated images are generated, here,
with an identical spatial resolution as in the experiment.
• These agreements are found for various scattering particle size (polystyrene micro-
spheres of 1 µm, 2 µm, 5 µm and 20 µm) at large detection acceptance angle (θa = 8.5◦).
Results from MC simulation at low acceptance angle θa = 1.5◦ have demonstrated insuf-
ficient statistic to generate 2D images with high spatial resolution.
• At low OD, errors due to low statistics are introduced in the simulated results for the
side scattering detection. When, however, the optical depth is increased, the amount
of scattered and multiply scattered photons reaching the side face is increased and a
higher light intensity detected. This increase of light intensity seems to be ”linearly”
related to the value of the optical depth. Thus, the optimum qualitative and quantitative
comparison between the MC and experimental results are observed at OD = 10, whereas;
discrepancies occur principally at OD = 2.
• By increasing the optical depth, the distance of photon penetration along the incident
direction is reduced. Furthermore, the cylindrical shape of the incident laser beam be-
comes wider due to an increase of the diffuse photons within the cell.
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6.3 Verification of the phase function approximation
When dealing with inhomogeneous polydisperse media each unitary cubic cell requires
its owns optical properties (see section 5.2.3). Introducing a scattering CPDF for each
cell requires a large amount of input data, particularly if the medium is represented with
a large number of cells. Generating the correct scattering CPDF at each scattering event
dramatically increases the running time. One solution to this problem uses several av-
eraged scattering CPDF (stored in lookup tables), each one representing either the scat-
tering of a set of droplets of similar size, or representing a particular size distribution.
This approximation is verified against the rigorous approach in this section (published in
Berrocal et al 2005b).
6.3.1 Calculation method
Four Log-Normal distributions of droplets size typically encountered in sprays have been
chosen using different values of average diameter D and standard deviation σ. The
equation describing Log-Normal distributions has been given previously section 2.2.3
in Eq.2.2.3. The distributions tested are based on mean diameters D = 5 µm and D = 40
µm with standard deviations σ equal to 10% and 80% of D (Fig.6.30). The bin width
equals 0.4 µm. Distribution (a) is representative of an automotive fuel injector spray,
distribution (c) of a medical nebulizer spray, and the other distributions are included to
show the effect of standard deviation.
Two methods for representing the local scattering phase function in polydisperse homo-
geneous media were tested. The method one (M1) is based on the determination of the
average phase function f over the complete distribution of drops size (see Eq.2.2.3). f
has been calculated for the four particle distributions described above and the scatter-
ing CPDF of f is deduced for each of these distributions. Only one scattering CPDF
representative of the complete drops distribution is used in the MC simulations with the
method M1. In the case of infinitesimal size bin width of the dropsize distribution M1
would give the exact mathematical solution of the global scattering process that occurs
in a homogeneous polydisperse turbid media. The calculations of the averaged scattering
phase functions have been performed from Eq.4.1.14 given in section 4.1.3.
In method two (M2), 25 different scattering CPDF are defined such as each CPDF is
representative of the scattering by particles belonging to a class of drop sizes. Even if
several approaches can be employed to determine these CPDF, only one has been found
valid. The first approach takes into account only the phase function corresponding to the
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Figure 6.30: Normalized Log-Normal distributions of droplets size for different D and σ. (a)
D = 5 µm and σ = 0.5 µm (10% of D), (b) D = 5 µm and σ = 4 µm (80% of D), (c) D = 40 µm
and σ = 4 µm (10% of D) and (d) D = 40 µm and σ = 32 µm (80% of D).
middle drop size of the class bin. As the scattering phase functions do not change linearly
with the drops diameter this method has been rejected. The second approach consists in
adding the phase function of the minimum value of the bin to the one corresponding to
the maximum value and to divide the result by 2. Once again this approximation has been
rejected due to the non-linear changes of the phases function with droplet sizes. Finally
the appropriate method is based on calculation of the phase function averaged over the
range of particle size, with an equal number of drops for each given size but weighted
with the corresponding scattering cross-section (Eq.2.2.3 with n(D) equals 1 for every D).
When a scattering event occurs, the diameter of the particle encountered is determined
with the distribution of droplet size and a random number. The probability P(D1) of a
drop of diameter D1 being encountered by a photon packet is given by:
P(D1) =
n(D1).σe(D1)
Σ∞D=0n(D).σe(D)
(6.3.1)
Once the diameter of the particle encountered is found, the correct approximate scattering
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CPDF can be chosen. Note that if the exact phase function (corresponding to the drops
size reached) was chosen (instead of the approximated one), method M2 would be equal
to method M1. The accuracy of M2 is then directly related to the difference between
the real scattering CPDF of the droplet encountered and the approximate CPDF chosen.
Reducing the size range over which scattering CPDF are averaged increases the accuracy
of the technique. In the present work 25 classes of drop size are used and the range of
sizes for each class is varied according to the rate of change of scattering CPDF with
droplet size. The boundaries between each size class are selected by hand to minimize
the difference between the CPDF on neighboring classes.
Figure 6.31: Representation of 25 scattering Cumulative Probability Density Function calculated
from the Lorenz-Mie Theory. Scattering particles diameters range from 2 to 200 µm.
It is seen Fig.6.31 that for small particles neighboring scattering CPDF diverge strongly
and overlap at small angles θs when D ≤ 15 µm. For large particles, the scattering CPDF
do not overlap and remain close one to each other even when the particle size interval
is large. Thus to maximize the accuracy of the technique while minimizing the memory
requirements, the range of sizes is kept small for small droplets (∼1 µm) and large (up to
29 µm) for large droplets. Further reducing the particle size increases the accuracy of the
technique at the expense of greater memory requirements.
6.3.2 Description of the simulation
Each droplet size distribution in Fig.6.30 has been used. The droplets are contained in a
homogeneous single cubic cell of dimension L = 50 mm. A cylindrical flat laser beam S
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of 20 mm diameter enters through the scattering sample crossing perpendicularly the Y
= 0 plane (back face) and exiting through the Y = L plane (front face) (Fig.6.32).
The source wavelength λ is 532 nm and the light is assumed unpolarized. Intensity
profiles on the back face (back scattering) and on the front face (forward scattering)
are recorded for different detector acceptance angles θa. In each simulation 100 millions
photons are sent. The surrounding medium is air (refractive index equals 1+0.0i). The
droplets are spherical and non-absorbing with refractive index 1.4+0.0i and the scattering
CPDF are calculated from the Lorenz-Mie theory. Scattering and extinction coefficients
are then equal and the simulations are run with fixed to 0.12 and 0.24 mm−1. The resulting
optical depths are respectively 6 and 12, corresponding to the intermediate single-to-
multiple scattering regime. The range of particle size is 2 µm - 200 µm (typical of droplet
sizes in fuel sprays) and the resulting size parameter x is: 11.81 ≤ x ≤ 1181.05.
Figure 6.32: The scattering medium is a single homogeneous cube of L = 50 mm. The source S
is a cylindrical laser beam characterized by a flat light intensity distribution.
6.3.3 Results and comparison
Results obtained from M2 are compared to the results obtained from M1 by analyzing
quantitatively the light intensity distribution on the front and back face of the scattering
medium (Fig.6.32). Note the intensity scale is different for each image. The images pre-
sented are obtained using M1 for a single dropsize distribution with an average diameter
of 40 µm and a standard deviation of 32 µm (Fig.6.33(a)). The scattering coefficient µs
is fixed to µs = 0.12 mm−1 and 0.24 mm−1 giving respectively an average number of
scatters per photon of ∼6 and ∼12 scatters.
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Figure 6.33: Intensity distribution for forward and backward light scattering at different scat-
tering coefficient.µs=0.12 mm−1 for (a) (c) (e) (g) and µs=0.24 mm−1 for (b) (d) (f) (h). The
detection acceptance angle θa = 90◦ and 100 millions of photons are launched. The intensity
scale represents the number of photons detected per pixel (of 25 µm side).
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Figure6.33(a) (µs = 0.12 mm−1) and (b) (µs = 0.24 mm−1) demonstrate the broadening of
the beam on the front face as the optical depth increases (for µs = 0.12 mm−1 OD = 6 and
for µs = 0.24 mm−1 OD = 12). The images illustrate the quantitative distribution of the
forward and backward scattered light considering all scattering orders (Fig.6.33(a), (b),
(e) and (f)) and with the detector filtered to detect single scattering only (Fig.6.33(c), (d),
(g) and (h)). Figure 6.33(a) and (b) show that doubling µs the forward light intensity is
strongly attenuated (by a factor of ∼3.3) and that the shape of the laser beam is no longer
clearly defined. On the contrary for back scattering (Fig.6.33(e) and (f)), as increases the
detected intensity increases also but the pattern of scattered radiation does not change
significantly.
Single scattering detected in the forward direction shows a faithful reconstruction of the
laser beam for µs = 0.12 mm−1 (Fig.6.33(c)). However the intensity of single scattering is
weak compared to the amount of multiple scattering for µs = 0.24 mm−1 (Fig.6.33(d)). It
can be seen from Fig. 6.33(g) and (h) that single back scattered signal remains relatively
constant for both scattering coefficients. The effects of the detection acceptance angle
are also investigated. In Fig.6.33 all photons reaching the detection areas are detected
(acceptance angle θa = 90◦). As found in other simulations (section 7.2), the acceptance
angle can be used to optimize the ratio of singly to multiply scattered photons detected.
In Fig. 6.34 the detection acceptance angle θa is reduced to 5◦. µs = 0.12 mm−1 in
Fig.6.34(a) and (c), corresponding to Fig.6.33(a) and (c), and µs = 0.24 mm−1 in Fig.
6.34(b) and (d), corresponding to Fig.6.33(b) and (d). The total intensity on the front
face is strongly reduced but the boundaries of the laser beam appear clearly (Fig.6.34(a)
and (b)). The single scattering intensity detected per pixel remains close for both accep-
tance angles θa = 90◦ Fig.6.33(c) and (d) and θa = 5◦ Fig.6.34(c) and (d)). This indicates
that most of single scattered photons propagate with a polar scattering angle θa less than
5◦ and shows the high intensity of scattering in the forward direction in Mie scattering
processes. The scattering coefficient, the geometry of the sample and the scattering phase
function all influence the number of scattering events n occurring and the total path length
L of the photon packets. Slice differences in the scattering phase functions (between the
exact one and the approximated one used in the simulations M2) do not affect signifi-
cantly the parameters n and L, but can modify the final intensity distribution. The images
presented in the two last figures have been obtained from method M1. Corresponding im-
ages have been generated by applying M2. Due to the symmetry of the images, only the
intensity profile along a line passing from the centre of the laser beam X = 25 mm until
the edge of the image X = 50 mm, is considered with Z fixed to 25 mm at Y = 0 or Y = L.
The comparison between the two methods is made by calculating the ratio of intensities
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Figure 6.34: Intensity distribution for forward light scattering. µs = 0.12 mm−1 for (a) (c) and µs
= 0.24 mm−1 for (b) (d). The detection acceptance angle θa = 5◦. 100 millions of photons are
sent. The intensity scale represents the number of photon detected per pixel. Each pixel is square
with 25 µm sides.
along this line of the image generated with M1 to the image generated with M2. This
ratio is plotted Fig.6.35 for µs = 0.12 mm−1 and µs = 0.24 mm−1 using once again the
log-normal droplet size distribution defined by D = 40 µm and σ = 32µm (Fig.6.30(a)).
Total intensity (single and multiple scattering taken together) are detected on the front
face and the back face of the scattering cube with a detection acceptance angle θa = 90◦.
It is seen from Fig.6.35 that the ratio M1/ M2 (Image method one / Image method two)
remains equal to ∼ 1 (0.02) for both forward and back light scattering. These results
show the very good agreement between the two methods at large detection acceptance
angles.
Figure 6.37 shows the same data, but this time with a detection acceptance angle θa of
5◦. In Fig.6.34 it is seen that with this restricted acceptance angle the number of detected
photons is very low outside of the projected area of the incoming beam. This low photon
count makes the M1/ M2 intensity ratio noisy in Fig. 6.37 at X > 35 mm. At X < 35
mm the greater number of detected photons give a better defined ratio. Here it is seen
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Figure 6.35: Intensity ratio, along a beam profile, between the 2 MC methods. Forward scattering
is in (a) and (b) and backscattering in (c) and (d). Both single and multiple scattering are detected
together. Detector acceptance angle θa = 90◦. µs = 0.12 mm−1 for (a) (c) and µs = 0.24 mm−1
for (b) (d).
that the results from M2 match the results from M1 for small detection acceptance angles
as well as for large. Doubling the scattering coefficient from 0.12 mm−1 to 0.24 mm−1
significantly reduces the number of photons reaching the front face and making the M1/
M2 intensity ratio noisier for µs = 0.24 mm−1 (Fig. 6.37(b)) than for µs = 0.12 mm−1
(Fig. 6.37(a)).
In Fig.6.36 the comparison is performed for single scattering detection with µs = 0.12
mm−1. It is seen that for both acceptance angles θa = 5◦ and θa = 90◦ the ratio fluctuates
equally either side of 1 when X < 35 mm. At large distance from the laser beam centre (X
> 35 mm) results diverge between the two detection apertures: If θa = 90◦ (Fig.6.37(a)),
few photons are detected giving strong statistical fluctuations in the resulting ratio M1/
M2. If however θa = 5◦ (Fig.6.37(b)), no singly scattered photons are detected for either
method and a flat line is plotted for X > 40 mm. A small number of photons are detected
at the edge of the laser beam at the intermediate distance 35 mm < X < 40 mm giving a
noisy interval.
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Figure 6.36: Intensity profile ratio between the 2 MC methods for the forward scattering with
µs = 0.12 mm−1. Single scattering only, is detected with an acceptance angle θa = 90◦ in (a) and
θa = 5◦ in (b). No singly scattered photons are detected at X > 40 mm when θa = 5◦.
Figure 6.37: Intensity profile ratio between the 2 MC methods for forward light scattering. Single
and multiple scattering are detected with an acceptance angle θa = 5◦. µs = 0.12 mm−1 for (a) (c)
and µs = 0.24 mm−1 for (b) (d).
These comparisons show that the divergences between the two methods are only observed
when the detected signal is weak. These differences are caused by the strong statistical
fluctuations which occur when the amount of collected data resulting from probability
laws is too low. However where these fluctuations are strong, the ratio is biased to values
greater than one. More photons are then detected with M1 than M2 on the front face when
the signal is weak. It is deduced that the weight given to the scattering phase function of
large particles (with large forward scattering lobe) is then more important in M1 than in
M2. These results demonstrate that apart from very small differences in the number of
detected photons scattered at high angles when the signal is weak, the results obtained
with the phase function approximation used in method M2 are in excellent agreement
with the rigorous method M1, for droplet sizes over the range 2 - 200 µm of particle size,
for different θa = 5◦ and θa = 90◦ and with varying over a factor of 2. It remains to verify
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method two for other particle size distributions. Figure 6.38 shows the results for the
three other log-normal distributions, defined respectively by D = 40 µm with σ = 4 µm
(Fig.6.36(a)), D = 5 µm with σ = 4 µm (Fig.6.36(b)) and D = 5 µm with σ = 0.5 µm
(Fig.6.36(c)). Photons from all scattering orders have been detected with an acceptance
angle θa = 90◦ on the front face, assuming a scattering coefficient of 0.12 mm−1.
Figure 6.38: Intensity profile ratio between the 2 MC methods for µs=0.12 mm−1. Single and
multiple light scattering are detected on the front face with an acceptance angle θa = 90◦. The
log-normal distributions of particle size are characterized by: (a): D = 40 µm with σ = 4 µm
(10% of D), (b): D = 5 µm with σ = 4 µm (80% of D), (c): D = 5 µm with σ = 0.5 µm (10% of
D).
When the average diameter is 40 µm with 4 µm standard deviation (Fig.6.38(a)) the ratio
of intensities from the two methods is once again ∼1 (0.02).This result verifies the use
of method two for distributions of particles based on large mean diameters with small
relative standard deviation. Greater differences between method two and method one
appear when small drops are considered. It is seen that the ratio M1/ M2 is greater than
1 and reaches a maximum of ∼1.2 when D = 5 µm with σ = 4 µm (Fig.6.36(b)). If
the standard deviation is reduced to 0.5 µm (Fig.6.36(c)) the differences between the two
methods are increased with a ratio lying between 1.15 < M1/ M2 < 1.4. It is deduced
from this results that method one gives more forward light scattering than method two
when only small particles are considered. These results were expected from Fig.6.31
due to the differences in the averaged scattering CPDF for small drop sizes which result
from the averaging used in the two methods. Referring to the size distributions plotted in
Fig.6.30, the comparison above demonstrates that the phase function approximation used
in method two gives accurate results for any distribution of spherical drops comprised
between 10 and 200 microns, except for very small differences in the number of photons
scattered at high angles where the singly scattered signal is weak. For particles smaller
than 10 µm, discrepancies in the global light intensity distribution appear between the
exact and the approximated solution. These differences can be corrected by reducing the
particle size interval used for small drops (D < 10 µm) in method two (see Fig.6.31).
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Particles from 2 to 200 µm have been considered with a step of 0.4 µm. The exact ap-
proach would require using a total of ∼500 phase functions (if not averaged). The use of
only 25 phase functions presents a reduction in memory requirement by ∼20 times. This
study finally demonstrates that the appropriate use of approximated phase functions in a
MC code can produce results reaching the one obtained if the exact phase functions were
considered. The method M2 can be now applied in the case of inhomogeneous turbid
media assuming that most of the drops considered are bigger than 10 µm in diameter.
C H A P T E R 7
Applications of Monte Carlo Simulations to
Spray Diagnostics
IN Chapter 6, the MC model has been verified with the theoretical approach and val-idated against a large set of experimental data. The capability of the MC code to
generate realistic images with high spatial resolution has also been shown. Furthermore,
the investigation of polydispersity within inhomogeneous media has demonstrated the
possibility of using 25 appropriate scattering phase functions in order to represent the
scattering process of droplets from 2 up to 200 µm (when illuminated at 532 nm). From
these considerations, the MC model can now be applied to practical cases of spray diag-
nostic.
In the first section of this chapter, a typical hollow cone water spray is experimentally
studied using laser sheet imaging. Mie and LIF signals are recorded simultaneously
and the spray is imaged when running at various injection pressure. Effects of multiple
scattering are qualitatively shown on the resultant experimental images. The droplets size
(around 25 µm) is characterized via PDA measurements. From these experiments, a two-
dimensional mapping of the extinction coefficient and droplet size is deduced at 7 bars
pressure of injection. These data are introduced within the MC model and a comparison
between experimental and simulated images is provided.
The second section is devoted to the analysis of a classical cross-source-detector ge-
ometry. The aim of this investigation is to deduce the optimum optical configuration
for the detection of the singly scattered light. The detector is located at various posi-
tion from the light source and several detection acceptance angles are employed. Both
isotropic and anisotropic scattering are considered within a homogeneous cubic volume.
The optimization of single light scattering detection is deduced from various geometrical
configurations and conditions of detection.
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7.1 Optical measurements and MC simulations of a hol-
low cone spray
A hollow cone water spray is characterized experimentally using planar Mie and LIF
imaging techniques. The pressure of the water injected trough the pressure-swirl atom-
izer is set to several values and increased progressively until reaching very fine atom-
ization. Images obtained from both techniques are compared and the attenuation of the
laser sheet is quantified for each injection pressure. The effect of multiple scattering on
the resultant images is also described. From the resultant experimental data, MC simula-
tions are performed to estimate the amount of singly scattered photons detected. Finally,
the experimental and simulated images are compared for the case of 7 bars pressure of
injection.
7.1.1 Experiments
The nozzle employed in the experiment is a Delavan pressure-swirl nozzle type, produc-
ing a hollow cone with nominal 70◦ cone angle. Deionized water is sprayed for injection
pressures comprised from 1.5 bars up to 28 bars into an optical chamber set to the atmo-
spheric pressure. The laser light which illuminates the spray is produced by a Continuum
Surelite II Nd:YAG laser. Nd:YAG laser generates coherent light pulses of 5-7 ns at
fundamental wavelength 1064 nm. Using a second harmonic generator, a 532 nm laser
source is commonly produced and widely applied in spray diagnostics. In our experi-
ment, the fourth harmonic is selected and λ = 266 nm. At this harmonic, the laser light
energy equals ∼70 mJ per pulse. Laser harmonics were spatially separated with a lithium
fluoride prism and a set of dichroic mirrors. The laser sheet is formed by the association
of a semi-convergent and a semi-divergent lens positioned at a respective distance equal
to the sum of their focal distance. The laser sheet dimension is ∼1 mm wide in the middle
of the spray and 30 mm high.
The fluorescence signal is obtained by diluting sodium salicylate at 0.058 g/l, in deionized
water. Sodium salicylate is known as the sodium salt of salicylic acid (an active ingredient
of aspirin) and emit in average at 409 nm when excited at 308 nm.
Both Mie and LIF images are detected simultaneously by a LaVision SprayMaster-3 CCD
camera fitted with a LaVision IRO image intensifier. The Mie signal is separated from
the LIF signal using two 266 nm mirrors on two separated optical channels.
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Figure 7.1: Mie and LIF dual imaging setup. Only one camera records both images which are
separated using two independent channels. By positioning the mirror M1, a second optical path
for is used for measuring the laser light intensity transmission.
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Figure 7.2: Photograph of the experimental setup.
A BG37 filter (no transmission for λ < 300 nm) is applied in the LIF channel, whereas,
in the Mie channel a 266 nm band pass filter is used. The gain of the intensifier is fixed to
8. Images are spatially separated (to avoid overlapping issues of the Mie and LIF images
simultaneously detected) by adjusting accurately the orientation of the mirrors M4 and
M5 (see Fig.7.1). The detection acceptance angle of the collection optics equals 2.5◦.
This dual imaging set up was originally presented by Le Gal (1999) an illustration is
given in Fig.7.1 with a photography in Fig.7.2.
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A second optical path is also installed (by positioning the mirror M1 on the initial laser
sheet path) to measure the intensity transmission of the laser sheet through the spray (for
this measurement, the nozzle is rotated around its vertical axis with an angle of 90◦ from
its original position). Figure 7.3 shows the intensity profile of the laser sheet before and
after crossing the spray along the central axis. It is seen from Fig.7.3(a) that the light
intensity is reduced with increasing the water pressure of injection from 1.5 to 28 bars.
The transmission of light is lower in the near nozzle region and reaches a minimum value
of ∼0.2 at pi = 28 bars (Fig.7.3(b)). The relatively large detection acceptance angle
(θa = 2.5◦) and the forward nature nature of the droplets (g=0.87) introduces errors in the
deduction of the optical depth. From the Beer-Lambert law, a transmission I f /Ii of 0.2
gives an optical depth of 1.6. In fact, due to the multiple scattering contribution, this value
can be estimated to be over 2. The scattering of light within the presented spray falls then
in the early intermediate single-to-multiple scattering regime. Explanation regarding the
correction of Beer-Lambert predictions are provided in subsection 8.4.
Figure 7.3: Measurement of the intensity transmission of the laser sheet. (a) shows the vertical
profile of the laser sheet and (b) is the transmission ratio I f /Ii.
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Figure 7.4: Mie images at various pressure of injection. (a) are single shots whereas (b) corre-
sponds to the averaged images of 100 single shots.
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Figure 7.5: LIF images at various pressure of injection. (a) are single shots whereas (b) corre-
sponds to the averaged images of 100 single shots.
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The experimental Mie images are presented in Fig.7.4 at various water pressure of injec-
tion (between pi=1.5 bars and pi=28 bars). In Fig.7.4(a) single shot images are shown
whereas in Fig.7.4(b) averaged images of 100 shots are shown. By increasing pi the size
of droplets decreases, whereas their concentration increases. The spray becomes denser
making multiple scattering stronger. The image details becomes blurred. The surround-
ing brightness on each images gives an indication to the amount of multiply scattered
light detected. It is also seen that below 4 bars the breakup of the conical liquid sheet
occurs a few millimeters from the nozzle tip; above this pressure it occurs promptly on
exit.
Figure 7.5 shows the LIF experimental images obtained at different water pressure (be-
tween pi=1.5 bars and pi=28 bars). In Fig.7.5(a) single shot images are shown whereas
in Fig.7.5(b) averaged images of 100 shots are presented. As the LIF signal is volume
dependant, the maximum light intensity is detected in the near nozzle region at low injec-
tion pressure, due to the presence of large liquid elements. The brightness of the diffused
light observed on the Mie images at high pi does not occur here. The LIF images are,
then, less affected by the presence of multiply scattered photons. However, the light
intensity is strongly attenuated along the laser sheet path when increasing pi. The LIF
images present better contrast when compared to the Mie images, with distinct separa-
tion between the liquid and gas phases. However, the LIF light intensity detected is much
lower, resulting into a lower SNR.
The Root Mean Square (RMS) of the averaged Mie and LIF images is given in appendix
C, Fig.C.3. RMS images offer a measurement of the light intensity fluctuations. They
highlight the variations of droplets position, and in the same time, they remove the fairly
constant intensity detected from multiple scattering. RMS images present, then, inter-
esting features which probably should be further investigated and applied to laser sheet
imaging.
7.1.2 Monte Carlo simulation
The data required for the MC simulation is the the extinction coefficient µe and the
droplets diameter D. A two-dimensional mapping of the extinction coefficient is ap-
proximated using the experimental LIF images combined with the measurement of the
light sheet intensity transmission. The process is illustrated in Fig.7.6 and explained as
follows.
Two averaged (over 100 single shots) LIF images are considered. In the first image the
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initial horizontal axis of the spray is orientated at 0◦ angle with the axis of the laser sheet;
whereas, in the second case this orientation is 180◦. In other words, the spray is illu-
minated from one side on the first image and from the other side and the second image.
The two images are added and averaged (see Fig.7.6(a)). This bidirectional illumination
technique, which was presented by Sick and Stojkovic (2001) and Talley et al (1996),
allows correcting partially the images from attenuation issues along the laser path. From
the LIF corrected images, the number of photons k(n) recorded per pixel is assumed to
be proportional to the LVF. Assuming that a medium contains only droplets of identi-
cal extinction cross-section (all droplets are of same size), the light intensity recorded
becomes then proportional to the number density of droplets and to the extinction coeffi-
cient. From these assumptions, it is considered that the 2D light intensity mapping of the
corrected LIF images gives intensity values linearly related to the value of the extinction
coefficient. If all pixels have the same extinction coefficient µe along the horizontal axis,
the value of µe is deduced from the transmission I f /Ii as:
I f
Ii
= e−µe·L =⇒ µe = −
ln(I f /Ii)
L
(7.1.1)
where L is the total distance crossed by the laser sheet. If now pixels are characterized
by various extinction coefficients as illustrated Fig.7.6(c) for 3 pixels, it is deduced that
the transmission equals:
I f
Ii
=
I1
Ii
· I2
I1
· I f
I2
= e−µe1·lp · e−µe2·lp · e−µe3·lp = e−(µe1+µe2+µe3)·lp (7.1.2)
The sum of the extinction coefficients becomes then:
n=3∑
n=1
µe(n) = − ln(I f /Ii)lp ∝
n=3∑
n=1
k(n) (7.1.3)
where lp is the length of a single pixel. From the previous considerations, the sum of the
extinction coefficients µe(n) is finally assumed to be proportional to the sum of the number
of photon per pixel k(n) of the corrected LIF image.
By measuring the transmission I f /Ii along the light sheet (see Fig.7.6(b) and Fig7.3)
the value of the scattering coefficient can then be redistributed within each pixel. A 2D
mapping of µe is finally extracted and results are presented in Appendix C, Fig.C.1 at low
and high water pressure of water injection.
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Figure 7.6: Two-dimensional deduction of the extinction coefficient: First the LIF images are
corrected from attenuation (a), then the measurement of the transmission is performed (b) and
finally µe(n) is deduced for each pixel n as a function of the light intensity k(n).
The deduction of the droplet diameters for the MC simulation is performed from PDA ex-
perimental data. At pi=7 bars, the concentration of droplet remains relatively low, allow-
ing reliable measurements. The geometrical mean diameter of the droplets is measured
every 2 mm vertically and horizontally, downstream the nozzle tips using a 3-component
Dantec PDPA system. The setup is configured to operate in 30◦ forward scatter mode.
The launch optics are adjusted for a focal length of 600 mm and positioned so that the
beams crossed over the centre of the rig. The 2D surface probed corresponds to the one
crossed by the laser sheet during the dual Mie/LIF imaging experiment. It is found that
the mean droplets diameter ranges from 5 µm up to 38 µm with position within the spray
(Fig.data2(b)). The global mean diameter, averaged over the full plane, is 25 µm (assum-
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ing a 266 nm wavelength the resulted anisotropy factor g equals 0.87 - see Fig.4.9). Due
to the lack of spatial resolution, these data have been redistributed using a 2D mapping
of SMD previously measured by Le Gal (1999) for the same injector running under same
operating conditions. Even if this approach is not exact, it provides a high spatial resolu-
tion required for the MC simulation. The 2D mapping of the estimated droplet diameters
is given in Fig.7.7(b) with the 2D mapping of the extinction coefficient in Fig.7.7(a).
Figure 7.7: Spatial distribution of the extinction coefficient (a) and of the geometrical mean
droplet diameter (b) through the central plane of the hollow cone spray. By rotating the data
around the central vertical axis MC input data are generated in 3D.
The data used in the computational model is in the form of a 2D half plane as shown
in Fig.7.7. The spray is assumed symmetrical and the full 3D structure is initially con-
structed in the model by rotating the data around the vertical axis. The final 3D simulated
volume is divided into cubic cells characterized by a given µe and D. Each pixel on
Fig.7.7 represents a square area with 220 µm side and the cubic cells assumed in the MC
model have the same side length. Figure 7.8 is a schematic of the MC simulation. The
dimensions of the full simulated volume are 20 mm X 20 mm X 15 mm. The laser sheet
is assumed monochromatic at 266 nm and crosses the scattering medium in the middle
of the spray.
In the simulation, the laser sheet is 1 mm wide and 15 mm high with a flat distribution
of light intensity. Droplets are considered spherical and non-absorbing with a refractive
index of 1.4+0.0i. The detection area is one of the faces of the scattering volume parallel
to the laser sheet (Fig.7.8). The detector acceptance angle is set to θa = 2.5◦. With
this angle a large number of photons are required to obtain good statistics and 5 billion
photons are sent. In each cell of the simulated volume, the average diameter of drops
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Figure 7.8: Illustration of the MC simulation. The optical properties of the spray are distributed
within the 3D using homogeneous elementary cubic cells.
is given. Instead of taking the exact scattering phase function related to this average
diameter, an approximate phase function is chosen using the method M2 described and
verified in section 6.3. However in the present case, the incident light wavelength is 266
nm (instead of 532 nm) and the droplet size ranges between 1 and 100 µm (instead of
2-200 µm).
7.1.3 Comparison discussion
Figure 7.9 shows the divergences between the experimental Mie image and the simulated
MC image. The laser light sheet enters on the left hand side of the image and leaves
on the right. It can be seen that when all detected photons are included (Fig.7.9(a)), the
basic spray structure of the simulated image agrees well with the experimental image
(Fig.7.9(b)) even if some differences on the light intensity distribution can be noticed.
These differences are explained by several factors: Firstly the restricted number of pho-
tons computed compromises the definition of the MC image. Secondly data used in the
simulation are symmetrical around the spray axis, whereas real sprays of this type are
known to be asymmetric by up to 15% in mass flow rate. Thirdly, input MC data of both
the scattering coefficient and the droplet size have been approximated. The lack of ac-
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curacy in the input data does not allow reaching a simulated image with a light intensity
distribution equals to the experimental image as presented in section 6.2.1. Finally the
experimental intensity profile distribution has been approximated in the simulation to a
flat laser sheet. By considering the real laser sheet profile (see Fig.6.10, section 6.2.1)
more realistic simulation would be obtained.
Figure 7.9: Comparison between the simulated (a) and experimental (b) images for the planar
Mie imaging of a hollow cone water spray. (c) and (d) are also results of MC simulation: (c)is
generated from the singly scattered detected photons only and (d) is generated by removing the
multiply scattered light outside of the laser sheet plane.
By taking into account all these factors the spatial resolution of MC images will reach
the one obtain in experimental images allowing an accurate comparison of both images.
Figure7.9(c) is an image generated by numerically filtering Fig.7.9(a) to include only
singly scattered photons. It is seen that most of the detected photons are positioned on
the left hand side of the spray (the side on which the laser sheet enters). Singly scattered
light intensity is strongly reduced on the right edge of the spray image. However, as
many of the scattering events are forwards scattering events with low angular deviations,
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the structure and direction of the light sheet is largely preserved, and the right part of the
spray can be clearly observed in Fig.7.9(a) and (b). It is seen that for single scattering the
maximum number of detected photons per pixel is ∼60 counts/pixel; whereas, with both
single and multiple scattering the maximum is ∼250 counts/pixel. Only 24% of the total
number of detected photons has been singly scattered. The traditional assumption that
all detected photons have been scattered only once, and carry information about single
droplets only, is questionable. Multiple scattering occurring is dominant (76%) even for
a spray assumed dilute and in which PDA measurements are possible.
The experimental Mie images compared to the simulated results clearly introduce in-
fluence of multiple scattering in the detection (only ∼30% of the detected photons cor-
respond to single light scattering intensity). From these results, it is deduced that the
quantitative analysis and post processing of input data can be performed for the further
reverse MC modelling. However, it is admitted from the results obtained in section 6.2.3
that if the exact input data could be incorporated within the MC mode, the distribution of
the intensity profile would be equal to the distribution find in the experimental images in
a same manner that results found in section 6.2.
7.2 Crossed source-detector geometry analysis for spray
diagnostics
The aim of this study is to describe the variation of light intensity of several scattering or-
ders, depending on the value of fundamental parameters. These parameters are the detec-
tion acceptance angle, the optical depth, the scattering process (isotropic or anisotropic)
and the source-detector geometry. From this investigation, the deduction of the most ef-
ficient source-detector configurations for the detection of single light scattering intensity
is presented. Such optimization is an initial and fundamental step in the development and
improvement of new optical spray diagnostics.
7.2.1 Description of the MC simulations
The geometry of the simulations is previously presented and investigated analytically in
section 6.1. An illustration is given in Fig.7.10: (a) is the source-detector configuration
in 3D; (b) and (c) present a 2D view from the (XY) plan with respectively h > 0 and
h = 0. The view from the (XZ) plan is seen in (d) with β = 0◦ and in (e)with β < 0◦.
The scattering medium is considered as a cubic and homogeneous volume of dimension
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L = 50 mm. For each detected photon the scattering order and the distance h from the
incident beam is stored in a data file. The intensity of different scattering orders is then
determined by the number of photons recorded and can be plotted as a function of h.
It is demonstrated in section 6.1, that the MC code agrees very well with the analytical
approach for the measurement of I(2)(h) considering isotropic scattering and an angle β
of 90◦.
Figure 7.10: Geometry of the simulation: (a) is the 3D configuration, (b)-(c) are seen from the
(XY) plane showing the variation of h and (d)-(e) present a view from the (XZ) plane for different
values of β.
In this section, fundamental optical parameters are investigated with their effects on the
detection of the light intensity at various scattering order n. These parameters are:
• The optical depth OD.
• The scattering process: isotropic or anisotropic.
• The detection acceptance angle θa.
• The source-detector angle β.
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The first part of the section concerns only the isotropic scattering case. In the second part
the MC simulations are performed with an anisotropic phase function based on spherical
droplets of 15 µm diameter. This phase function was deduced from the Lorenz-Mie
Theory considering a realistic spray problem. Detailed information is provided in section
7.2.3. Different scattering coefficient have been considered ranging from µs = 0.04 mm−1
to µs = 0.18 mm−1. Considering the dimension of the cube (50 mm side), the resulting
optical depth ranges then from from 2 to 9 which is characteristic of the intermediate
scattering regime.
7.2.2 Results and analysis for isotropic scattering
In all results presented here, the crossed source-detector geometry is based on an angle β
of 90◦ and the scattering process is assumed isotropic.
Fig.7.11 shows the effect of the detection acceptance angle on the total detected intensity
as a function of h. For each detection acceptance angle, the intensity has been normal-
ized to 1 at the maximum value of I(tot) found at h = 0. Two optical depths have been
considered: In (a) OD = 2 and in (b) OD = 8. In both case, the decreasing of the light
intensity with respect to the distance h is more important for small θa than large θa.
Figure 7.11: Normalized total intensity versus h. The symbols represents different values of the
detector numerical aperture. In (a) the optical depth is fixed to 2; whereas, in (b) the optical depth
equals 8. The source-detector angle, β, is fixed to 90◦.
When OD = 2 (Fig.7.11 (a)), the total intensity reduces quickly (at small θa) for the
first values of h where the first and the second scattering order both dominate the de-
tected signal. By increasing h, the single scattering is, at some point, not detected and
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the contribution of large scattering orders appears more clearly, making the curve de-
crease suddenly though smoothly. The transition point where the single light scattering
is no longer detected can be visualized on the graph where the curves start to decrease
smoothly. This feature appears to be less evident at large θa where the single scattering is
still detected for large h.
When OD = 8 (Fig.7.11 (b)), the single scattering no longer dominates the signal and
the transition point from which the single light intensity is not detected cannot be seen.
The effect of the detection acceptance angle on the variation of the total light intensity
detected becomes insignificant and the decrease of I(tot) as a function of h is found to be
continuously smooth even for small θa.
Figure 7.12: Normalized intensity of different scattering orders versus h: (a) single light scatter-
ing, (b) double scattering, (c) triple scattering, (d) fifth-order scattering. The symbols represents
different values of the detector numerical aperture. The source-detection angle, β, is fixed to 90◦
and the optical depth equals 2.
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In Fig.7.12, the independent contribution of the first, second, third and fifth scattering
orders are depicted. The effect of the detection acceptance angle on the detected intensi-
ties of different scattering orders was investigated at OD = 2. Once again, each intensity
curve is normalized.
In Fig.7.12 (a) and (b) it can be seen that single and double light scattering are strongly
dependent on acceptance angle. The reduction of I(1) and I(2) in respect with the distance
h is considerably more important for small θa than for large θa. On the contrary, for higher
scattering oder such as I(3) (Fig.7.12 (c)) and I(5) (Fig.7.12 (d)), the effect of the detection
acceptance angle is clearly reduced. This can be explained by considering the trajectories
of the photons packets between the source and detector. For single and double scattering,
in order to enter a detector with a small acceptance angle these trajectories are clustered
into a compact locus. The locus of trajectories with high orders of scattering will be less
compact.
The relative intensity I(n)/I(tot) contributed by different scattering orders n is plotted as a
function of detector acceptance angle in Fig.7.13. The distance h = 0 and the optical
depth equals 2 in (a) and 8 in (b).
For OD = 2 (Fig.7.13 (a)), single scattering dominates at small θa and reaches a maxi-
mum value of 83% for θa = 2◦. By extrapolating the curve to the ideal case θa = 0◦, it can
be approximated that I(1) equals ∼ 92 of the total detected signal. As expected, the con-
tribution of single scattering decreases with increasing detector aperture. This decrease
is important at small θa, becomes smooth for θa > 20◦ and reaches a minimum value
of I(1) = 32% at θa = 90◦. The contribution of single and multiple (double plus higher
orders) scattering becomes equal at a detector acceptance angle of 15◦. For θa > 15◦ mul-
tiple scattering dominates the detected signal. With increasing θa, the detector collects
scattered light from an increasing volume of the medium outside the cylindrical source
beam where only multiple scattering occurs. The respective scattering order 2,3 and 5 all
increase with θa. The light intensity of the 10th scattering order almost equals zero and
is insignificant in the graph. The effects of acceptance angle becomes more and more
negligible as larger scattering orders are considered. Finally, these results demonstrate
that even at relatively low optical depth the amount of multiply scattered light detected
can dominate if the acceptance angle is large.
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Figure 7.13: Relative intensity of each scattering order as a function of the detection acceptance
angle at h = 0 and β = 90◦. In (a) the optical depth is fixed to 2; whereas, in (b) the optical depth
equals 8.
For OD = 8 (Fig.7.13 (b)), it can be seen that the contribution of the single scattering
no longer dominates and reaches a maximum value of 6% for θa = 2◦. By extrapolating
the curve to the ideal case θa = 0◦, I(1) can be approximated as reaching ∼ 12% of the
total detected signal. It is thus deduced that slight changes of small acceptance angles
(θa < 10◦) have a major effect on the amount of detected single scattering. On the
contrary, a change of θa for θa > 20◦ does not affect the ratio I(1)/I(tot) which remains
equals to ∼ 1.3%. The scattering orders 2 and 3 decrease smoothly with θa. The 5th
scattering order increase until θa = 10◦ and then decrease for larger acceptance angles.
The dominant scattering order seen on the graph corresponds to n = 10. It is deduced that
even for an ideal detection case, the amount of single scattering detected remains very
poor when assuming such optical depth.
The influence of the optical depth on the detection of different scattering orders n where
n = {1, 2, 3, 5, 10} is illustrated in Fig.7.14 using the semi-analytical MC approach (see
section 6.1.2). The ratio of the intensity of the (nth) order of scattering to the total light
intensity is plotted at h=0 for the perfect case of the detection where θa = 0◦. For n = 1,
this ratio decreases monotonically with increasing OD. At OD=2, the amount of single
scattering detected reaches ∼90%. This result agrees well with those previously presented
in Fig.7.13 demonstrating good agreement between the standard and semi-analytical MC
codes. The contribution of multiple scattering dominates for OD > 5.3 when the single
scattering is less than 50%. At OD = 8, the intensity orders from 2 to 10 becomes very
similar. This illustrates the transition from the intermediate to the multiple scattering
regime where the light transport can be described by the diffusion approximation. Such
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results agree well with the ones given by Bizheva et al(Bizheva 1998).
Figure 7.14: Relative intensity for different scattering orders as a function of the optical depth at
h = 0 and β = 90◦. Results are produced via the semi-numerical MC code assuming the perfect
case of detection with θa = 0◦. In (b) the maximum value of the ratio I(n)/I(tot) is set to 0.14 in
order to highlight the contribution of the higher scattering orders.
• Conclusions f or isotropic scattering with β = 90◦:
• At low optical depths, the contribution of I(1) to the total detected light intensity is
important. Small acceptance angles increase this contribution in an important manner
(Fig.7.13).
• By increasing h, the contribution of I(1) tends to be null. For large θa, this contribution
becomes null at large h and for small θa this contribution becomes null at small h (7.12
(a)).
• The transition point where I(1) is no longer detected is noticeable only at low optical
depth (Fig.7.11).
• The detection acceptance angle has a crucial effect on the detection of the single and
double light intensity at different distances, h, (Fig.7.12 (a) and (b)). For higher scatter-
ing orders, the value of θa does not contribute consequently to the variation of the light
intensity as a function of h (Fig.7.12 (c) and (d)).
• At high optical depths all scattering orders give an “equal” contribution to the total
signal detected (Fig.7.14). In this case, the variation of the total light intensity is not
governed by the first two scattering orders and the changes of the total light intensity
with h are not affected anymore by θa (Fig.7.11 (b)).
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• Single scattering remains the dominant scattering order even at high optical depths
when assuming a perfect case of detection with θa = 0◦. However when OD > 5.3, 50%
of the signal becomes altered by multiple scattering (Fig.7.14).
7.2.3 Results and analysis for anisotropic scattering
In the next presented simulations, the scattering phase function is deduced from spherical
droplets of 15 µm in diameter. This phase function is calculated using the LMT from
a realistic case of spray diagnostic: The source wavelength (assumed monochromatic)
is 532 nm, the refractive index of the droplet is 1.4+0.0i, and the refractive index of
the surrounding medium is 1+0.0i. The resultant factor of anisotropy, g, of the phase
function equals 0.818. Such scattering properties are representative of droplets found
within sprays of hydrocarbon fuel in air. Similarly to the results presented previously for
the isotropic scattering, the crossed source-detector geometry is, in this subsection, based
on an angle β of 90◦.
Figure 7.15: Normalized total intensity versus h. The symbols represents different values of the
detector numerical aperture. In (a) OD = 2; whereas, in (b) OD = 7 (β is fixed to 90◦ in (a) and
(b)).
Fig.7.15 shows the effect of the detection acceptance angle on the total detected intensity
as a function of h. For each detection acceptance angle, the intensity is normalized to 1
at the maximum value of I(tot) found at h = 0. Two optical depths have been considered:
In (a) OD = 2 and in (b) OD = 7. In both cases, the decrease in the light intensity with
respect to distance h is more important for small θa than large θa.
When OD = 2 (Fig.7.15 (a)), the total intensity is attenuated quickly for the first values
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of h and at small θa. In these conditions, both the first and the second scattering order
dominate the detected signal.
The transition point where the single light scattering is no longer detected, can once again
be visualized on the graph where the curves suddenly decrease smoothly. This smooth
decreasing corresponds to the contribution of the higher scattering orders only. However,
the transition is not as evident as for the isotropic scattering (see Fig.7.11 (a)).
When OD = 7 (Fig.7.15 (b)), the higher scattering orders (between 5 and 9) dominate.
The transition point from which the single light intensity is no longer detected cannot,
then, be observed on the curves. The effect of the detection acceptance angle is here less
important than for OD = 2.
Figure 7.16: Normalized intensity of different scattering orders versus h: (a) single light scatter-
ing, (b) double scattering, (c) triple scattering, (d) fifth-order scattering. The symbols represents
different values of the detector numerical aperture with β fixed to 90◦ and OD = 2.
In Fig.7.16, the independent contribution of the first, second, third and fifth scattering
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orders are depicted. The effect of the detection acceptance angle on the normalized in-
tensities of different scattering orders are investigated at OD = 2.
It is observed from Fig.7.16 that the first, second, third and fifth scattering orders are all
dependent on the detection acceptance angle. However, this dependence reduces gradu-
ally by increasing the scattering order n. When comparing the Fig.7.16 (c) with Fig.7.12
(b), it is noticed that the behaviour of I(3), for anisotropic scattering, is similar to I(2), for
isotropic scattering. Fig.7.16 (d) shows that even for the fifth scattering order, the light
intensity (I(5)) as a function of h remains strongly dependant on θa. Note that for isotropic
scattering, the detection of I(5) as a function of h is, on the contrary, unaffected by the
value of θa (as shown in the last subsection in Fig.7.12 (d)).
The relative intensity I(n)/I(tot) contributed by different scattering orders n is plotted as
a function of the detector acceptance angle in Fig.7.17. The distance h equals 0 and
the optical depth ranges from 2 to 7. It can be seen that the intensities I(2), I(3) and I(5)
dominates the detected signal at respective OD = 2, OD = 3 and OD = 5 (Fig.7.17
(a), (b) and (d)). This characteristic seems to be caused by the highly forward scattering
property of the phase function.
For isotropic scattering, the contribution of single scattering intensity decreases con-
tinuously when increasing the optical depth and/or the detection acceptance angle (see
Fig.7.13). For anisotropic scattering a more complex behaviour can be noticed:
By increasing the optical depth and keeping a constant value of θa, the intensity of each
scattering order, such as n > 2, increases until a maximum value and then decrease con-
tinuously (see also Fig.7.18). A good example is the contribution of the third and the fifth
scattering order which both initially increase and then decrease with OD. The single and
double light scattering both decrease when OD is successively set from 2 to 7. This is
explained by the fact that the double light scattering has already reached his maximum
contribution at OD = 2; whereas, for the singly scattered light, its maximum contribution
oocurs when OD tends to zero.
When I(n) decreases with OD the effect of the acceptance angle is described as follows:
In the range 2◦ < θa < 15◦, the contribution of I(n) decreases with increasing θa. In
the range 15◦ < θa < 40◦, the contribution of I(n) increases (even for n = 1). Finally at
θa > 40◦, the amount of I(n) becomes constant.
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Figure 7.17: Relative intensity of each scattering order as a function of the detection acceptance
angle at h = 0 and β = 90◦. The optical depth ranges from 2 (in (a)) to 7 (in (b)).
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When I(n) increases with OD, the effect of the acceptance angle is inverted:
In the range 2◦ < θa < 15◦, the contribution of I(n) increases with increasing θa. In the
range 15◦ < θa < 40◦, the contribution of I(n) decreases. Finally, at θa > 40◦, the amount
of I(n) becomes constant.
The influence of the optical depth on the detection of different scattering orders where
n = {1, 2, 3, 5, 10} is illustrated in Fig.7.18 for the acceptance angles θa = 2◦ in (a)
and θa = 10◦ in (b). For an acceptance angle of 2◦, it is seen that the amount of single
scattering detected equals 27% at OD = 2 and reduces monotonically to 0.4% at OD = 7
(Fig.7.18 (a)). By increasing the acceptance angle to θa = 10◦, the amount of single
scattering detected at OD = 2 is divided by 2 and reaches ∼ 14% (Fig.7.18 (b)). It is
also noticed that, similarly to the first scattering order, the contribution of the second
scattering order intensity is also reduced. Only the contribution of greater orders, for n =
3, 5 and 10, increases when θa is equals to 10◦.
Figure 7.18: Relative intensity of each scattering order as a function of the optical depth at h = 0
and β = 90◦. In (a) θa = 2◦ and in (b) θa = 10◦.
For the anisotropic scattering case, the single scattering intensity reaches a maximum of
27% compared to 83% for isotropic scattering in the same conditions (Fig.7.13 (a)). This
clearly demonstrates the impact of the phase function on the detection geometry. The
diameter of the particles considered here, is D = 15µm, and the Mie phase function for
these conditions shows a strong forward scattering lobe. As a consequence, the proba-
bility for a photon to remain in the same direction after a scattering event is high. At
very narrow acceptance angles, the light intensity detected comes mainly from multiple
scattering events occurring mainly within the volumes V1 or V2 (see Fig.7.10); similarly,
the single scattering light detected takes place only at the intersection of V1 with V2.
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If a photon is initially scattered in the direction of the detector, it is unlikely that any
other scattering events occurring between this first scatter and the detector will deviate
the photon’s trajectory enough to prevent detection due to the high probability of forward
scattering. Thus, intensity of double and triple scattering detected increases.
• Conclusions f or anisotropic scattering with β = 90◦:
• At low optical depths, the contribution of I(1) to the total detected light intensity reaches
a maximum value of 27% for θa = 2◦, compared to 35% for the double light scattering
intensity (Fig.7.17 (a)).
• By increasing the distance h, the contribution of I(1) tends to null. Similarly to isotropic
scattering, for large θa, this contribution becomes null at large h and for small θa this
contribution becomes null at small h (Fig.7.16 (a)).
• The transition point where I(1) is no longer detected can be only noticed at low optical
depth (Fig.7.15). However, this transition is not as clearly defined than as for isotropic
scattering (Fig.7.11 (a)).
• The acceptance angle contributes to the variation of both the low (first, second) and
high (third, fifth) scattering orders with h even if this contribution reduces with increasing
scattering order n (Fig.7.16).
• When increasing the optical depth, each scattering order becomes successively domi-
nant (Fig.7.17 and Fig.7.18).
• Single scattering is never the dominant scattering order for any OD superior or equal
to 2. The detection of I(1) is optimized for θa close to 0. For θa = 15◦ the amount of I(1)
detected is the least.
• For an anisotropic scattering process with high factor of anisotropy (close to 1), the
geometry proposed with β = 90◦, is not appropriated for the optimum detection of the
single light scattering intensity.
7.2.4 Comparisons and discussion
A comparison between isotropic and anisotropic scattering is presented in Fig.7.19 for
the case of a “global” detection and for the perpendicular detection with β = 90◦. The
“global” detection corresponds to the detection of all photons exiting the scattering cube.
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In other words, all faces of the scattering cube are considered as detectors with an accep-
tance angle equal to 90◦. For the detection with β = 90◦, the acceptance angle θa is fixed
to 2◦ on a surface of 1 mm2 similarly to the previous simulations.
Figure 7.19: Comparison between the ”global” detection and the detection at 90◦. Isotropic and
anisotropic scattering (for fuel droplets of D = 15 µm) have both been considered.
In Fig.7.19, (a) the first scattering order remains the dominant order even at high optical
depth such as OD = 8. This feature seems to be typical of a turbid medium characterized
by particles respecting individually an isotropic scattering process.
On the contrary, in Fig.7.19 (b) the first scattering order does not remain dominant and
the successive second, third, fourth, etc orders becomes successively dominant when
increasing OD. For OD = 7, it is seen that the major scattering order is equal to 6. This
features seems to be typical of a turbid medium characterized by particles respecting
individually a highly forward anisotropic scattering process. In our case these particles
are fuel drops of 15 µm.
Contrary to the detection at β = 90◦, ballistic photons are detected in the global detec-
tion. It can be thus noticed that the contribution of the scattering order 0 (corresponding
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to ballistic photons) is superior than 0 in the global detection, especially at OD=2. In
Fig.7.19 (c) and (d), ballistic photons cannot be detected due to the perpendicular con-
figuration and P(0) = 0. When comparing Fig.7.19 (c) with (a), it can be noticed that the
detection of single scattering is largely increased when using the perpendicular crossed
source-detector configuration. However, at high OD this configuration does not help the
detection of single scattering due to the strong backscattering of the single scattered light
at large OD. A comparison between Fig.7.19 (b) and (d) shows that a similar amount of
single scattering is detected for both cases of detection. These results demonstrate once
again that the geometry used with β = 90◦ does not present any clear advantages for the
case of anisotropic scattering.
The effect of the source-detector intersection angle, β, on the detection of single scattering
is investigated in Fig.7.20 (a) with an acceptance angle of 2◦ and OD = 2. The results
are given for isotropic scattering and for two different anisotropic phase functions based,
respectively, on droplets of 1 µm and 15 µm in diameter. The phase function of the 1 µm
droplets has been calculated with the same conditions than that deduced for 15 µm (the
source is 532 nm and the droplet refractive index is 1.4+0.0i - see subsection 7.2.3).
Figure 7.20: Effect of the source-detector angle β on the single scattering detection at h = 0
with an acceptance angle θa of 2◦. (a) is the amount of single scattering, I1/Itot, detected versus
the source detector angle, β, and (b) is the total intensity detected versus β. Both isotropic and
anisotropic scattering (for spherical fuel droplets of 1 µm and 15 µm) are considered.
The fraction of the total intensity contributed by single scattering, I(1)/I(tot), as a function
of β is plotted Fig.7.20 (a). It can be seen that for isotropic scattering, the fraction of
single scattering in the total detected signal is insensitive to β and remains between 80%
and 95%. On the contrary, the effect of β on the detection of single scattering is highly
significant for anisotropic scattering. It can be seen in this case that forward scattering (β
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close to 0◦) and back scattering detection (β close to 180◦) are most efficient for the detec-
tion of single scattering intensity. For particles of 15 µm diameter, the single scattering
intensity detected reaches 44% for β = 5◦ and 76% for β = 180◦.
The detection of single scattering using a forward detection angle (β = 0◦) is more ef-
ficient for small particles (88% of I1 with D = 1 µm) than for big particles (44% of I1
with D = 1 µm). With β = 90◦, single scattering intensity reaches only ∼30% for D = 15
µm, ∼50% for D = 1 µm but ∼85% for isotropic scattering. Thus perpendicular detec-
tion of the first scattering orders seems more appropriate for scattering processes close to
isotropic scattering. However, back scattering detection (β = 180◦) allows detection of a
high amount of single scattering for both isotropic and anisotropic cases: 84% of I1 with
D = 1 µm and 74% of I1 with D = 15 µm.
Fig.7.20 (b) shows the total intensity detected as a function of the source-detector angle,
β, for OD = 2. This total intensity reaches a maximum for the forward detection with
both anisotropic scattering processes considered. However, I(tot) is strong for isotropic
scattering at β = 90◦ as well as at forward and back scattering. Back scattering intensity
is strong for all three scattering processes investigated.
Figure 7.21: Results of I1/Itot versus the acceptance angle θa for anisotropic scattering with β =
10◦ and with the optical depths OD=2 and OD=8. Spherical fuel droplets of 1 and 15 µm are
considered.
Considering Fig.7.20 (a) and (b) together, it seems that forward scattering detection al-
lows detection of both a high fraction of single scattering and a strong total scattering
signal. It is possible to detect a signal that is very strongly dominated by single scattering
at near-forward and near-backward scatter. In the case of forward scattering, keeping
β greater than the acceptance angle avoids the detection of unscattered (ballistic) light.
From these results, the optimum angle β for the detection of single light scattering seems
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to be around 10◦ when considering scattering fuel droplets of 1 and 15 µm.
In Fig.7.21, we show the fraction contributed by single scattering for a low (OD = 2) and
high (OD = 8) scattering medium with anisotropic scattering and a source-detector angle
equal to 10◦. It can be seen that, if the particles are large the influence of acceptance angle
is not as strong. For OD = 8, the single scattering detection reaches a maximum of 30%
for particles of 1 µm in diameter versus only ∼2% for particles of 15 µm. These results
demonstrate once again the significance of the scattering phase function in the extraction
of single scattering.
C H A P T E R 8
General Results of Monte Carlo Simulations
THE MC simulation is an effective approach to various radiative problems and hascapabilities for a number of applications. In this chapter, four examples are pro-
vided.
The first example concerns the scattering of light by a single spherical particle positioned
in the middle of an empty cubic volume. Using the adequate scattering phase function of
the particle, the light intensity distributions is visualized in the forward, side, and back
direction of the far-field scattering region. The interference fringe separations and rings
of light, can be observed and analyzed from such simulations.
The second example is the investigation of image transfer within an homogeneous tur-
bid environment. The initial source of light is, here, not a laser beam but an illuminated
object. Experimental and simulated results are compared and a strategy of image recon-
struction is suggested. Such approach has potential applications to a large number of
visibility issues such as seeing through the fog, mist or clouds.
The third section is devoted to the propagation of ultra-short light pulses through various
scattering media. Time-resolved calculations of the light intensity exiting a scattering
volume on the forward, side and back directions are performed. Effects of optical depth,
detection acceptance angle and scattering phase function are shown. Investigations of this
type are fundamental in the development of future laser techniques based on time-gating
detection.
The final important application of MC simulation is the extrapolation of the Beer-Lambert
law for including the multiple scattering contribution. An effective procedure is suggested
in the last section.
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8.1 3D Investigation of light scattering by single spheri-
cal particles
The scattering of light by single spherical particles is investigated based on the LMT and
using the MC technique. A unique particle is positioned in the middle of an empty cubic
volume and lighted by a monochromatic coherent light source. The intensity profile of
the scattered light is recorded and plotted in 2D for the back, side and forward scattering
corresponding respectively to the back, side and front face of the cube (see Fig.8.1). This
section provide a clear visualization of the single scattering process.
• In the first subsection, four diameters of droplets typically encountered in fuel sprays
are considered. These diameters are D = 1 µm, D = 15 µm, D = 50 µm and D = 150
µm.
• In the second subsection, the total scattering representative of a collection of fuel
droplets is considered. Calculation of averaged phase functions are performed for the
four fuel droplet distributions. These distributions are employed in the investigation of
polydisperse scattering media, described in section 6.3, and are represented in Fig.6.30.
• In the last subsection, the four diameters D = 1 µm, D = 2 µm, D = 5 µm and
D = 20 µm of polystyrene microspheres are considered. These polystyrene spheres the
ones employed in Chapter 6.2 for the comparison with experimental results.
Figure 8.1: A single spherical droplet is positioned and illuminated in the middle of an empty
cubic volume. (a) is the schematic of the simulation and (b) is the 3D normalized intensity distri-
bution generated from the MC simulation.
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8.1.1 Scattering by a single fuel droplet
Figure 8.2: Polar scattering phase functions (logarithmic scale) with related table of optical char-
acteristics for single fuel droplets illuminated at 512 nm. In (a) D = 1 µm, in (b) D = 15 µm, in
(c) D = 50 µm and in (d) D = 150 µm.
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Figure 8.3: Relative intensity profile of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces for
the case (a) where D = 1 µm. Due to the large lobes of the scattering phase function, a diffused
disc of light is visualized on the front and back face, without any observable interference fringes
on the side face.
Figure 8.4: Relative intensity profile of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces
for the case (b) where D = 15 µm. Due to the narrow lobes of the scattering phase function, light
rings can be visualized on both the front and back face, with interference fringes on the side face.
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Figure 8.5: Relative intensity profile of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces for
the case (c) where D = 50 µm. For such droplet sizes, a significant forward pick is observable on
the scattering phase function making the level of light intensity largely superior at θ0=0◦ than for
any other direction.
Figure 8.6: Relative intensity profile of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces for
the case (d) where D = 150 µm. For such droplet sizes, a significant forward pick is observable
on the scattering phase function making the level of light intensity largely superior at θ0=0◦ than
for any other direction.
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8.1.2 Scattering from an averaged scattering phase-function from
various distributions of fuel droplets
Figure 8.7: Polar scattering phase functions (logarithmic scale) with related table of optical char-
acteristics. The phase functions representative of four Log-Normal droplet distributions are con-
sidered. These distributions are illustrated in Fig.6.30.
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Figure 8.8: Intensity of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces generated from a
single scattering phase function representative of a Log-Normal droplet distribution. D = 5 µm
and σ = 0.5 µm (10% of D). The distribution is given in Fig.6.30(a).
Figure 8.9: Intensity of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces generated from a
single scattering phase function representative of a Log-Normal droplet distribution. D = 5 µm
and σ = 4 µm (80% of D). The distribution is given in Fig.6.30(b).
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Figure 8.10: Intensity of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces generated from a
single scattering phase function representative of a Log-Normal droplet distribution. D = 40 µm
and σ = 4 µm (10% of D). The distribution is given in Fig.6.30(c).
Figure 8.11: Intensity of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces generated from a
single scattering phase function representative of a Log-Normal droplet distribution. D = 40 µm
and σ = 32 µm (80% of D) The distribution is given in Fig.6.30(d).
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8.1.3 Scattering by a single polystyrene sphere
Figure 8.12: Polar scattering phase functions (logarithmic scale) with related table of optical
characteristics for the polystyrene spheres illuminated at 800 nm. In (a) D = 1 µm, in (b) D = 2
µm, in (c) D = 5 µm and in (d) D = 20 µm.
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Figure 8.13: Relative intensity profile of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces
for the case (a) where D = 1 µm. Due to the large lobes of the scattering phase function, a diffused
disc of light is visualized on the front and back face, without any observable interference fringes
on the side face.
Figure 8.14: Relative intensity profile of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces
for the case (a) where D = 2 µm. Due to the large lobes of the scattering phase function, a diffused
disc of light is visualized on the front and back face. Some interference fringes can be observed
on the side face.
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Figure 8.15: Relative intensity profile of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces
for the case (c) where D = 5 µm. The forward pick start to be clearly observable on the scattering
phase function making the level of light intensity superior at θ0=0◦ than for any other directions.
Figure 8.16: Relative intensity profile of the scattered light on the front, side and forward faces
for the case (c) where D = 20 µm. At this droplet size, a significant forward pick is now observ-
able on the scattering phase function making the level of light intensity largely superior at θ0=0◦
than for any other directions.
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8.2 Image transfer through turbid media
In this section, the process of image transfer within a homogeneous monodisperse tur-
bid medium is studied. A blurred image of an object is experimentally recorded and
compared to the simulated image. An analysis based on the decomposition of the MC
image into a sum of images generated from individual scattering order is provided. Fi-
nally, a correction strategy is suggested and applied to the experimental image in order to
suppress the blurring effects caused by multiple scattering.
8.2.1 Image analysis
Figure 8.17: Experimental configuration: An object is lighted behind the scattering medium and
imaged via a EM-CCD camera.
The basics of the experiment consist in illuminating (at 800 nm) an object, which is
positioned behind a sample cell containing an homogeneous solution of monodisperse
polystyrene spheres. Similarly to the experiment described in subsection 6.2, the object
is imaged using a EM-CCD camera with a detection acceptance angle of the collection
optics sets to θa = 8.5◦. Only one solution of polystyrene spheres, with OD = 5 and
D = 20 µm, is used here. An illustration is provided Fig.8.17. The initial source of
light emitted from the object is simulated via the “source matrix method” described in
subsection 6.2.1. Figure 8.18 shows a comparison of simulated and experimental images.
In the experiment the illuminated object scatters light in all directions. However, in the
simulation the incident direction of photons is assumed to be unidirectional. This differ-
ence is responsible to a brighter image in the centre of the simulated image; whereas, the
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experimental image shows a more homogeneous distribution of light intensity over the
full imaged surface.
Figure 8.18: Comparison between the experimental and simulated images for an object illumi-
nated behind a scattering medium. The scattering medium is a sample containing a solution of
polystyrene spheres (D = 20 µm and OD = 5) in distilled water.
The contribution of each scattering order within the detected signal can be calculated
from MC simulation. Figure 8.19 shows this contribution from (n)=0 up to (n)=3. Images
from higher scattering orders are seen to be less fidel than images from lower scattering
orders. The ideal case of detection corresponds to the detection of ballistic photons only,
when no scattering event has occurred. The contribution of ballistic photons is, here, of
∼4.3%; whereas, the contribution of the third scattering order is of ∼17.5%.
Figure 8.19: Simulated contribution of each scattering order during the transfer. (a) is the image
from all detected scattering order, (b) is the ballistic image of the object and (c), (d) and (e) are
respectively the single, the second and third scattering orders.
As observed in the previous Chapter, the dominant scattering order remains close to the
value of the optical depth, for highly forward scattering particles. In the presented case,
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the scattering orders from 3 up to 7 (around 5) present the principal contribution to the
resultant image.
8.2.2 Correction procedure
Multiple scattering contribution can been calculated by summing the individual contri-
bution of each scattering order larger or equal to 2. By subtracting this contribution to
the simulated image, only ballistic and singly scattered photons are represented. In such
case, the new simulated image generated is corrected from blurring effects. This strat-
egy is also applied to the experimental image as seen in Fig.8.20. It is observed that the
corrected experimental image shows, after correction, a better contrast especially on the
edges of the imaged object. From these results, further investigations are now required to
accurately deduce the capability of this technique in removing the blurring effects from
experimental images.
Figure 8.20: Correction procedure to multiple scattering on the recorded experimental and sim-
ulated images. The multiple scattering contribution is calculated from MC simulation and sub-
tracted.
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8.3 Propagation of ultra-short laser pulses through tur-
bid media
At present, femtosecond laser pulses are employed to a variety of optical measurements.
In spray diagnostics, the capability of time-gated detection using ultra-fast pulses has
been recently demonstrated (Paciaroni 2004). The use of MC calculation to analyze the
propagation of such light pulses within turbid media is, then, of fundamental importance
in the optimization of modern instruments. This section is devoted to the simulation of
ultra-short pulses within various homogeneous scattering volumes.
8.3.1 MC simulation
In these simulations, polystyrene spheres of diameter D = 1 µm and D = 20 µm are
considered. The characteristics of the simulation are identical than those presented in
section 6.2.1. However, the detection acceptance angle is, here, of θa = 11.4◦. Photons
exiting the cubic volume through the front, side and back face with an incident angle
smaller than θa are recorded. The light pulse is assumed as a Dirac pulse and is assumed
to be infinitesimally small. Time-resolved measurements for various scattering orders are
also performed. A schematic of the simulation is given in Fig.8.21.
Figure 8.21: Simulated cubic volume of 10 mm length containing a solution of polystyrene mi-
crospheres. An ultra-short pulse of light crosses the medium along the Y axis. Time-resolved
calculations are performed from MC modelling on the front, back and side face of the face of
scattering volume. The detection acceptance angle is set to θa = 11.4◦.
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8.3.2 Results and discussion
Figure 8.22 shows the temporal profile of the pulse when exiting on the front, back and
side face of the simulated volume for 1 µm particle diameter assuming OD = 2 and
OD = 5. On the front face, at OD = 2, the amount of ballistic photons is clearly
dominant at the early time detection. By increasing OD to 5, the contribution to snake
photons becomes clearly visible, just after the arrival of ballistic photons, broadening the
detected signal of ∼5 ps. On the contrary, for the side and back detection, the increase of
OD does not contribute to any increase the width of the detected light pulse.
Figure 8.23 shows identical MC calculations, but for the 20 µm particles. Due to the
highly forward nature of the scattering phase function, the scattered and multiply-scattered
photons do not travel much larger distances than the ballistic photons. As a results, a high
pick of light intensity which include various scattering orders is detected on the front face,
even at OD = 5.
On back face, a constant decrease of photon number as a function of time of arrival can
be observed. Once again, the width of the pulse for backward and side detection is not
increased when considering larger OD. When comparing results from D = 1 µm with D
= 20 µm it is observed that differences occur mainly for the case of forward scattering
detection.
Figure 8.24 is a comparison between 1 µm and 20 µm particle size, for an optical depth
OD = 10. The effects of the scattering phase function on the temporal profile of the light
pulse are illustrated. As predicted, on the front face, a much wider pulse is seen when
considering more isotropic scattering phase function. In the same time, the ballistic pulse
cannot be visualized anymore for D = 1 µm. An interesting feature is seen for the
backward detection. For D = 20 µm the temporal curve decrease continuously with the
time. However, for D = 1 µm, an pick showing an increase of detected photons with the
time can be noticed. The temporal profile of the back scattered light pulse (which in our
case presented a similar width for D = 1 µm and D = 20 µm) gives, then, an indication on
the factor of anisotropy of the scattering particles. Finally, the pulse detected on the side
face does not show any major qualitative divergences between D = 1 µm and D = 20
µm.
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Figure 8.22: Simulated time-resolved calculations of a light pulse exiting on the front, back and
side face of the simulated volume for the 1 µm spheres at OD = 2 and OD = 5.
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Figure 8.23: Simulated time-resolved calculations of a light pulse exiting on the front, back and
side face of the simulated volume the 20 µm spheres at OD = 2 and OD = 5.
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Figure 8.24: Simulated time-resolved calculations of a light pulse exiting on the front, back and
side face of the simulated volume the 1 µm and 20 µm spheres at OD = 10.
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8.4 Extrapolation of the Beer-Lambert transmission to
multiple scattering
When considering a scattering system, the transmitted intensity, I f , equals the sum of the
non-scattered light intensity, Ib, from ballistic photons, plus the light intensity, Ims, from
scattered and multiply scattered photons:
I f = Ib + Ims (8.4.1)
Assuming that Ims is related to Ib by a coefficient k we have:
I f = Ib + k.Ib (8.4.2)
Here, k corresponds to the contribution of scattered and multiply scattered light over the
contribution of non-scattered light. The contribution of ballistic photon is defined by P(0)
and the contribution of scattered and multiply scattered photons equals P(tot) - P(0). For
a normalized distribution where P(tot) = 1, the multiply scattered photon contribution
becomes, 1 - P(0), and the coefficient k equals:
k =
1 − P(0)
P(0)
(8.4.3)
From Eq.8.4.3 it follows:
I f = Ib +
1 − P(0)
P(0)
· Ib (8.4.4)
By definition the Beer-Lambert law describes the exponential reduction of an incident
light intensity Ii along a line-of-sight, as a function of the optical depth. In highly scatter-
ing environments, some photons which are scattered away from the optical axis undergo
a succession of scattering events and are eventually redirected along the original path of
the incident light. Experimentally, the amount of multiply-scattered light detected in-
creases with the detection acceptance angle. The contribution of Ims is not considered in
the Beer-Lambert law, which applies only to the number of ballistic photons crossing the
scattering sample, such that:
Ib = Ii · e−OD (8.4.5)
By including Eq.8.4.5 in Eq.8.4.4 we obtain:
I f = Ii · e−OD + 1 − P(0)P(0) · Ii · e
−OD (8.4.6)
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Finally:
I f =
1
P(0)
· Ii · e−OD (8.4.7)
Here, the final light intensity calculated from the conventional Beer-Lambert law is in-
creased by the factor 1 / P(0) which is the inverse probability density of the ballistic
photon contribution.
Table 8.1: Deduction of the corrective factor 1/P(0) from the Monte Carlo calculations. The
corrected/modified Beer-Lambert transmission is compared with the simulated results and with
the experiment presented in subsection 6.2.2.
The results from the extrapolated Beer-Lambert law are compared in Table 8.1 with the
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experimental and simulated results for the transmission of the laser beam at various opti-
cal depths and detection acceptance angles. Good agreement is found between the simu-
lated and experimental results for the three optical depth OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10.
Figure 8.25: Corrective factor 1/P(0) as a function of the optical depth. Each value of 1/P(0) is
deduced via MC calculations for the intermediate scattering regime 1 < OD < 10. The red and
black lines correspond to the best fit of the calculated data.
The factor 1/P(0) is plotted in Fig.8.25 as a function of OD for the 1 µm and 5 µm
sphere diameters and for the detections acceptance angles θa = 1.5◦ and θa = 8.5◦. The
simulation data shows that 1/P(0) increases exponentially with α · ODβ. This increase
becomes more apparent at large detection acceptance angles and for scattering particles
which exhibit a dominant forward scattering lobe (larger particles). From these results
the Beer-Lambert relation can be modified and written such that the light intensity from
multiply scattered photons is considered:
I f = Ii.e−OD+α·OD
β
(8.4.8)
The coefficients α and β are related to the detection acceptance angle and to the particle
diameter D. The term −OD + α · ODβ is always negative implying α · ODβ < OD.
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Summary and Conclusion
MULTIPLE scattering of light within sprays and other complex turbid media hasbeen investigated by means of a computational model developed in-house. The
model is based on the MC technique and simulates the propagation of optical radiation
within scattering volumes, where both particle concentration and size distribution vary
strongly with position. The main results and achievements of this thesis are enumerated
as follows:
• A new and flexible MC code for light scattering in inhomogeneous polydisperse turbid
media has been designed. The model divides the entire simulated volume into elementary
homogeneous cubic cells. From such an approach, high variations of droplets number
density within 3D volumes can be taken into account. Both the size and number of cells
are flexible, and various spray geometries and structures can be constructed.
• Simulated results have shown excellent agreement with the analytical approach for the
case of isotropic scattering and homogeneous media. A source-detector geometry that
allows the intensity of single scattering to be measured separately from higher scattering
orders has been proposed and tested.
• A method to approximate the scattering phase function from different droplet sizes has
been presented and verified. This approach reduces the required memory space by ∼20
times, and is useful for to the study of inhomogeneous polydisperse media.
• The simulation of the exact experimental light source has been performed using an
input matrix array. The procedure is key to the validation of any MC model, where
experimental and simulated images have to be accurately compared.
• Comparisons between experimental and simulated results have demonstrated excellent
agreements for different solutions of monodisperse polystyrene spheres suspended in dis-
tilled water. Various configurations have been investigated by changing the properties of
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the scattering medium, (optical depth of 2, 5 and 10 - particles sizes of 1,2 5 and 20 µm)
and of the collection optics (forward or side detection - detection acceptance angles of
1.5◦ and 8.5◦). In all cases, the light intensity distribution provided from the MC model
is very close to the experimental results. The capability of the code to generate simulated
images with spatial resolution equal to those of the experimental images has also been
demonstrated.
• Analysis of different scattering orders in the intermediate scattering regime has been
carried out using a crossed source-detector geometry. The influence of the detector ac-
ceptance angle, θa, and of the source-detector angle, β, is shown quantitatively. The
best configuration for the detection of the relative singly scattered light is found to be at
β = 10◦ and with a detection acceptance angle as close as possible to 0◦. These investi-
gations were performed considering a homogeneous collection of fuel droplets.
• The transition from the single scattering regime to the multiple scattering regime does
not operate in the same manner for isotropic and anisotropic scattering. For isotropic
scattering, the single scattering order is always the dominant one, until all orders become
equal, when reaching high optical depths. On the contrary, when considering scattering
phase functions with highly forward scattering lobes (with an anisotropy factor close
to 1), the dominant scattering order changes from one to another as the optical depth
increases. It has been observed in this case, that the dominant scattering order and the
value of the optical depth are nearly the same.
• The presented MC code is not only applicable to spray diagnostics, and has also been
employed for a variety of studies. In one case the code was used to study the scattering of
light by single particles with detection in the far-field region. Another successful appli-
cation is the investigation of image transfer through scattering volumes and the analysis
of blurred images. Using the MC model, the reconstruction of an experimental object
hidden behind a scattering medium has been performed. Such an approach is particularly
promising for visibility issues such as imaging through the fog, mist or clouds. The third
presented application, concerns the transmission of femtosecond laser pulses through dif-
fusing media. It has been observed that the relative intensity of the ballistic light pulse
depends, especially, on the forward scattering nature of scattering phase function con-
sidered. The more forward scattering the particles, the less visible the ballistic photon
signal will be. Note that the detection acceptance angle and the optical depth, also play
a significant role in the final temporal profile of the detected laser pulse. The last appli-
cation of the MC model concerns the correction of the Beer-Lambert transmission from
the multiple scattering contribution.
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• To the author’s knowledge, no previous attempts have been made to simulate pho-
ton transport within inhomogeneous polydisperse sprays with comparison against exper-
imental results. This attempt has been successfully completed in this project showing that
the laser sheet images of a typical hollow cone spray are affected by ∼76% of multiply
scattered laser light. As PDA measurements were still operable under such conditions, it
has been deduced that most other sprays would encounter a superior amount of multiply
scattered light. These results demonstrate how serious the effects of multiple scattering
are in optical spray diagnostics. The use of computational models of the type developed
here is, then, of fundamental importance for the development and testing of new optical
instruments.
Recommendations for further work:
• Further improvements of the MC model could be performed. These improvements
concern the tracking of both the phase and polarization of light. Inelastic scattering could
also be considered and applied to the simulation of Laser Induce Fluorescence processes.
• A second important future work would be the modelling of the collection optics, in or-
der to realistically simulate different configurations of the experimental detection. Output
data of MC simulation could be used as an input source of a complementary ray-tracing
code, which would simulate the propagation of photons through various successive op-
tics.
• The transfer of image through turbid media via MC simulation has just been introduced
in the last chapter. The technique has revealed important capabilities in the analysis of
blurred images and requires further investigation.
• As shown within this dissertation, the combination of experimental measurements and
MC calculations allows quantification, analysis and correction of the multiple scattering
contribution for optical spray diagnostics. One promising future application concerns the
calculation of photon time-of-flight for the optimization of modern time-gated detection
based techniques. Another significant future work, would be the development of inverse
MC models for the determination of droplet characteristics (size distribution and concen-
tration with location) from the analysis of the scattered and multiply scattered radiation
measured experimentally.
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A P P E N D I X B
Polystyrene Spheres Solutions -
Complementary Data and Results
Figure B.1: Measured refractive indices of polystyrene microspheres as function of wavelength
(Ma et al 2003). (a) is the real part with the solid line as the fitting curve based on the Cauchy
dispersion formula. (b) is the imaginary part with the inset illustrated on a log-scale.
B-2 Polystyrene Spheres Solutions - Complementary Data and Results
Figure B.2: Side face experimental images at detection acceptance angle a θa = 1.5◦. Two
solutions of polystyrene spheres of 1 µm and 2 µm in diameter are considered at optical depths
OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The light intensity is normalized with the maximum intensity of
the incident laser beam.
Polystyrene Spheres Solutions - Complementary Data and Results B-3
Figure B.3: Side face experimental images at detection acceptance angle a θa = 1.5◦. Two
solutions of polystyrene spheres of 5 µm and 20 µm in diameter are considered at optical depths
OD = 2, OD = 5 and OD = 10. The light intensity is normalized with the maximum intensity of
the incident laser beam.
B-4 Polystyrene Spheres Solutions - Complementary Data and Results
Figure B.4: Front face simulated images at detection acceptance angle θa = 8.5◦ for the single
scattering detection. Solutions of polystyrene spheres of 1 µm and 2 µm diameter are considered
at various optical depths. 3 billions photons are sent. The intensity scale corresponds to the single
light scattering intensity detected divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity.
Polystyrene Spheres Solutions - Complementary Data and Results B-5
Figure B.5: Side face simulated images at detection acceptance angle θa = 8.6◦ for the single
scattering detection. Solutions of polystyrene spheres of 1 µm and 2 µm diameter are considered
at various optical depths. 3 billions photons are sent. The intensity scale corresponds to the single
light scattering intensity detected divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity.
B-6 Polystyrene Spheres Solutions - Complementary Data and Results
Figure B.6: Back face simulated images at detection acceptance angle θa = 8.6◦ for the single
scattering detection. Solutions of polystyrene spheres of 1 µm and 2 µm diameter are considered
at various optical depths. 3 billions photons are sent. The intensity scale corresponds to the single
light scattering intensity detected divided by the maximum value of the incident light intensity.
A P P E N D I X C
Hollow cone spray experiment -
Complementary Data and Results
Figure C.1: 2D mapping of the extinction coefficient within the spray.
C-2 Hollow cone spray experiment - Complementary Data and Results
Figure C.2: (a) Absorbance spectrum of the solution of silicium salicilate at 0.058 g/l diluted in
deionized water. (b) Example of emission spectrum for a solution of silicium salicilate solution
at 0.29 g/l, when excited at 313 nm (Berlman 1971).
Hollow cone spray experiment - Complementary Data and Results C-3
Figure C.3: Root Mean Square (RMS) for different conditions of pressure of injection. (a) is
related to the 100 Mie images presented in Fig.7.4(b) and (b) corresponds to the 100 LIF images
presented in Fig.7.5(b).
C-4 Hollow cone spray experiment - Complementary Data and Results
A P P E N D I X D
Monte Carlo code
D-2 Monte Carlo code
Monte Carlo code D-3
D-4 Monte Carlo code
Monte Carlo code D-5
D-6 Monte Carlo code
Monte Carlo code D-7
D-8 Monte Carlo code
Monte Carlo code D-9
D-10 Monte Carlo code
Monte Carlo code D-11
D-12 Monte Carlo code
Monte Carlo code D-13
D-14 Monte Carlo code
Monte Carlo code D-15
D-16 Monte Carlo code
Monte Carlo code D-17
D-18 Monte Carlo code
